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Proceedings 
AT 

Ordinary General Meeting, 
February 18, 1911. 

The Ordinary General Meeting 'of the Society 
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the South 
African School of Mines, on Saturday evening, 
February 18th, Dr. James Moir (President) in the 
chair. There were also present :-

51 Members: Messrs. C. B. S1),ner, W. R. 
Dowling, Tom Johnson, E. J. Laschinget, H. A. 
White, W. A. Caldecott, 'E. H. Johnson, R. G. 
Bevington, A. MeA. Johnston (Members of 
Council), E. L, Aqams, S. Beaton, G. H. Beatty, 
W, Beaver, A. J. Bowness, J. Brown, J. Chilton, 
1\1. H. Coombe, W. M. Coulter W. J. Creasey, 
M. Dodd, 1\1:, J. Doyle, A. L, Edwards, R. 
Gascoyne, W. L., Hamilton, J. H. Harris, A. B. 
Inglis, A. J. Johnson, W. W. Lawrie, G. A, 
Lawson, H. S. Macgregor, L. Marko, H. Meyer, 
Prof. J. Orr, E. Pam, C. S. Parry, J. F. Pyles, 
E. Roberts, K K. H. Sartorius, A. Schwarz. 
G. H. Smith, Ralph Stokes, J. A. Taylor,W. A. C. 
Tayler, A. Thomas, C. F. Thomas, F. W. ·Watson, 
J. Watson, E. M. Weston, and A. Wilkinson. 

17 Associates and Students: Messrs. H. Abao, 
J. Gibson, T. W. Gilbert, J. S. Grace, A. King, 
H. G. Kirkland, L. T. Leyson, H. J. v. d, Merwe. 
H. A. PattIe, F. J. Pooler, R. Sawyer, H. 
Stadler, A. H': Thomas, J. Thorlund, 1. Tom, 
E. J. Wiseman and A. L. Wright. 

30 Visitors, including Sir Wm. Preece, KC.B., 
F.R.S., and Fred. Rowland, Secretary. 

The minutes of the previous monthly meeting, 
as printed in the January Journal, were con· 
firmed. 

NEW MEMBERS •. 

M~ssr8. R. G. B~vington and Tom Johnson were 
appOInted scrutineers, and after their scrutiny' . 
of the ballot papers, the President announced 
that .all the candidates for membership had been 
unammously electlid, as follows :-

DICKSON, GORDON FRASER, London and Rhodesian 
Mining and Land Company, Limited, Lomho 
Buildings, Salisbury, Rhodesia. Mining 
Engineer. 

HAWL~~Y, THOMAS, Commercial Hotel, Salisbury, 
Rhodesia. Miner and Prospector. 

IZOD, EDWIN GILBERT, Messrs. H. Eckstein & Co., 
P. O. Box i49, Johannesburg. Mechanical 
Engineer. 

LAURU;, ]{OBERT ANTHONY, Crown Mines, Limited, 
P. O. Box 158, Fordsbnrg. Shift Boss. 

LILLY, ALEXANDER, Princess Estate and Gold 
. 'Mining Company, Limited, P. O. Box 114 

Roodepoort. lliill Manager. 
The Secretary: 'Since the last meeting of 

the Society the following have been admitted by 
the Council:-

As Associates.-
INNES, CHARLES 'VILLIAM ltOSE, -Knights Deep,. 

Limited, P. O. Box 143, Germiston. Cxanider. 
, JAMESON, JOHN JULIUS IRVINE, P. O. ROOlberg, via 

'Yarmbaths. Mine Manager. 
TAMPMN, ERIC HORNBY, Ferreira Deep, Limited,. 

P. O. Box 5977, Johannesburg. Reduction 
'Y or ks I,earn er. 

TAYLOR, .MICHAJ;;L, Princess Estate and Gold Mining' 
Company, Limited, P. O. Box 114, Roodepoort. 
Cyanider. (Transfer.from Student Roll.) 

VAWTER, J. E., Knights Deep, Limited, P. O. Box 
143, Germiston. Mining Engineer. . 

'YELSFORD, HUBERT MEm;DITH, Knights Deep, 
Limited, P. O. Box 143, Germiston. Cyanider. 

WILSON, GEORGE CALDWELL, Mysore Gold Mining' 
Company, Limited, Marikuppam, Mysore 
State, S. India. Chemist. 

GENERAL BUSINESS. 
The President: I have some more slides to· 

show you in connexion with the mine-air question. 
They were done in order to see if the fog of up
cast shafts (which is due to rarefaction) contained 
any silica particles. Mr .. Hildick Smith got me 
the samples by exposing glucose slides for 15 
minutes underground near the upcast shaft of the 
Ferreira. G. M.-a min~ which contains much 
timbering. The top one shows no silica but a 
fungus filament and many oval spores and a few 
cocci, also a large flat cell which may be derived 
from- skin' or epithelium. The lower one shows 
a large piece of decayed timber about t mm. 
long, also a number of flat cells and two pieces 
of quartz. 
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Organic Dust from Ferreira G. M. x 800. 

} Silica. 

From Air of Ferreira G. M. x 500. 
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'Feb. 1911 General Business. 351 

The President introduced Sir William, H. , 
Preece, K.C.B., F.R.S.,' who, he' pointed: ol1t ,: 
should be very well kno'wn to them all as' one' 

'<Jf the pioneers of electricity,' particularly in, 
'wireless telegraphy, and who' had an announce
ment to make as,t? ,a scheme for the' advancement 
of mining and m!'ltall~rgy, namely, the Bessemer 

,Laboratory at South Kensington. 

Sir William Preece, who met with a hearty 
,reception, said: Gentlemen, it gives me' great 
pleasure to renew my acquainta:nce ,with J ohannes
burg. I was here six years ago with ,the British 
Association, but I had not then acquainted myself 

'sufficiently with the peculiarities of the atmo
sphere in the Transvaal. I was rather more 
interested in the new scenery, so much so that I 
was from 5 o'clock one cold morning until late in 
the day examining the beauty of the scenery from 
the platform of the train with the result that I 
caught a severe chill, but! managed to struggle one 
day into one of the 'sectIOns and read a p~per on 
"Wireless Telegraphy." I was subsequently taken: 

,all round about and I saw distinctly the nucleus of .. 
,something that was going to 'be very big and very 
, satisfactory. I, come ,here now six years after-
wards and I find that in every respec"t myanticipa
tions have been realised. The place has grown 
immensely; the population is greater. Institutions 
for the promotion of the practical application of 
science are growing fast, and the result is, I find 
myself now in what I firmly believe to be the 

,greatest centre of electrical 'enterprise and electrical 
energy in the British Empire. We have nothing 
so astounding to show the Britisher at Home as 
what you have to show him here. It passes all 
human understanding to see the rate at which 

,things have grown. I am, however, bound to say 
that during the past ~ix years we have not been 
quite idle at Home. One of the movements in 
which I have taken a very active part has been 
the work of the Standardisation Committee. I 

, have been a member of the Electrical Standards 
Committee since its formation, about thirty years 
ago, and we have done well. Our electrical 
units are in universal use. 'We have established 

"st.andards that are b.eing followed everywhere, 
but we are not satisfied with the first and great 
point we started with. It was not so much to 
e8tablish a system, of measarements, but to 
start with firm decisive definitions which shall 

,clearly express to everyone' the properties of 
materials, the nature of operations, and the 
result of actions. In the same way, strangers like 
myself who come here would wish very much 
that we had a dictionary of the terms which have 

; groWIlJ flourished and stayed here, but are not 
very well known in distant places like poor old 

, London. I would suggest that ,you should be 

, asked to give us «lear an~ well thought-out defini
Hons:' of B,rich, things' as 'sli~~, ) 'sand, concentrate, 

, tailing: etc., thiilg~coriimo~ t6, everyone of you, 
, but things we, know precious 'little about until 
we get,here'. Now th,at leads me to this, that J 
also notice the gre,at strides ~hat have been made 
in the advance of education', 'and it is in technical 

, education, 'more than any other that we want to 
see 'progress made. 'W t3 are doing very well ill 
London. To-night the principal object of my 
remarks is to lead you up 'to the fact that we are 
establishing in London what I think will 
prove to be the most perfect ,laboratory for min
ing and metallurgy that is to be found anywhere. 
It arose in this way. A good many years ago it 
was decided to erect a memorial to Henry 
Bessemer, and a committee was formed to 
organise the collection of funds' for the erection 
of this memorial. We did very well. Our late 
King Edward VII. laid the foundation stone of 
the building. We have every reason to hope that 
the laboratory 'will be opened by King 
George V" not very long ',after the Corona
tion. The building itself is complete. It i~, as 
far as we are aware. the largest laboratory ot' 
the kind in 'tny part of the world. It will be 
equipped with every possible form of apparatus 
that will contribute to the complete education of 
the mining and metallurgical engineer. We are 
promised help in all directions. We want the 
help and assistan:ce, of the British manufacturers. 
Th~y are rather difficult gentlemen to move. In 
America if they want' anything for a laboratory 
the American engineers, vie 'with each other ill 
supplying apparatus and never think of making 
a charge. In ,England, the fhst thing if til ere 
is some money in hand, and it is known that 
certain apparatus' is required, is to be waited 
upon by' some agent who wants to get a good 
order. That is' not what we want. We want 
them to come forward and simply say" I will let 
you have this," and then we shall get our 
apparatus right up-to-date and ready for use with
out having to pay agents' commissions and manu
facturers' profits. 

Now there is an idea, that we are rather 
behind in England in ,technical education, 
I do not think that is just. I do not know tJlat 
there is any technical institute iIi, this world that 
has been' so successful in sending accomplished 
students out into the world' as our School of 
Mines. 'Again" if you 'take Naval Architecture I 
do not believe there is any cou'n'try that can show 
students of Naval Architecture who have acquired 
such p.:.sitions and such great eminence. I do 
not think I should be very far wrong in saying 
that we are not very much behind in electrical 
engineering. I ought not perhaps to do that for 
I can only do it by making a boast, as I was 
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the first to establish a school of electrical 
engineering, That was in SouthamJ-lton in 
the early sixties. I turned out two or three good 
students, One of the earliest was Prof. Ayrton, 
who lectured to you when the British Association 
was here. Anothe.r one, who was by far the 
most able map I ever had with me, and who (very 
foolishly I think) dropped engin'eering, was 
Sir James Sivewrigh~ , ~. only want to mention 
these facts to point out to you how interested 
I am in the advancement of education. I cann0t 
suggest anything to improve the conditions of 
education in this country, especially when wc 
are here in a building erected for the very 
purpose. We have nearly completed in London 
the Imperial College of Science and Technology, 
of which ,ve shall be prond. I am not going to 
ask for anything, but I 8ay this, that if I am 
spared I shall, come here again one or two years 
hence, and I am sure I shall find in this very 
live place a constant st.eady improvement. I 
have visited America four times, and spent three 
months there 'on each occasion, and I have come 
back from America with the feeling that there is 
something in the electrical contact between Briton 
and American to the gre'at advantage of the 
Briton, for he acquires by this contact a species 
of electrical energy. He is a better fellow to 
work with, and knows his work better. I believe 
the reason' to be-not that the:e is any racial 
difference between American and Briton-that the 
former lives in an atmosphere totally different to 
that of London. There is an. atmos!Jhere~a 
champagne-like atmosphere in the States which 
m!1kes. one lively immediately one gets there. You 
never tire there. You work all day there. I cometo 
J oh'lnnesburgand find that you are all imbued with 
the same kind of charripagne .effect, In your 
low atmospheric pressures, in your climate, 
in your surroundings, and in the busy world in 
which you ,live, there is not much difference 
between the life of the J ohannesburger and the 
very active New Yorker. There were several 
young Britons who cltme out with me on the 
steamer. .It is good for them to come to such a 
place as this, for we are kept down at Home by 
our atmosphere and climate. 'Ve have not the 
gorgeous sun you have here, we have FlOt the 
air you breathe, and we are utterly deficient in 
th,.t energy such as managers here possess, sup
ported by the enormous capit'll you have at your 
cOlllmand. . When we in England want capital 
for any purpose we cannot get it. There is some
thing in the company promoter which deters the 
public from s~bscribing. As an active exponent 
of new things electrical I have almost cried over 
the way our proposals are met by the financial 
members of the City of London. \ I will give you 
one case, I had a little apparatus that might be 

useful for anyone, for househo.d pnrposes, for' 
office purposes, and for many other purposes, even. 
Government purposes. I only wanted £1'0,000, 
to start this thing, and I went to one of the· 
leading men on the Stock Exchange, a personal. 
friend. de was a very wealthy man and one· 
who was connected with a great many successful-. 
undertakings. He said, "Well,. what do you, 
want~" I said" Only £J 0,000," "Pooh !" he 
said, "If you want £200,000 or £300,000 I 
could do something for you; but £10,000, we do, 
not look at that on the Stock Exchan'ge ! " The· 
result was I did not get my money from him; r 
had to get it myself! Gentlemen, I have had 
the great pleasure of coming here to-night, 
and, whatever I have said has been with the ' 
firm desire ·that you will go on as you are going, 
and that in the immediate future I may .come· 
here again and find as great an advance in 
Johannesburg as in the last six years. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Membe1'of Council): 
We very much appreciate Sir William Preece's. 
remarks to us. He has taken the trouble to 
come here to see the Society at work, and to give· 
us encouragement. I think it a great honour 
when a man of Sir 'William's standing comes here 
to say what he has said. He has told us about 
the marvellC?us developments which have been, 
marie in JolJanntsburg since he was here last, 
and expressed the hope that we will continue to, 
expand and progress. Further, with regard to 
the mining and metallurgical laboratory which is· 
being opened in London, we, as a Scciety, ought.' 
to take a lively interest in it as much a~ posliiible, 
and keep in touch with what is going on in the 
great fiaancial centre of the world. It is to some· 
extent perhaps a fallacious idea that the people 
in England are behind the times. It might have
been true some time "go, but they have taken 
the challenge up, and \\'e all know that a great 
deal of the best work in the mining and metal" 
lurgical world emanates from London to-day. 
This is because they have obtained the co-opera
tionanda~sistanceof various technical societies and 
workers all over the world. They have recognised 
the principle that science is universal, and that the
best results are achieved by all working together, 
concentrating their ideas, and putting the best/ 
forward as a standard for those who come after
to start from, I think I am voicing the opinion' 
of members when I say that we owe Sir William 
a hearty vote of thanks for attending our meeting 
this evening. ' 

Sir William Preece: I need" hardly say I am 
very thankful to you all for the kind reception. 
you have given my remark~. I wish they had 
been a 'little more carefully considered, but .at 
the same time I think I haH' spcken rather more-
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1?eb. 1911 Genm'al Business. 

:from the heart than the head. I have taken every 
possible opportunity to find out what you are 
,doing here, and during the time I remain, I shall 
probably worry a few more of you to give me a 
little further information. 

The President (Contr'ibutecl): I have just 
received from Mr. A. C. Claudct an account of tha 
Imperial Colhoge of Science and Technology, from 
'which the following extract will be interesting: 

The lllining Depar·t1nent, -" The main entrance 
,to the mining section will be in Prince Consort 
!Road, and, the buildings in their entirety occupy 
,a space of about l-ir acres, with a frontage to 
IPrince Consort Road and to Exhibition Road. 
'The buildings will accommodate the mining, 
,metallurgical, geological and engineering de
partments-the three first named being to the 
'west of the building and the engineering depart
'lllent to the east. The mining department includes 
.on the ground floo.r, a large court, lighted from 
.the roof, about :246 ft. long x 125 ft. wide. 

Another court adjoining will contain the roast
ing and smelting furnaces, in connection with 
wbich are the laboratories for wet and dry assay, 
with balance-room, lecture-room, laboratories for 
micrography, pyrometry, plectro-metallurgy, the 
advanced course of metallurgical operations, and 
,the equable temperature room. In connection 
-with the mining department are two large lecture-
1rooms, museum and drawing office, machinery, 
.assay, laboratory, and departmental library, 

The geological department on the second .floor 
·contains laboratories for pal1Bontology, petrology, 
.mineralvgy, economic~ and rock cutting, a museum 
86 ft. x 40 ft.) elementary laboratories, large 
.drawing office, and research rooms. 

All the buildings will be of the latest 'construc
tion, fire resisting, amply lighted in both rooms 
.alld corridors, and laid out on simple and direct 
lines, with easy staircases and lifts at frequent 
points and good cartway approaches at the rear 
to all departments. There will also be large store 
rooms and separate cloak and lavatory accommo
-dation for staff and servants. The building will 
be lighted throughout with electricity and heated 
by hot water and by steam, both electric current 
and steam being probably supplied from the cen
tral station 

There is a plot which lies to the north of Prince 
Consort Road, and here the building to .e 
erected will contain on the ground floor a lounge 
hall, larg~ dining-room and kitchens, smoking
room, ladles', guests' and committee rooms. On 
the upper floor ,viII be provided a large concert 
~nd debating room, to be used also as gymnasium 
lIbrary and reading-room and rooms for staff 
with a separate entrance. ' , 

J'he B~sserne1' Labo1'ator'y. - The Bessemer 
Laboratory is now being equipped with machinery. 
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It is, as already stated, a top-lighted building 
about 240 ft. x 125 ft., with large upper ore 
sampling floor, an upper concentration floor, and 
a main concreted lower floor. All the usual type 
of wet and dry crushing machines will be installed 
with amalgamation, concentration, cyaniding and 
'other processes, arranged for practical workillg 
scale tests of ores. In the metallurgical depart
ment there will be various types of furnaces to 
illustrate the teaching courses j the chief object 
of the whole arrangement being for tpe purpose 
of illustrating in a practical manner the teaching 
work of the professors. 

The installation, though far from complete, 
alre,.dy comprises a five-stamp battery, two-stamp 
battery, two crushers, a Huntington mill, two 
ball mills and elevators, a II of full size such as 
would be found in operation at an ordinary mine. 
In fact the laboratory is on a scale commensurate 
with the working of a good-sized mine. It is 
quite correct to say that no such laboratory exists 
in any other part of the world. 

No doubt seems to be felt that. the min~1g 
building will be completed by the end of the 
year, from which time the training of the future 
mining engineer and metallurgist will be on an 
infillitely broader and more satisfactory basis 
than it has ever previously been. 

How the Movement 01·iginated.-The· move
men t was started by the Institution of Mining 
and Metallurgy in 1901, and has been well 
described by Mr. McDermid, its secretary, as 
"for the co-ordination and re-organisation of 
higher technological education at South Kensing
ton." The Government of the day has been 
most sympathetic, as no one can doubt who reads 
the "peech of Mr. Haldane at the annual dinner 
of the Institution some eighteen months ago. 

What the College will do for the Student.
Having thus described the Imperial College of 
Science and TeL:hnology in its relationship to the 
industries of mining and metallurgy, it is weI! to 
be precise iri'stating what it is calculated to do 
for the student in both these branches of his 
profession. 

Mr. Claudet says: Let anyone go to South 
Kensington and examine what is being done 
there, and, if previously unacquainted with the 
subject; he will be astonished at what he sees. 
Practical metallurgical work is there to be con
ducted on a large scale in the new Bessemer 
laboratory. Much 9f the equipment which is of· 
an elaborate kind is being provided out of the 
Bessemer Memorial Fund, and a large amount 
has already been spent. 

The contention running through a recent 
article in the Mininr; World, entitled "How to 
Train Miners," was that the instruction given in 
the School of Mines (temporarily located in the 

r' 

old premises at South Kensington) ,is theoreti-' 
cal rather than practical, but this is:not so, as, 
I shall have little difficulty in proving, Students
can go through a four-year course and; obtain the 
advantage of a fifth year as Post-Gradliates at 
mines in this. country and abroad, under condi
tions I will presently explain. Hitherto, the' 
Royal School of Mines has not been so advanta
geously placed for giving practical underground. 
instruction as the schools in Cornwall, but it is 
obligatory under the present curriculum that a 
certain amount of practical work underground 
~hall be done by the student during the long 
vacations. After the ordinary theoretical course, 
plus the underground experience gained during 
vacation time, any student who has. obtained his, 
associateship of the Royal School of Mines is 
eligi ble for selection for a Post-graduate course in. 
Mines or Works, at home or abroad, inaugurated. 
by the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy some' 
eight years ago. Twenty or 'more graduates of 
the Royal School of Mines and other recognised, 
colleges are selected annually by the Council of 
the Institution for these Post-Graduate courses,_ 
and those selected are ~ubjected to thorough 
medical examination before their selection is con-' 
firmed. During the course (which is for one 
year, except in India, where it is for two years)· 
the graduates are rotated through all the depart
ments of the mines or works to which they are 
sent, ana they receive from the mine owners,' 
remuneration which is lllore than sufficient to
cover the cost of living. In addition to this, the 
Institution awards annually five scholarships of' 
£50 each, and makes grants in certain cases from· 
a special fund in its possession. The C~uncil in 
their annual. reports have frequently expressed. 
their gratification at the results of these courses" 
which are far-reaching in their effect. It may be' 
useful in this connection to quote what Sir Julius
Wernher said about the Post-Graduate courses so' 
recently as December last: 'I know ofa good 
many Post-Graduate students who have been sent 
to South Africa and can say I have never heard a 
complaint about them. I believe they have 
always done their duty and will be a credit to>, / 
your Institution in the future." ./ 

/ 

PROFIT PER, FATHOM. 

By R. E. SAWYER, A.ItS.M., A.I.M.M 
(Associ~te ). 

These are a few notes' in favour of a partial' 
aaoptiunof Mr. H.F. Marriott'sfathomagesystem,* 
bringing forward certain favourable points, which 
I do not consider he made the most of. 

* S.A. Alini:ng Journal, March 12, 1910, p. 29; and March 26, 
1910, p. 105. 
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Feb. 1911 R. E. SawY61'-Profit per Fathom. 355-

With widely varying conditions, such as stope 
widths nature of hanging, etc., it is impossible 
to say ~xactly what is the .total cost (~inin? and 
reduction) of rock 'broken III any partIcular stope. 
The best we can do is to obtain a working 
approximation. Tbe actual cost of stores and 
labour for anyone stope is known accurately, 
but this cbarge' amounts to less tban one-fourth 
(i) of the total cost, in the case of large machine 
stopes. 

The other cbarges shown in Table I. cannot be 
directly apportioned to each stope, b'.lt are 
distributed over hand, machine, small macbine 
stopes, and the average for each class determined. 

------------------------

All charges are distributed on a fathomage basis, 
with the exception of tramming, hoisting, reduc
tion and residue. These latter are on the tonnage' 
basis~ 

Sorting.--Tbe value of sorted rock is often, 
taken as one pennyweight. In a series of _pro
longed experiments I obtained a waste value of 
0'4 dwt., when sorting from 10% to 20%, with 
very small variations in individual assays. It 
would seem, therefore, at first sight tbat a 
deduction should be made from tbe value per 
fatbom to allow for the amount sorted. In the 
stope valuation, however, all waste rock is taken, 
as being of no value, and all assays .less than 1 

TABLE I. 

SW" S\V" S\V" 

Fathoms (measured) ." 2,568 1,190 ~ 1,140 122 238 40 

Fathoms adjusted ... 2,758 1,310 -- 1,200 -- 248 --

Tons ... ... 59,476 18,000 -- 39,000 -- 2,476 --

Method Total Hammer ShillingR Big Shillings Small' Shillings. 
Allotted. Distribu· Amount £ 

per Machines per Machines per 
tion. £ Fathom, £ Fathom, £ Fathom, . -----

Compressor Charges ... F 1034'7 -- - 852'0 14'2 182'7 14'7 
Rock Drill Maintenance F 727'5 - - 595'0 9'9 132'5 10'7 
Machine Drill ~I & Sharp F 593'6 - -- 485'0 8'1 108'6 8'7 
Air Pipe Maintenance F 95'4 -- -- 77'5 1'3 17'0 1'4 

Rigging . .. ... F 559,0 -- -- 559'0 9'3 -- --

H!J.nd Drill M Sbarp ,.' F 740'5 740'5 11'3 - -- -- --

Central Pump ... F 521'2 247'0 3'8 227'0 38 46'8 3'8, 

Tramming ... ... T 3049'6 924'6 14'1 2000'0 33'4 1250 10-0 

Hoisting ... ... T 1393'4 422'0 6'4 915'0, 15'2 56'4 4'S 
Timbering ... ... F 664'6 316'0 4'8 289'0 48 596 4'8 
Mine AdministrJ.tion." F 783'1 372'0 5,7 3400 5'7 71'1 5'7 
General Charges ... F 4610 219'0 3'3 201'0 33 41'0 3'3 
Sub Accounts F 187'2 89'0 1 4 81'5 l'4 16'7 1'4 

--- ----

Underground Extras 10809'9 33:30'1 50'3 662:l:0 110'4 857'4 69'1 
Stores and Labour ... F -- -- 110'4 -- 65'6 - 72'7 

-- --- --------
Total Underground ... T -- -- 161'2 - 176'0 -- 141'8 

Reduction .. ' ... T 9300'0 2820'0, 49'1 6100:0 101'5 :380'0 30'6 
General Cbarges ... F 1540'0 731'0 ll'O 670'0 11'2 . 139'0 11'2 
Residue ... ... T 4360'0 1320'0 20'0 2860'0 47'6 180'0 14'5 

-- -- 74'1 -- L60'3 -- 56'3 
-------------------------------.- -----

~rotal Deduction ... -- -- 235'3 -- 336'3 -- 198'1 
Less Stores and Labour -- -- 110'0 -- 65'6 -- 72'7 
Additions for Tables 2, ---- ---------- ---------------

3 and 4. -- -- 125'3 -- 270'7 -- 125'4 
~rotal excluding Residue - -- 215'5 -- 288'7 -- 183'6 
Oost per Ton ... -- -- 15'6 - 9'5 -- 18'4 -

Total cost per fathom mined 244'0 
Total cost per ton mined 11'7 

. - .. 
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dwt. are returned as a trace' and calculated as of 
no' value. No doubt some of the 0'4 dwt. of 
waste r,ock assay is due to mud derived from 
richer rock. On the other hand some waste rock, 
such as portions of " black bar" and poor looking 
bastard, assays considerably more than 1 dwt. 
It is, therefore, best to take the value of the 
waste as it is reckoned in the valuation, i.e"of 
no value. So the value per fathom of any stope 
is unaltered by sorting. Sorting cannot raise the 
number of dwt. in a fathom, and its only effect is 
to reduce the total reduction charge, This 
charge, In a perfect method, should be distributed 
over each stope, according to the proportion 
which it is estimated could be sorted from the 
stope, In practice this is impossible, as anyone 
who has tried it will admit. The sorting charge' 

has, therefore, to be put in with the other gerieral 
charges, Whe!1, however, a stope is on the 
border line of un payability, it should be 

,examined to see if the average percentage sorted 
applies to it or not. If it is capable of a very 
large amount of sorting, special allowance must 
be made, which will increase its payability. 

Fathornage,-A practical difficulty, that will 
arise on most mines, is' that the tonnage as 
reckoned from the fathomage by the surveyors 
will be considerably short of that returned by the 
reduction department. In my experience, even 
this latter return is often materially short of the 
truth. Every effort should be made to, secure 
agreement in the tonnage j stope widths must be 
checked, and allowance made for stripping of 
foot and hanging wall. The tramming retUrJilS 

TABLE II.-HAMlIfER STOPES, 

+ 125'3. 
Shillings. 

Stores Stores and Shlilings, 
Inch. Dwt, Fathoms. and Labour Value l'er 

Labour. cost l'er fathom, 
£ fathom, 

Shillings Shillings. Profit per 
fathom, Loss, 

------- ----------- ----

10 WI E 45 7-7 59'7 351'7 117'5 364 121 
10 WI W 57'3 4'4 36'6 } 328'5 145'0 349 10 W 2 E 65',1 10'4 8'4 79 

10 W 3 E 5~'7 23 6'5 } 10 W 3A E 55'5 6'0 105 176'3 175 284 
10 W 3 W 47·7 7'9 2'9 
10 W 4 E 79'8 4'9 22'5 I 293'8 180 388 lOW 4 W 51'1 2'5 10'0 f 

16 

83 I,· 

10 W 5 E 38'1 10'1 86'1 3960 92 405 188 
10 w 5 W 36'9 8'::\ 65'7 375'8 ' 114 322 83 . 
11 W 1 E 44'0 5'0 44'3 205'0 93 231 13 
11 W I W 504 10'5 41'0 2966 142 556 289 
11 W 2 E ·47'3 2'3 14'2 L 171'3 98 376 11 W 2 W ,47'3 11"4 20'6 j 153 

12 W 1 E 40'4 7'0 32'5 } 348'0 95 416 12 WI W 59'0 8'7 4Cr6 196 

12 W 2 E 41'2 5'1 45'.5 298'9 131 221 35 
12W 2 W 51'1 6'9 51'7 313'5 121 371 125 
12 W 3 E 48'9 ll'O 65'0 340'2 ]05 566 336 
12W 3 W 5U'1 6'9 39'2 } 360'9 90 412 12 W 4 E 57'7 7'8 40'9 197 

12W4 W 39'1 17'7 289 136'5 94 720 507 
13 W 1 E 404 4'0 48'6 177'1 70 168 27 
13 WI W 74'2 7'3 66'5 ·329'3 99 569 345 
13 W 2 E 65'8 8'1 59'4 318'9 107 560 328 
13 W 5 W 43'6 3'2 31'4 

} 14 WI E 43'2 10'4 11'4 3894 111 289: 14 W 2 W 57'3 l'8 21'2 , 
14 W 2 E 56'5 3'6 5'8 , 

53 

Average cost, stores and labour per fathom = 11 0'4 shillings. 

Average stope width = 55 inches. 
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TABLE'IlL-MACHINE STOPES (LARGE MACHiNES). 

+ 270:7. 

- Shillings. 
Stores Stores and SHillings Shillings,. 

. Shillings. Inch. Dwt. Fathoms. and Labour Value per Profit per 
Labour. cost pel' fathom. fathom .. Loss. 

.£ fathom. \ 

------------ --- -------- ---- ---~---

1 W 2 E 143 2'4 31'2 102'7 65'6 360 24-
1 W 3 E 130 4'8 26'5 91'6 71'8 655 313 
lW3W 13:3 4'4 20'7 96'2 92'8 612 249 
2 W 2 E 107 2'3 38'1 85'0 44'5' 259 56 
2 W 1 E BO 2'4 36'9 102'5 55'6 303 2:3 
2W3W 133 3'5 '3("j-J 10S'7 61'8 490 ,15S 
2 W 3 E 162 1'8 26'2 98'5 75'1 :306 40 
4W2E 55 3'3 36'5 109'5 60'1 189 14l 
5 W 3 E 116 4'2 25'2 91'4 72'5 512 169 
6WIE 137 3'3 22'7 96'0 42'3 475 162' 
6WIW 132 3'6 20'0 49'5 48'0 '49!:l 181 
7WIE US 2'9 647 261'2 81-6 359 7 
7WIW 120 3'9 26'7 74-5, 55'7 492 166 
8 WI E 105 4'8 30'6 96'5 630 530 197 
8WIW 88 24 37'0 106'6 57'5 222 106 
SW2E 85 2'4 550 138'1 50'1 214 107 
8W2W 112 2'6 31'5 109'u 69'6 306 34-
8 W:3 E 100 2'6 35'4 , 90'5 51'2 273 49 
9 W,l E 120 2'6 3e5 

I 

128'8 704 3:28 13 
9WIW 143 2'6 19 1 88'3 9:N 390 27 
9 W 2 E 130 2'3 27'0 104'8 77'6 . 314 

I :34 

Average cost, stores and labour IlPl' fathom = 65'6 shillings. 

A verage stope width = 122 incheH. 

TABLE IV.-MACHINE STOPJ<~S (SMALL MACHINES), 

+ 125'4, 

Shillings 
Stores Stores and Shillings. Shillings. I Shillings. Inch, Dwt. Fathoms, and Labour Value per Profit per Loss. Labour, cost per fathom, fathom. 

£ fathom. 
---------- ------------- ------- -------

lEI E 43'7 11'0 26'0 145'5 112'0 505 268 
1 E 1 W 44'0 8'0 36'3 139'0 76'6 370 168 
lE2E 52'4 5'4 19'9 79'2 79'6 297 92 
1 E 2 W 40'6 18'0 21'0 87'4 830 768 560 
lE3E 39'3 8'0 25'6 83'6 65'2 330 140 
1 E 3 W 32'1 20'6 27'4 97'8 71'2 661 465 
IE 4E 26'2 12'7 27'5 75'1 . 548 ;~33 153 
1 E 4 W 40'4 3'5 17'3 ~3'5 27'2 J 148 4 , 

Average cost, stores and labour per fathom = 72'7 shillings, 

Average stope width = 40 inches. 
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are only useful to determine the proportion of 
rock trammed from the three classes of stopes 
'The total tonnage from stopes, after making all 
known deductions, is then distribut~d oV,er hand, 
machine and small ,machine stopes in the propor
tion of the trammer's tally. The distributed 
.tonnage is thEm converted into fathoms by using 
the kiwivn average stope widths for the various 
,classes of stopes (band~ machine, small machine). 
'The new fathomage is known as "adjusted 
,fathoms," and is used for purposes of distribution. 
Having thus outlined the method, I ad vance the 
following claims for it :-

1. That the essential factor, gold contents per 
fathom, is independent of sorting. This factor 
in shillings is given by the formula: Reef width 
,(in.)xassay value (dwt.) x 1'05. It will . .he 
noticed that stope width does not enter into ihis 
factor. 

2. That the final figure, "profit per fathom," . 
conveys more to the mille lllanager than any other 
. figure. He has a very good idett of what 
iathomage to expect from any stove in a llIonth ; 

assays should be taken into account ll.nd the 
'assay plans consulted to see if there is no chance 
of better ore ahead. 

The sampling of a large' machine stope is a ' 
very difficult matter, and I consider. that.a section 
should be made of each stope face, showing 
dri ves, cross-cuts, box-holes, above and below 
stope and giving values .. (See Fig. I.) . 

These sections are of great· value in ~howing 
wbat reef should be stoped or left. They also 
ensure the sampler taking an intelligent inte,rest 
in his work, as a stope carelessly sampled will 
never plot well on a section. 

l'ay Reel-On some mines the percentage of 
pay reef ,mined is determined for eacb "~tope. I 
have drawn up Fig. II. so that a oampler on ' 
bei!1g told the total underground cost per fathom 
for allY' class' of stope (in tbis case 161'2 for 
hand, 176'0 machine, 141'8 small machine) 
can at once see what is the pay limit for any 
stope width. '1'0 this must be added the value 
of the residue unrecuvered . 

Reduction of 1'onnuge.-In the bypothetical 

"'--'''"i:--i<'-''--''-M'· ...... ''\lliIli°;..,..: ... """, -~ <>.~ : 5 ~, '~I e. ~ c ... a ,> L' 0: 0'" :; ~ rt!\U1 RC.r;.,. 

/ " _ r¥ -'- ,. ~:" -4. <.' ['> •• "'1 5 ,_ " <> ~ ~ .. ,/.,,,, 

;:.'oo.-e~,,'>: ____________ I __ ~ ________ . ____ '< <.,. 

:,::~ ~o~::f;:t~/_~~--~=_=-I:II\-,:;>lQ~-.l..--:m.~.~/=:-:==~~--=--=-~-==----:~ --.:~~~~ ;<"n FOOT Lin". 

\. .;y" OI:JTiIlla:. _ uvc.. eo J 

1'-'/ ,.... 
-en'". In.:.-

",,",ar.~ •• ~U~ SOOT...... 1nDc.o~~. ~.:_ v .... , •• 0.-... 
T ... :;"'" • 

FIG. L-4W3E Stope: Numhers in Reef Sections indicate Assay Value i'n Dwt, 
, The Sign + indicates Reef left on F.W. or H.S. 

be thus knows which stopes to push when the 
profit falls. 

3. 'T'hat it will help the manager to escape that 
terrible bogey" grade" The cry for grade is as 
pernicious as the shout for tonnage, it is only the 
happy combination of the two that spells profit; 
and this is what the manager wants, or should 
want. 

From the tables it will be seen that while it 
pays to work certain stopes at 2'6 dwt., other 
stopes are run at a loss although assaying 5 d wt. 
This shows how misleading the sampler's value 
may be, if considered by itself. 

Sampling.-It is not always advisable to stOj) 
a stope that shows a small loss per fathom, as 
the calculations depend so largely on the salll pling., 
In any doubtfal case the last three month's 

IIline considered, let us say 60,000 tons per 
month are being crushed with 200 stamps. 
Suppose that all stopes wbich give a loss or a 
doubtful profit are stopped. This will knock off 
about 13,000 tons per month, and it will be 
possible to close down 50 stamps. 'J he saving 
!ls shown by the sheets would be about £1,150. 
But it will be obvi?us that although we are 
red ucing our tonnage by one ·fourtb, the costs 
will not be decreased in the same proportion. 
For example, one quarter of the reduction costs 
will be about £2,710; practically the saving will 
not amount to more tHan £1,460. This difference 
IIlust be borne by the remaining tonnage .and 
cancels all that was saved bystollping these stopes. 
It appears, therefore, that no gre<tt advantage 
would accrue by shutting down all stopes that 
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Sorting 10 pel' rent. 
(De·v.elopme~t Redemption excluded.) 

FIG. n.-Working Cost pel' Ton (Pennyweights). 
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show a loss, the correct course beinu; to stop only 
those stopes which show a heavy loss, and put 
the machines or h~"nd labour into better stopes. 

On' a large mine, that is divided into sections 
under the control of mine captains or shift bosses, 
it is advisable to call for a certain tonnage of a 
certain graae from each section," and· the grade 
called for by the stope assays should be worked 
out daily for the whole minEl. This should agree 
very closely with the screen assays. I would go 
further and say that while still working out the 
daily grade for the whole mine as a useful check, 
the daily profit from each section should be called 
for, and let the grade and tonnage take care 9f 
themselves. 

A sheet would be prepared showing nallle of 
stope, stope width (in.) and a constant. These 
will m,t be varied during the month if psssible. 
The constant for anyone stope iti : 
Capacity of truck (tens) x 4 x profit per fathom 

Stope width (in.). 
The daily entries will be number of trucks 
trammed, and the number of boys or machines' 
working at that point. The daily Vrofit for each 
stope would be calculated as follows :'-

Trucks x constant = profit for the day. 
The profit for each section can then be obtained 
by addition. The calculation is simpler and takes 
less time than that of the average grade. 

A careful study of the results in the tables 
will repay those interested. A noticeable point 
is the efficir·ncy of the sml!-ll machines. 

The figures given are compiled merely as 
examples. ' 

For the sake of argument a proportion of the 
large machine stopes have been shown as of low 
value, so as to come out unpayable. 

NOl'E.-AIl the formula) quoted above are 
worked out on a basis of 12 cub. ft. of rock, in 
the solid, = 1 ton (2,000 lb.) . 

A square fathom = 36 ~q. ft. 

H 
Fathom x::'W (in.) , 

ence 4' . = tons 

Also 1 dwt. has been taken = 4'2 shillings. 

NOl'E.-In Tables II. and III. the figures, 
over the column headed" Stores and labour, cost 
per fathom," represent the total addition to be 
made to this heading to gi ve the total deductions. 

The President: I have much vleasure in 
moving a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Sawyer 
for hi~ paper, and hove someone else, in whose 
provillce it is, will discuss it. 

M r. Chas. B Saner (Vice-President): With 
plea~Ul"e I will second the vote of thanks. 'The 
paper contains a lot of controversial matter, but 
as I have only just seen it, I will not criticise" it 
now. 

PRACTICAL NOTES ON COAL. 

By MIOHAEL DODD (Member). 

In contemplating the uses of coal and the 
history of coal mining, I am driven very 'forcibly' 
to the conclusion that this invaluable, and ex-
haustible, commodity has probably been handled 
in a fashion more extravagant and wasteful, 
thl).n has any other article of the world's great 
natural wealth. Coal has often been mined by' 
methods which have given li~tle heed to the 
future; the economy and the profit of the' 
moment were the only considerations. Secondary
seams have been sacrificed by the adopted mode 
of working the best one, so that in almost every 
coalfield there are left hehind millions of tOllS of 
valuable fuel which it will never be possible to' 0 

reach again 
In consumption, too, there has often been a,.. 

measure of ignorance and indilI'erence such tha,t 
an infinitely greater tonnage of fuel was con 
stantly being used th~\n was justified by the 
amount of work got out of it. Probably this
was evinced more at the coal llIines themselves, 
than anywhere else. In my young days it was 
estimated that a colliery might be expected to
consume in itti own boilers about 10% of its total 
produ<:t. But in less than a generation an 
enormous change has come about: Scientific 
education, the wider study of all economic" 
problems, the improved mental equipment of 
engineers and of business-men, the advance of dis
covery, the crying demand for the cheavening of 
the cost of power, have all contributed to bring:' 
about this change. The engineer of to day is
never worth his place unless he knows a great 
deal more about the character, the source, and the' 
cost of his power supplies than the colleges were
in the habit of teachin,g five and twenty years 
ago. 

That which prompted me to bring forward 
these few notes was oue of the questions put to· 
candidates in a recent ·Examination for Mine 
Manager's Certificates. The question was the 
eminently practical one: "If you were called 
upon to make a contract for supplies' of coal, ho/w 
would you set about it 7" And tHis question. 
shall be borne in mind in subsequent remarks. 
Leaving out such questions as the origin of coal" 
the distribution of it, and the mining of it, I 
propose to discuss-(I) its composition, (2) the 
different classification,s, (3) the uses of the 
dift'erent sorts,. (4) the 8. ues'tion of selection 

(1) C01nposition.-Without going into the
question of ultimate analysis,as being out.side the
scope of a purely practical paper, the' composition 
of coal may be put down as consiating of volatile 
hydrocarbons, fixed carbon, sulphur, ash, water .. 
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'Th first three of these represent the combustible 
etl· on sulphur being invariably present as pyrite. 

por, . 1% h In small proportIOn, up to . 0'. t e presence 
~f sulphur may be of little consequen~e, but, if 
this limit be exceeded, the sulphur 1S a source. 
both of trouble and danger; trouble, because, . 
.given the presence. of sO~le impurities in the ~~h, 
sulphur induces chnker III the process of burnmg, 
and danger, because of theotendency to spon
taneous combustion. Fires, both in the' hold 
and in the bunkers, have all too frequently 
occurred in sea-going vessels. 

JJTater.-All coals contain a small proportion of 
water both free and in chemical combination. As 
a rule, deeiJer seams contain less water than 
.shallower ones; and generally; also, the older the 
geological formation from which the coal is pro
duced the smaller the percentage. To both these 
.rules, however, exceptions are common. 

The effect of moisture in the coal is simply to 
cut down, by whatever proportion may be 
present, the total percentage of combustible
indeed, the effect is slightly more than this, 
because a little of the combustible is used up in 
·evaporating the moisture. 

The ash represents the total of the solid incom
bustible constituen ts of the coal. No coal is 
entirely free of ash, though some com, very near 
to perfection in this respect, for analyses of 
British coals with so little as 2%, are 'by no 
means uncommon. Yet the most wonderful 
sample which has come to my notice was of 
.south African production: it was a bit of freak 
coal from the Karoo, which contained only '2% 
8f ash. 

With not more than 1% S in the coal it may 
safely be carried oversea; 2% is a distinctly 
dangerous figure; I! % would give pause to a 
buyer. 

Classijication.-All classifications of coal are 
based on the same principle, i.e., on the relative 
I,roportions of volatile gases and fixed carbon. 
No two authorities agree in their classification, 
but a simple method is to write the sorts down 
as :-
Higbl~ bituminous, 40% and upwards of volatiles 
Bltu,nmous, 18 to 400% . 
S b 0" 

u -bituminous, 12 to 18% 
a " .Anthracite, less than 12% 

'Tl 0" Ie coal known as cannel, and some ga; coals, 
are of the first named. Household coal accord 
ing ~o taste, may be chosen from any of the four. 
C0~mg coals may be either the first or second, 
wh11st steam coal of the most useful quality 
belongs to the second and third classes. 
. The uses oj Coal.-(l) For Gas-making.-The 
Hltroduction of electricity as an illuminant has 
made a vast difference to the consumption of 
-coal gas; still in Europe, and especially in 

Britain; there is an enormous production of gas, 
both for lighting and heating. The most 
suitable coal for the manufacture of gas is one 
which is high in volatile hydrocarbons, and in 
which the relative c.ontents of the various gases 
are such that the gas produced will be high in 
illuminating power. A high-class cannel coal, 
with volatile contents of probably' 45%, will 
yield 13,500 cubic feet of gas per long ton, of 
illuminating power of 36 candles; a good 
Durham gas coal, volatiles. 35%, about 12,500 
cubic feet, and illuminating power of 16 candles. 
SC'lected Witbank District coal, with 33% of 
volatiles, gives over 11,000 feet per ton, and an 
illuminating power of slightly over 14. Th~ 
long ton is here meant, as it is the British 
standard. 

For Cokin,q.-In the selection of coal for the 
purpose of coke-making; it would appear. reason
able tc assume that with the scientific knowledge 
of to-day, an expert ought to be able to put his 
hand on analyses of coal and ·declare off-hand 
which were or were n'lt suitable for coke-making; 
but this does not seem possible. Some of the 
best British cokes are made from coal whose 
volatile contents exceed 30%, while some of the 
best American are from coal whose volatiles fall 
short of 24%. There are unexplained mechanical 
or structural differences in coals of similar 
chemical composition s~ch that, while one of 
these coals will produce an admirable coke, 
another will not do so, failing, it may be, to 
give either cohesion, hardness, or porosity, each 
of which qualities .is an essent1al of good coke, 
In addition, a good coking coal must be low in 
ash and sulphur contents. 

Steam Coal.-It is, in this country, to a very 
small extent only, that we are interested in the 
manufacture of gas or coke. Coal to us is im
portant only as fuel used in the generation of 
power. This phase of the subject calls, therefore, 
for more detailed consideration. For use in steam 
boilers we seek, of course, to get full advantage 
of all the combustible contents of our 'coal; 
whether in the form of volatile hydrocarbons or 
fixed carbon. In the procer;s of burning, th~ 
fixed carbon remains on the fire grate until it is 
consumed, so that, roughly 'speaking, all the 
value is extracted therefrom. The volatile gas'es 
on the other hand, are set free by the heat of the 
fire, and immediately. start off for the smoke 
stack, and in every case a proportion escapes. 
The gases are elusive, al)d some. power thus 
escapes. At first it would appear from this that 
the greater the proportion of fixed carbon in your 
combustible the more economical the coal. 
Given a forced draught and an excessive grate 
area this, in certain «ircumstances, holds good 
But under ordina~y conditions of firing, non~ 
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volatile or anthracitic coal burns so slowly as to 
render it ·impossible to get out of the boiler 
the amount of work which ought to be 
exp·ect~d. A coal, therefore, for steam purposes 
should be one which contains a sufficient propor
tion of hydro carbons to give flame enough to 
burn the whole with such rapidity as to get the 
best work out of the b0iler, and yet a propor'tion 
sufficiently low to prevent undue loss of com
bustible by the chimney. 'rhe vital question in 
determining this i8: "What is the percentage of 
volatiles in the best and most economical steam 
coal 7" The question is not an easy one to 
answer, because the figure must, naturally, vary 
with varying conditions. The stronger the flue 
draught the less assistance does the furnace need 
in the shape of gases. The higher the per
centage of ash in the coal the greater the need 
for flame to hasten combustion The so·called 
smokeless coals of South Wales contain 10% or 
11 % of volatile, but these in consumption call for a 
special draught.. Welsh coals are best for steam 
purpoEes, under ordinary conditions of firing, 
when they contain frqm 13% to 17% of volatile, 
but such coals wiII contain. probably from 2% to 
6% only of ash. Natal coals contain from 9% to 
12% of ash, and probably the best steam 
producers amongst them are those which contain 
from 18% to 21~';; of volatile. Amongst Trans
vaal coals we find that the best Witbank 
coals contain from 13% to 16% of ash. These in 
consequence may be expected to. give the best 
result when the volatile contents are from 22% 
to 24%. If we recognize these figures as being 
approximately reliable, a very natural enquiry 
is, how much we should write down the value of 
a coal for steam purposes because it contains a 
higher percentage of volatiles than the figure 
which is considered to be the most economical 1 
This is hard to answer, since the reply depends 
so much on other questions, as for instance: Are 
the boilers hand fired 7 What is the space 
between the bars and the boiler shell1 But 
with the average boiler lJlants in use on the Rand 
in mind, I should be disposed to hazard the 
opinion, that as good results may be expected 
from a Witbank District. coal whose percentage 
of volatile is 24 %, and whose c:tlorific value is 
12'6%, as from one whose volatile contents are 
29%, while giving a calorific of 13%. 

Anthracite.-The world's supply of anthracite 
is comparatively limited in comparison with the 
abundance of bituminous sorts, ye~ the occur
rences are far from .being unimportant. This 
class of coal is extensively uRed in the large 
towns of Europe and America because of its 
sillokelessness. It is used for steam frequently 
enough when its cheapness, as compared with 
other coal~, is such as to justify the provision of 

forced draught to aid combustion, whilst it is of 
great service to the suction gas engines which 
have come to the fore so rapidly during. the .past 
decade. At the present moment the makers of 

. suction gas engines ask for a coal containing not 
. more than 10% of volatile matter, though there is· 
little doubt that in time they will succeed in 
adapting their generating plants to the use of 
bituminous coal. As yet it woul,l appear that 
the tar generated in the fusion of this latter class· 
of coal calls for too frequent stoppages for 
cleaning, and an excess of hydrocarbon gases in· 
the explosive mixture increases. the danger of 
pre-ignitior 

Calorific value -I must l!.o.'" refer to a point 
in reference especially to steam coal which,: 
perhaps, should have received notice at an earlier 
stage in my notes, i.e., the estimation of the 
relative heating power of coals. This is usually 
spoken of as " calorific value," and calorific value' 
means the number of units of water a similar 
unit of coal will convert from boiling point into· 
steam. Thus, when the calorific value of a coal 
is said to be 12, we understand that one pound 
of such coal will, in the laboratory )lllder idea1 
conditions, convert 121b. of water into steam, 
after it has first been heated to boiling point. 
The instrument by means of which such a test is> 
made is termed a calorimeter. Of these there 
are several in use, of which the best is the 
" Mahler Bomp," the standard instrument in use 
on the Rand. Another form of expressing the 
calorific value of a coal is in terms of the 
" British thermal unit." The value' of a coal in 
British thermal units is the number elf units of 
water which one unit of coal will heat from 60% 
to 61 % Fahr. The number of British thermal 
units is arrived at by multiplying the calorific 
value by 966-the figure which represents the 
). tent heat of steam. The calorific VAlue of a 
coal is, of course, its heating power under ideal 
conditions, i.e., its theoretical power. That 
which is obtained from it in actual boiler practice 
is a different matter. This latter-thelJer
centage d efficiency-depends on the character 
of the boiler plant, and on the amount of care 
displayed in the management of it. There are mil)e 
plants on the Rand to, day which do not probably 
give more than 45% efficiency, while others do as 
much as 60%. In South African railway practice, 
d. figure of 55% of three or four Jears ago has 
improved, in the newer locomotives, to~over 60%. 
In the more modern and best equipped stationary 
boilers 70% has certainly been left b~hind; and 
with the mostapprove<;l methods of mechanica~ 
stoking it is claimed for some plants, that the 
high figure of 80% is now being attained 

This brings us to the consideration of the very 
interesting question referred to earlier in this 
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t
· I .. e the question' which ~a,s set in the ar IC e, •.. , . ' . . f .. ' 

chemistr~' pap~r at a receInft examlTlatlOnl··lodr mme 
er " certificates:" you were ca e upon manag ~ . 

to make a contract for coal, how would you set, 
about it 7" The folllo,,:ing suggests itself as a 

ractical sort of rep y, VIZ:; 
p 1. CaIl for tenders, to. be accomp.anied by 

certificates of analysIs and calorific value, 
2. Rule out such ten~ers as are manifestly 

unsuitable, either from excessive price or 
known unsuitability of the coal offered. 

3. Having reduced the choice to two or three, 
have these carefully sampled, and the 
samples analysed and tested for calorific 
value. 

4. Decide on purchasing the coal which gives 
its heat unit at the lowest cost, provided: 
a. It does not clinker; 
b. It is neither too high nor too low in 

volatile contents; 
c. It is uniformly well separated and 

cleaned; 
Naturally, the contrad subsequently entered 

into must provide securities for the due delivery 
of coal of ,ample quality. 

The United States Government buys a large 
tonnage of fuel. Soma time ago the Minister 
responsible appointed a special committee of 
experts for the purpose of laying down on a 
scientific basis the conditions of purchase. A 
hulletin has been published explaining the con
ditions which have been adopted, and this 
contains some very interesting information.' Both 
anthracitic and bituminous coals are purchased. 
In the case of anthracite, purchases are made on 
the basis of the percentage of ash contained in 
the dry coal, which means that, all moisture is 
driven off before the test is made. A tender 
kl.ving been accepted, sampling is systematically 
carried out by a responsible official The samples 
taken are in quantities of not less than 100lbs, 
and these are carefuIry quartered down for 
analysis. Payments for the ,coal are made on the 
results of these analyses, credit being given the 
supplier if his coal shows a.lower percentage of 
ash than that specified in his contract, wpile he 
is debited in the case of any excess. Credits anti 
debits are calculated on a definitely fixed .scale. 
When bituminous coa) , is purchased, the coal is ' 
rated on the ash factor, plus calorific value, and 
in such casee it is specified that the percentage 
of volatile contents sball not exceed a certain 
fixed figure. Such conditions appear sound, and 
are certainly effective, but they strike one as 'very 
elaborate, involving a labour and expense which' 
would only be justified in the case of very large' 
purchases. It is an' easy and ine:rpensive matter 
to ascertain calorific value, while an analysis is a 
much more cumbersome piece of work. 

. Too much stress cannot be laid on the im
portance of correct sampling of coal if reliable· 
result~ are sought for. I have known coal 
samlJled by one man to be tested to a calorific' 
of 'under 11, while a sample of the same bulk, 
taken oy other hands has shown 12'5. TIle
rough and ready way of sampling is to pick up 'a 
chunk of coal; good or indifferent, according to· 
the result desired, and send that to the laboratory. 
A test of a sample so taken is valueless. Sampl
ing must be done by taking from the various. 
parts of a heap a large number of small portions~ 
and the aggregate of these should be carefully 
mixed, crushed, and quartered down if sound. 
results are sought for. 

. As a dissertation on coal, the foregoing is very 
incomplete and scrappy. The object has been t(} 
give prominence only to some of the main, 
practical factors which are worthy of note in the· 
consumption of coal, and especially in consump 
tion for th~ generation of steam. 

The President: I am sure this is a most. 
excellent type of paper, and one which, in agree· 
ment with the title, is intensely practical. I 
think also we ought to congratulate Mr. Dodd on 
his excellent delivery, for I fancy we very seldom., 
get such a good speaker. 

Mr. A. McArthur Johnston (Past-President): 
In seconding the proposal to move a hearty vote 
of thanks to the author, 1 feel th:tt we ought to· 
congratulate oursel ves on having such an authority' 
to speak on this subject. Mr. Dodd, as we all 
know, has been long connected with the collieries 
of South Africa, and more especially of the 
Transvaal, and is therefore most competent to: 
help us in estimating the value thereof. 

With your permission I would take this oppor
tunity of criticising the author's paper, because·' 
he is not alw:tys with us and I am anxious to let 
him see that though we may criticise severely in 
this Society sometimes, we do so, as one of our'. 
Past-Presidents used to say, suaviter in modo, . 
jortiter in reo 

Generally speaking, I am disappointed in the· 
paper. Fr~m our knowledge .of the author's· 
attainments and of thc' store of figures which he 
must have by him pertaining to .Transvaal coal~,. 
we were entitled to have expEcted from him 
information bearing on the local supplies. Such,. 
would have been beneficial not only to the gold 

'industry, but to the coal mines and the country' 
generally as advertising the class of coals which. 
can be obtained here. His remarks are, too, 
very indefinite in many places, and seem to poilit 
to the intention .of not giving too much away. 

For example, he talks about the moisture in 
the coal as cutting down simply the total per 
centage of combustible-'-or slightly more than, 
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this, since the moisture has to be evaporated. 
Now, I lim in agreement with this remark when 
,referring to Middelburg 'coals, which as a rule 
give a moisture content of under 2%, but I 
decidedly ')bject to coals containing S% or' even 
10% of moisture, * such as are on the market here, 
being placed under this category. This'quantity 

·of moisture will have .3. material effect on the 
value of the coal. 

Again, I am disappointed at the author not 
giving us some information on the coking 
-capabilities of the Midd!'Jlburg coals. Lhad hopes 
that he would have placed .before us some data 
showing how by picking or by mining one 
particular seam, with subsequent washing, a 
lligh class coking coal could have been obtained, 
on which future smelting works in the Transvaal 
llllight rely. We know that in the past a 
little good coke has been produced in the Trans· 
vaal, but we are anxious to hear from an 

·expert what can be done, and what possibly will 
be done, now that the huge coal industry is 
·under such powerful and concentrated control 

I note that the author gives us a definition of 
-the British Thermal Unit. As a practical defini
tion I have no quibble to find therewith, but as 
.a scientific definition I am anxious to have the 
point made clear. Consulting most of the text
books at hand I find quite a diversity of opinion. 
'Carpenter!, Cremer and Bickne1l2 and Jamieson3 

·define the B. T. U. as the heat required to raise 
1 lb. of water 1 ° F. at or near ·the temperature 

·()fmaximum density 39'1°; Lunge4, Schwackhofer 
-and Browne5 and PhiIIipsB give as the tempera
ture 32° F. to 33° F.; Hoberts Austen7, Lewes8 

-and Poole9 state 1°F. without mentioning the 
particular range; SextonlO affirms 60° F. to 61°, 
whilst Deschanelll states" there is not at present 
,any very precise convention as to the temperature 
at which the cold water is to be taken. If we 
·say that it is to be within a few degrees of the 
ireezing point, the specification is sufficiently 
.accurate for.any thermal measuremen ts yet made." 
Since such a diversity exists, it seems we had 
better refer this to the Standardization Com
.mittee. . The point ia illteresting. 

Another !,oint worth noting is the pressure 
used in the Mahler bomb during combustion of 
:the coal. In the repo.rt issued by the United 

• cf. A. ~'. Orosse, this Journal, Vol. X., p. Sll. 
I Experimental Engineering, p. 311. 
2 Metallurgi~.al Handbook, p 150. 

.3 Steam and Steam-Engine, p. 32. 
4 Chemists' Handbook, p. 60. 
., Fuel and Water, p. 12. 
., Fuels, p. 25. 
'7 Study of Metallurgy, p. 172. 
.8 Liquid and Gaseous Fuels, p. 59. 
9 Calorific Powel' uf Fuels, p. 3. 

10 Fuel, p. 35. 
Jl Natural Philosophy, p. 311. 

States Geological Survey on the coal testing 
plant at St. LOllis, 1904, it is stated in Part 1., 
page IS0,that a pressure of IS atmospheres of 
oxygen was used in the bomb, except in some 
duplicate determinations, in which ::5 atmos
pheres were used. As these gave practically 
identical results, the lower .pressure· was deemed 
sufficient. In December last Mr. E. A, Allcut* 
contributed an article on the effect of varying 
pressures on the calorific power obtained. Calcu-, 
lating 'at 25 atmospheric pressure of oxygen as 
giving the maximum heat value, he tabulates 
descending pressure results as follows :-

Oxygen pressure (atmospheres) 
25 20 15 13 1I'3 9 7 5 3'2 

Heat value (per cent. of maximum value,) 
100 99'7 9S'6 97'7 97 95 90 71'75 59'6 

Personally speaking, my experience favours, 
when burning the coal in powder form, that of 
the U.S. Geological Survey, but when doing test 
or check work it is our invariable practice to 
ignite with a pressure of 25 atmospheres. 

Mr. Dodd bases much of his paper on the ques
tion "If you' were called upon to make a contract 
for coal, how would you set about it 1" To my 
mind this is a question set by examiners to find 
out how deeply the answerer has thought of, or 
even read of, such a subject, and I view the 
author's answer as being insufficient. He evi
dently thinks so himself, as he proceeds to tell 
us about the buying of coal by the United States 
Government, and the conditions laid down by 
them, I personally feel that he would have been 
quite justified by including such remarks in his 
answer to the questiun, and it would have been 
an excellent ending to his paper, had he drafted 
for our perusal a specification, under the terms of 
which he would "have heen pleased to sell coal. 

If I may, I would like to mention two points, 
not very clearly brought out by the author. He 
quotes that credit is given the supplier if his coal 
shows a lower percentage of ash than that speci
fied in the contract, while he is debited in the 
case of any excess, This fails to recognise that 
steadiness in the quality supplied is very material 
to good firing, and I should certainly advocate 
that cdal falling below a certain definite value, 
be returned to the mine at the supplier's risk and 
cost. Again, I am in complete agreement with the 
author in emphasizing the care required in 
sampling, and would only point out the absolute 
necessity of sampling immediately after weighillg 
aDd putting the samp'le obtained in an airtight 
box or jar, since loss: of moisture very quickly 
occurs in the boiler sh!'ld, with, of course, conse
.quent loss to the buyer, 

I trust that these remarks wiII be taken by the 
author as fair criticism~ and that they will stimu-' 

*Engineering, December 2nd, 1910. 
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late him to help us in threshing out -this import
ant subject. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Membe1'): Mr. Dodd, 
in. suggesting his answer to t~e question regarding 
selecting coals has, I thmk, overl?oked one 
practical point which _ cannot be neglected, 
especially here ~n the Ra~d where _ some of the 
coals sold contam such a hIgh percentage .of ash. 
Should not one always hold a practical test of 
any co.l with regard to the type of furnace and 
draught employed, and the bOiler it must be burnt 
under? If one burns one of these high ash coals 
in an ordinary grate with natural draught under a 
water tube or tubular boiler, even if one burns 
nut-size coal only, one finds any labora,tory tests 
of calorific power are useless and misleading. 
These tests may show a value of 6,0.0.0. or over in 
B.'T'.U.'s j but if one expects to get an evapora
tion of water anything like one might expect in 
accordance with that, one would be disappointed. 
Owing to the large percentage of ash an examin
ation of the ash dump would probably show that 
only 60.% to 70.% of the carbonaceous matter had 
really been consumed, the unburnt carbon having 
gone to enrich and enlarg~ the ash dump. If, 
however, such a 'coal c:)uld be burnt in specially 
designed furnaces or mixed in proper proportion 
with a richer coal, better results might-be obtained. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Mev?be1' of Council): 
This subject of coal pres<lnts a very large field 
for investigation and discusBion. There is one 
thing with regard to specifications in general. 
For whatever purpose material is required, I am 
a great believer in the fact that the only' way to 
buy materials is to buy them on the specfication 
of their physical properties alone. The main 
disputes on contracts, esppcially coal, arise in this 
way. Coal is bought under certain guarantees 
of performance, and as soon as the guarantee is 
not fulfilled, the coal supplier is notified accord
ingly. He replies that the coal is not 'used 
properly, and so the dispute goes on, and there is 
nothing ,definite by which either party crln come 
to a real settlement. The question as to what is 
a suitable specification of the physical and 
chemical properties of coal has b.een exercising 
the minds of most engineers who are responsible 
for the large power plants for the last 10. or 15 
years, and more especially the last 5 years. A 
gr~at deal 4as been published on .the subject, and 
the only way to deal with it in regard to this 
discussion, is to get some of our members- who 
know morp. or less about coal, to give us the 
salient points that should be included in the 
specification on coal. 

Another point of scientific interest may arise 
from a discussion' of the pap'er.· The question is: 
does the Mahler bomb gi ve a true idea of the 
heat value of coal? It is said that a great deal 

: of. heat whic'h gas is' supposed to give out in com
bustion- is absolutely unaccounted for-15% to 
20.% of the power does not appear. We know. 
that experiments have been made by well-known 
scientists recently, and it has been found out
that, during the explosions of gas, there -was 
energy transformed which escaped altogether
without doing useful work of any kind, not even,· 
appearing in the foem of heat. 

Mr. M. Dodd (Membe1'): I do not know: 
whether it is desirable that there should be a. 
reply to sllch points as have been raised imme-

. diat ... ]y, or whether it is desirable they shoulc1 
form part vf a su bseq UEm t discussion? 

The President: As a rule a reply is given, 
four months hence, but if there is anything 
urgent, you may as well give it 'to-night. . 

Mr. M. Dodd: There is nothing urgent, but 
there are points which' I think properly belong to 
discussion'later on.. ' 

Mr. F. J. Pooler (Associate): As a teacher" 
I should be glad if we could get this question of 
the British Thermal Unit fixed. In the metric '0 

system the unit is fixed as that quantity of heat 
that will raise Igrri. of water from o.·C. to 1°C.,. 
but in searching for a definition of the B.T.D.,_ 
one finds different text books giving different, 
temperatures and we have giTen up the attempt 
to fix this unit definitely, as a bad job, e p,. 
Clerk Maxwell avoids the difficulty by defining 
the unit as "that quantity of heat which, if ap
plied to unit of mass (one pound) of .water at 
some standard temp('rature (that of greatest 
density, 39' F. or 4°C., or occasionally wme· 
temperature more convenient for laboratory ",'ork, 
such as 62°F. or 15°C.) will raise the water 1 ° 
(F. or C.) in temperature." This btling rather, 
indefinite, I sought elsewhere and found the
temperatures stated as 

1 "at or near 39·I°F.," 
2 "from 39'1° to,40.·1°F.," 
3 "from 39· to 40.° F.," 
4 & is "from 32° to 33· ,F." 

Definitions) 'k 4 were by the same author, ,and'; 
4 & 5 the only two in agreement, differ from, 
Clerk Maxwell. 

It is, of course, not:a matter of much practical I 
importance, for Callen dar &·Barnes (B.A. report,. 
1899), 'state that tije, specific heat of water varies 
between 1'0.0.54 at Fr. Pt. and 1'0.0.74 at Bl. Pt.,. 
with -a mean' value of 1'0.0.0.0. at 68°F. and a 
minimum value 'of '9982 at ·lo.ti"F., showing a 
maximum variat!on of less th-n 1 % for the whole' 
range, so th~t a calorific value returned as 10.
might be either 9'91 or 10'0.9, not a very serious. 
error eithe~ way, yet one that might make. ",: 
fairly big differ!'lnce in us~ng large quantities: -

In regard to the question of coal washing before
coking is undertaken, a considerable amount oj!' 
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work has been done at Sweetwaters in Natal by 
the Maritzburg Iron Company, Ltd., and coke is 
now being turned out from there yielding 10% of 
ash and 1 % of suI phur. The results were not so 
satisfactory till recently, but the ash per cent. 
has. been lowered lately by washing the small 
coal, twice on a jigger-washer with a sieve pro
vided with a felspar layer. Further analyses of 
coke from this process may yield interesting 
results, as our South African coals are generally 
thought to be poor for coking purposes. One 
would also like to know whether there is any 
more of that Karroo coal with 0'2% ash, for much 
that I have seen contained nearer 20% of ash. 

Mr .. W. Laurie Hamilton (Member): . I 
would like to suggest that some of our engineers 
might gi,-:e us a'paper.on the proper use of coal, 
and the better m'anagement of the boifer. That 
is the more im portant point I believe on the 
Rand to-day. I will give you two instances. 
There are two mines 6f 200 stamps each. One 
used better class coal than the other. Yet the 
-cost per ton crushed .. in one' case of the' inferior 
coal was 10d. and in the other 3s. 6d. The 
.genrral .manager investigated ann he' found this. 
'That in one cast) 5('% of coal went on' the 
ash dump and in the other 11 %. In a 

--case where there was 'only 18%, the ash was 
riddled and part re-used. The main cause was 
this. The une with the high consumption had 
better boilers than the other, but they were 
neglected. They had not a spare boiler and were 
driving those in use all the time so that they 
-could never get the boilers cleaned out or 
repaired. In the other case they had a man who 
made a pet· of his boilers, and I say that this has 
more to do with the consumption of coal than 
any other point on the Rand. Keep your boilers 
clean, use the coal suitable to them, and it will 
·reduce your costs not only to lOd. but even lower. 

Mr. Tom Johnson (Member of Council): I 
would like to bear testimony to the truth of Mr. 
Hamilton's remarks; though I believe at the same 
time the cost has gone up at the' mine with the 
low costs through changing their coal in the same 
boilers. 

Mr. M. Dodd (Member): The only point on 
which I think, at the present moment, it is 
necessary to remark on is th.e question of the 
British Thermal Unit. Of course39·1· F. is the 
temperature of the greatest density of water, but 
to my mind there should be no difference between 
taking it at 39'1· F. and taking it' at 60· for the 
;reason that you do not need to take. the den:;ity 
into account at all. You only take into account 
the weight of the water. . 

The President:· Of course there is ·also the 
:possibility that the specific heat of water changes 
when·it is heated. I am pretty sure it does. 

FAULTING PHENOMENA.IN RAND 
MINES. 

By G. H. BEATTY (Member); 

The subject matter of these notes is very :well 
known, but in virtue of its important bearing on 
efficient development, I venture to bring it before· 
the Society. I propose to open the discussion by 
an exposition of and some comment upon certain' 
examples of complicated faulting which have 
come under my notice. 

There is a lamentable looseness in the use by' 
miners of expressions applied to faulting. For' 
example, such general terms as "upthrow,'" 
". downthrow," "normal fault" and "reverse .. 
fault" are. frequently used, with .. little respect to' 
their true application. To illustrate this; suppose 
in a level being driven east on a reef dipping 
south, that a dip fault. is encountered dipping· 
west; the average miner would speak of this as' 
an upthrow of the reef, .because, in driving 
through the fault he found the reef thrown south. 
and upwards into' the hanging walL The fault· 
is, however; a normal fault, i.e., movement has· 
taken place on the hanging wall (or western) side 
of the fault in a d0wn ward directioll, and in 
effect; the reef on the western side of the fault.' 
along· which a level has been advanced eastward, 
is properly regarded as the dislocated or down~' 
thrown portion, and the portion of the eastward 
side, which he' calls upthrown, is really the' 
reef in its normal position. A normal fault 
is a dc)\,;nthrow, and is accompanied by a loss of 
reef-bearing ground. The converse is true for a 
reverse fault, which is an. upthrow and shows an, 
overlap in horizontal projection. For all pur-. 
poses it can be assumed that normal faults owe 
their existen~e to gravity, and reverse faults to. 
pressure. Some evidence supports the belief 
tha't 'normal faults are not al ways due to sub
sidence, but the exception is rare and of no 
practical interest. In Rand formations, as a 
general rule, reverse faults are older than the 
normal oneil. When the reverse fault so happens 
to be a strike fault, I have come across no im
portant exception. It seems quite likely in 
many cases that the normal faults occurred when 
the lateral or tangential pressure which caused 
the reverse faults was ·relaxed. It follows that 
normal faults being younger displace the reverse 
faults. The appearance of do fault is frequently 
misleading as to the extent of its displaceme.nt. 
I know of one instance where the minimum 
movement along the fa~lt plane was' at least 
1,000 ft., and yet. the .f~ult itsel( c(;mld not be 
qistinguished. One meets with other faults 
which, though strongly defined, have little or no 
throw, but, of course, the actual movement may' 
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h 
been considerable. One meets the same 

ave . fi d 1 . d'ffi ulty in attemptlllg to n - any re 'ltlOn 
-b~t;een the amount of thro~ and the relative 
d' s of the fault and the reef, as these seem to 

-biP r no discoverable relation to the-extent of the 
d~:placement of the reef by the fault. When it is 
-n~cessary to locate 11: re~f t~rown by a single un
_known fault, such. llldlCatlO~s as known strata, 
fault· rock, slickensides, foldlllg of the Rtrata on 
either or both sides, should be -looked for and 

:carefully examined. ~ailing a~y information 
from such sources, the dIp and stnke of the fault 
must be carefully taken, and the fault treated as 

-one having a normal throw,_ the prospecting 
cross-cut' being carefully examined after every 
blast for indications. When two or more faults 
have competed to dislocate the reef, the case 
becomes more interesting and calls for closer 
study. A valuable aid to the solution of 
problems arising from the disturbances due to 
'faults and dikes, is the constant cultivation of 
· geometrical perception. The full ,,;ignificance, 
· however, of plans and sections is more clearly 
revealed with the aid of a model. Either one of 
two faults m!l-y cut out o,r throw the other, the 
former condition being rare. Almost every fault 
will be found to have an increasing or diminish
jng throw, ultimately dying out entirely in both 
directions. Two faults of the same system 

.(reverse or normal) dipping in opposite directions 
may, upon approaching each other, coalesce, and 
terminating as individual faults, continue as one 
with a diminished throw. Again, if both dip in 
the same direction and coalesce, they will con
tinue as one fault with an increased throw. 
Faults rarely unite, it need hardly be said, unless 

·they have a similar trend, and probably b,elong 
to the same period. The direction of movement 

-on a fault plane should, whenever possible, be 
determined. When one plane has cut and dis
placed two other planes of dissimilar dip, the 
direction of movement on the one can be 

· determined graphically. When the average dip, 
strike, nature, and directi:on of movement of a 
fault have been deterIlJined, its effect upon faults, 
dykes, and reefs, with v"rious dips in other parts 
of the mine can be ascertained with reasonable 

· accuracy. Speaking. generally, faults in Rand 
mines show a marked consistency in strike and 
dip. There are, of course, many interesting 
exceptions to this rule. Very often a big fault'is 
a~c?mpanied by smaller sympathetic faults of 
slml~ar trend and dip, causing troublesome 

.stopmg in the vicinity. An important fault is 
?ft~n. possessed of peculiar characteristics, and its _
'lDd~Vlduality admits of its easy recognition in 
vanous parts of the mine. 

The principal feature of the section shown on 
t the plan (Fig. II.) is a true strike fault having a 

reverse-throw, causing ~n overlap or duplication 
of reef of 100 ft. on the west., and diminishing to 
the east, where it dies out in a monoclirial folli, 
some 500ft. east ofthe workings shown. This fault 
is readily distinguished on the western section . 
where it carries an inch of fault-rock, but east of 
the shaft shown, its presence is only minutely 
revealed by a close examination: in Jact, it is 
only noticeable where it comes in contact with a 
reef, and for_ development purposes its position 
was calculated. Considerable development was 
done in this neighbourhood in the nineties, at 
which time the faults shown were little under
stood, the existence of the strike-fault passing 
unrecognised. Recent development was, there
fore laid out with a view to taking the best 
advantage of the old work. The plan further 
shows a series of dip faults numbered DFl, 2, 3 
and 4, all of which have down throws, and were 

'caused by movements subsequent to the lateral 
pressure which caused the strike-fault. Therefore, 
the strike-fault is displaced by all the dip faults. 
Upon examination, fault No. DF2 was found to 
have a down' throw (vertical displacement) of 
50 ft., and the direction of movement on it 
was clearly shown by joining, in cross-section, 
the apices formed by the reefs and strike fault. 
This direction proved to be ne\l-rly horizontal. In 
my experience this is the exception rather than the 
rule, for generally the direction of movement 
approaches the vertical. 

The nature of fault No. DF2 being determined 
it was reasonable to assume that the characteristics 
of the other dip faults, which probably belonged 
to the same system, were similar. An examina
tion of faults Nos. DF3 and 4 on the plan will 
show that this was nearly the case. As -the 
movement on the dip faults was roughly horizontal 
the relative positions of strike fault and reefs 
remain unaltered on either side of the dip faults, 
on the same horizontal plane. Had the motion 
been vertical the strike fault would of course 
have, on the dropped section, approached the 
overlap and receded from the underlap portions 
of the reefs on the same level. Faults Nos. DF2 
and 3 are especially interesting, they have down
throws of 50 ft. and 42 ft. respectively, and 
dipping in contrary directions, unite at the point 
x, appearing in the lower level as one fault with 
a throw of 8 ft., this actually being the difference 
of their throws as individual faults. 

The sketch will now, I think, explain itself. 
At the point 0 it will b~ noticed that the overlap 
portion of the south reef does not reach the 4th 
level. The available data showed that it could 
nut be far away, and the strike fault not bei~g 
visible at this point, a rise was put up from the 
5th level, the last round in Ivhich blew through 
into the cross-cut. The cross-cut is old work, 
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probably driven to pick up the south reef-the 
unclerlap portion of the same reef having been 
mistaken for the main reef leader. The strike 
faalt has, of course, exactly the same overlapping 
.effect upon the m1l,in reef and main reef leader at 
a, lower level. These reefs have' been omitted 
from the plan, wherever possible, for the sake of 
.simplicity. The dy~e, ~hich f?,ms the north 
boundary of the sectlOn, IS not displaced by the 
dip faults. Its dip is roughly vertical, and 
remembering that the direction of movement on 
-the faults was horizontal, it follows that the 
dyke was subsequent to them. Had the move
ment been vertical, similar to the dip of the 
dyke, the dyke might have been faulted without 
.showing any horizontal' displacement. This 
horizontal movement further eliminates the possi
'bility that the faults were suhsequent to, and' 
-terminate on the dyke. The section of ground 
/Shown in Fig, I. is itself an overlap, pr'obably 
caused by the dyke rather than by any later 
movement on it; firstly, because the dyke face 
shows no evidence of movement, and secondly, 
because such movement could only have been 

'caused by a return of pressure after the dip 
faults had been developed. The thickness of the 
dyke is about 100 ft., fwd its underlap reef is 
also the overlap of another dyke to the north. 
In consequence of this the cross-cut from the 
vertical shaft to the incline shaft shown, exposes 
the reef three times. The two .dykes mentioned 
,are separate, and not one dyke faulted, as might 
be inferred. They have a similar but soillewhat 
-irregular strike. They meet in both directions 
encircling an oval shaped piece of ground, :]50 ft: 
wide at the widest point. This section of ground 
-is, curiously enough, entirely free from faults of 
any clescripLio~. In addition to the overlaps 
iormed, there has' been a ,vesterly movement of 
·several. hundred feet on the same dykes, proved 
by theIr displacement of an old vertical dip dyke 
to the west of the sketch. It would be expected 
:to find on the underJap portion corresponding to 
the section in Fig. I. dip faults similar to those 
·of the overlap As m!!ntioned above, however, 
.the underlap portion is free from faults. 

Fig. II. will serve to show in cross section the 
})o>itions of the apices formed by the strike fault 
an(l reef at the cessation of movement on faults 
D~'~, 3, and ,( (Fig. I.). 
. rhe above example and remarks may prove of 
lnterest and use to those who have broken 
.country to deal with. Each faulted section of a 
'mine, however, has to be dev~loped from data 
gathered on the spot, and no ~moqnt of general 
i1'emarks and rules ",ill prevent mistakes. 

The next step-after it is considered 'that the 
country is well understood-i~ to layout a. 
6cheme o~ development whit::h is at once econo-

FIG. II. 

mical and complete. -By this I mean that the 
value of gold recovered from the section must 
show the maximum profit over the combined 
development and working costs. This may seem 
to be an obvious remark, but I have often noticed 
a penny saved on development cost, 'increased the 
mining cost by two pence. The converse is true 
-it is, in' fact, more general to overdevelop than 
underdevelop. 

The cause of much inefficient development is 
due on a milling property to a natural desire to 
keep the mill running. The development in con
sequence does not receive its share of attention. 
Straight drives in the footwall with boxholes to 
the reef or reefs, could very often be driven to 
great advantage ip country where the general 
strike and faults are known. There is a great 
desire to be always on reef which admits. of 
better sampling, but more often the reason is 
that the powers that be are rarely averse to a few 
hundred tons of doubtful development rock for 
the mill. The result is that future tramming 
and mining costs do not receive their due con
sideration. The reef actually broken by driving 
on reef is not lost if the drive be in the footwall, 
but can be far more neatly stoped and profitably 
milled at a future date. Straight driving from 
point to point has a decided tendency to reduce 
the total necessary footage. Moreover, every 
500 ft. of straight, well-equipped, laid and kept 
track represents one penny per ton trammed 
saved over the usual prevailing conditions, namely 
tortuous drives. Another point which tends to 
inefficient development is the short and uncertain 
tenure of office held by the average mine official. 
An official reaps the immediate benefit of good 
stoping, but good development work often militates 
in a small way' d.gainst present success. An 
official who would kick at a wasted sleeper has 
been known to wink at 100 ft. of useless driv· 
ing-the sleeper is against costs, but the 100 ft. 
is footage. 

It is, bad policy to intersect a reef from the 
hanging side, causing in the (uture expensive 
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min illg and the leaving of vr..luable pillars. It is 
geliurally better, when feasible, where a fault of 
known displacement has thrown the reef into the 
footwall, to go back in the drive, and from a 
point determined in it, to interesct the reef and . 
fault contact on the further side of the fault. 
The 'surveyor has in the course of his work the 
best ovportunityof studying the reefs, faults, and 
dykes in a mine, and should with care andobser
vation make few mistakes. The observation of 
some underground phenomena has led me' to 
think that there is still a tendency to movement 
along some fault planes. Allowing that radical 
dynamic agencies will never again disturb the 
strata, they may ~till contain unreleased strains, . 
which, together with the pressurl!. due to great 
depth, .will be released by stoping operations. 
The pressure at, say,. 5,000 ft. will probably 
cause a virtue to be. made of a negessity, by' 
cau.sing driving to be done in the footwall. 

In conclusion, let me say that these notes are 
. in no way intended to be exhaustive; I have, in 
fact, . only touched upon a subject on which a. 
volume might be written. I am hoping that 
many criticisms and additions will be forthcoming 
befQ~e th'l l'l.st word is said. 

Mr. E. Pam (Member): This is a very valu
able paper, and I, have much pleasure in propos
ing a vote of thanks to Mr. Beatty. It is 
impossible to· grasp all the points after one read
ing, and I feel diffident about making any 
remarks without further tho.ught. The improve
ment in locating the throws of .faults does exist, 
but· I would point out that part of the credit for . 

. this is due to the large amount .of development 
done on the Rand, and the improved way in 
which our records are .kept, so that every fault of 
any importance can be· referred to at once, and 
the reef can usually be located without difficulty. 
Compilation plans of the districts are also very 
helpful as by means of them the experience of 
one mine is of material assistance to its·neighbour. 

Where working in virgin country such as our 
deep deeps a model is very useful, and a proposal 
was· made some months ago to build a complete 
model of all the mines on the Rand, to be kept in 
a central position for reference. It would be 
costly I know, but the clear' idea which can be got 
from a model would save much expense' in laying 
out and development work. 

Mr. J. Cellier (Member): As regards the 
models of some of these mines, in many cases the 
damage is done before the model is made. There 
are some mines at present that would' come out 

.. at a loss iftheyhad to make models. 

Mr. M. H. Coombe,(Member):. This is a very 
interesting paper, a paper which has. evidently 
called forth a great deal of observation'on t'J.e· 

part of the author. I think w,e have all need to· 
be thankful that'such papers:are brought before 
this Society. We are far more advanced to-day 
in our knowledge of faults, dykes, second throws 
etc., than we were some years ago, and I dare 
say that on the Rand in our practice to day, the' 
general underground man is more conversant 
with throws and faults than miners in any other 
part of the world. The reading of this paper 
puts me in mind of the old days-25 years ago, 

. when we first started the outcrops along these 
reefs, and when we had no data whereby we' 
could decide whether there was an upthrow 
or a downthrow. ·-If we were driving east and. 
encountered a fault dipping 'west, we knew almost 
to a certainty that w,e,~ftd_to_go in the hanging 
wall. I claim that the old miner did very good 
work in that respect, and the data known to-day 
for the deeper mines have been compiled from t~e 
practical work done by the old miners. They 
may have thrown away a good deal of muney i~ 
cross-cuts, etc., but they found it. There is a lot 
of money needlessly thrown away to-day in these 
big mines cross-cutting, etc.,in impossible direc

,tions for the reef! I know.;of one special cll.se 
in one of the leading min\!8. of the Rand where 
they went 209 ft. into the h~nging wall looking 
for a reef that was 5 ft. in the footwall. 

Mr. Chas. B. Saner (Vice-President): As 
the hour is late I propose further discussion of 
papers be postponed. 

This was agreed to, and the meeting closed. 

Proceedings 
AT 

Extr~ G~neral -Meeting, . 
March 4, 1911. . 

An extra general meeting of the Society was 
held in the Lecture Hall of the S.A. School of 
'Mine3, on Saturday, March. 4th, the President 

.. (Dr. 'Moir) in the chair. There were also present: 
36 Members: Messrs. W. R. Dowling, R. 

Allen, Tom Johnson, E. J. Laschinger, A. 
Richardson, G. O. Smart, H. A. White, A. 
Whitby, James Littlejohn, A. F. Crosse, W. A. 
Caldeeott, E. H. J ol;lOson, R. G. Bevington, A. 
MeA. Johnston (Members of Council); W. Beaver. 
B. V. Blundun, A. J.: Bowness, J. Chilton, A. A. 
Coaton, J .. ' M.Dixop,R.-Gascoyne; J. Gray, 
A. J. Johnson, J. Lea, G. Melvill,.P. T. Morrisby, 
E. Roberts, W.· H. Roe, ~._ ~hlom;_G. Hildick 
Smith, W.· H.Smith, W. A. C. Tayler, A. 
Thomas; E. M. Weston and A. Wilkinson. 

12 Associates and S'tudents: Dr. J. L. Aymard, 
Messrs. F. C. Carbis, W. M. Chester, J. Cronin" 
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R. J. Filmer, .. J. Gibson, B. W. Holman, A. Kin~, 
F. J. pooler, H. Stadler, P. A. Tucker and A. M. 
Wilcox. 

12 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary. 

GENERAL BUSINESS. 

The President: I have first to ask you to 
accord a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Pearce 
and the other gentlemen who organised that 
excellent visit to the Crown Mines last week, one 
which we all so much .appreciated. I have also 
to announce that Mr. M. Torrente has been kind 
enough to arrange a visit to the Roodepoort 
United Main Reef Mine for us on March 25th. 
We have also very great pleasure in welcoming 
to this meeting Principal Thompson, the new 
head of the S.A School of Mines. I think it is 
very kind of him indeed to come to our meeting 
only two or three days after his arri val here, 
when he must be worn out with seeing people 
and trying to remember who they are. 

NOTES ON BATTERY PRACTICE. 

(Read at September Meeting, 1910.) 

By A. R STACPOOLE (Member). 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Mr. A. R. StacpooJe (Membet·) : I am sorry 
my paper missed nne of the principal objects that 
prompted me to write it, which was, to draw the 
mill men of the Rand into.a general discussion. 

Mr. E. H. Johnson points out that the 
reason for removing battery plates from the front 
of mortar boxes to the foot of tube mills, is to 
prevent scouring hy coarse grit .when coarse 
screens are used; This is a very sound reason, 
and one which we all admit; but has the point 
ever been decided that the gain by this change is 
greater than the loss in. n.ot ; being· able to catch, 
the free gold until it has passed into the launders, 
pumps and tube mills 1 Certainly the results 
from the new 'plants, which were recently started 
on the Rand where amalgamation takes place 
only after the pulp has passed the tubes, leave 
room for doubt on this point. With more care 
and time gIven to the plates which are in front 
of the mortar boxes, better results might be 
obtained and less amalgam and mercury would 
be found in the launders and tube mills. ' 

Mr. Crosse states: "I am afraid that some of. 
our members will consider the loss ·of amalgam 
mentioned is much over-estimated." If he is of 
this opinion, I would ask him to obtain figures 
as to the quantity of mercury drawn from the 
mine store for use in the mill'for a period of, say, 
six months, and I think he will agree with me 

that at lea~t. in. many cases, the quantity of 
mereury lost per ton of ore milled, or Her ounce
of gold recovered, is excessive. There can be 
little doubt that where mercury is lost, gold gOEl6-
with it. 

I said: "The mill manager and amalgamator 
are rapidly having their power'and responsibility 
usurped by the reduction officer and cyanide
manager," but Prof. Stanl!!y put my meaning -in 
a nutshell, when he said: "I think if the min 
men would make themselves heard a littloil
more they would get on a little more. It is 
generally the cyanide manager who rises to
be reduction officer. Judging from Dr. Caldecott's 
remarks it was he who originated the post of 
reduction works manager. I am not prepared to
say whether these officials have been a success 01' 

othel'wise, but what I do know is, ~he inaugura
tion of this new post has been the means of mak
ing all the ambitious mill men invade the cyanide
works; and the cyanide men are to be found in 
all the mills, each gaining knowledge of the
others' work with the' object in view of qualifying 
for the much coveted post. This has brought 
about a better unilerstanding between the two 
departments. 

:Mr Alexander states:· "I cannot agree that. 
this paper: is really: represe!ltative of common 
battery practice·on the Rand'." I also agree with 
Mr. Alexander on thi!f point! but I am sorry he 
did not see fit to take the hint thrown to him by 
Dr Caldecott, and give us a de,criptirin of his 
up-to-date methods of handling amalgam and 
black sand, etc. .• 

Mr. J. Hayward Johnson is under the impres
sion that my paper was more directed to mill 
practices in outside districts than to mill practices 
on the Rand, but this is not so" My experience 
is that the outside districts pay more attention to 
the plate and mill recovery than is the case on 
~he Rand. In speaking of sampling the pulp' as 
·it .. leaves·the lip of. the mortar box;'he said:. 
" Owing to the plate being dose to the boxes it. 
is very difficult to take an accurate sample." In· 
this I do not agree with him. A reliable sample· 
may be taken from the screen, if each screen has. 
a strip rif thin sheet iron inserted in the frame at. 
the bottom, 3 in. "wide, and running the full. 
length of the screen; this will form a sill for the· 
pulp to run off and the sampling vessel can be· 
passed under it the full' length of the screen thus. 
enabling a representative sample of the pulp to be· 
caught. 

Mr. F. W. Cindel gives the percentage of gol& 
recovered in his mill, but it would have pleased 
me more if he had given the quantity of amalgam. 
taken· from the launders and tube mills, which he 
naively omitted to do. I hope his general. 
manager will take his hint, and not whisper down. 
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the back of his neck, "send a few more ounces 
of gold in the residue to the dump, but increase 

. the tonn:age." Mr. Oihdelmight find a trolley 
useful to' bring back the "few more ounces of 
,gold" (which h,e speaks so lightly of) from the 
,dump; he could even employ the'much talked,of 
horse to draw the trolley, if he was successful in 
hie search. My critic asks, "what will become 
,of the free gold which concentrates in "launders,?". 
A part of it will ult~mately find its way to the 
tube mill plates, ,and the ,balance would be 
,absorbed in crevices in the launders, loss in 
handling when cleaning up the launders, and also 
when rene'Ying tailing pumps,' and tube mill 
ITiners; as well as offering a temptation to thieve. 

Mr. A. King remarks: "If; however, the tube 
mill circuit is properly arranged and is provided 
with the requisite number of cone classifiers with 

_,diaphragms, there is no chance' of any amalgam 
,overflowing with the cyanide pulp." It is evident 
from this remark that Mr. King wants to convert' 
the tube mill into an amalgam trap. A,large 

,-ptoportion of the amalgam and mercury entering 
tube mills is ground to flouered amalgam, which 
will float over the plates, and which can be found 
at water mark adhering to the sides of launders 
hoth in the sand and, slime plants; it is even 

"questionable if a portion does not float away on 
the water from the slime plants. My critic is 
:Jotothing if not emphatic; he settles (lne point after 
"an~ther, in a decided and definite manner, even' 
: ,the knotty problem of tube mills, which is occupy
ing the attention of the leading Rand engineers 
at present, 'as to whether tube mills are not more 
·expensive to work than stage crushing ,by stamp 
mills. His method of collecting black sands, I 
will refer to later. I agree, with his method of 
"treating black sand residue 'in a Brown air lift 
vat by cyanide: 

M'I'. D. J. Pepler states: "The author must be 
.an absolute stranger on the Rand, for he seems not 
to have the relliotest idea of the methods in vogue 
in mills here." I may say that it is sixteen 
,years ago since I first worked in a mill on the 
Rand, and have worked in one of the large mills 
there as recently as six months ago. Since I 
first knew the Rand I never lost touch with it, 
,and paid regular visits to it every year or 
eighteen monthR, always making a point to see 
,any new machine or method adopted in connec
tion with the reduction works. During my last 

"visit I went to a mill in the Germiston section, 
,one in the central section, and one on the West 
'Rand to see what was new in millirig, and it 
,struck me then that the care and' time given to 
:.the' plates and in dressirig 'them was not as 
great as was bestowed on them some years ago. 
'I have seen, morning _after 'morning,. eighteen' 
,plates scraped and dress'ed" wit.bin 'forty-five 

minutes. Does Mr. Pepler think this is sufficient 
time to scrape, collect black sand and dress 
eighteen plates ill? I know a change for the 
better hHs recently taken place in this mill, and 
tbat it is to-day one of" the most carefully run 
mill~ on the Rand. The'inere fact that the mine 
manager req uires a large ton:lJ,age, or that coarse 
crushing is carried on, or .that the cyanide works 
are more perfect and capable of better work now 
than in years gone by, is to my mind ,no reason 
why the plates should not have. care and time 
given to them. The objection he brings against 
cya,ide managers becoming reduction works 
managers is: that they cannot supervise the 
maintenance of the mill. .. There are a number of 

-mil! mal)agers who hopelessly fail on this point, 
. and a visit to .some of the mills will convince one 

that their maintenance is not ~ 'particularly 
.I:<trong point with the mill manager. I 'cannot 

agree with his method (,f collecting black sand;' 
he hangs .uP the stamps, eight seconds later the 
water is shut off, and then he states, "by that 
time most of the tailings will have disappeared, 
whilp the black sand will nl~ain on the plate." 
I would like to know what-retains the black sand 
on th~ plate 1 If the plate is examined with a mag
nifying glass, it will be found that a quantity of 
black sand is held on the plate .by large bits of 
sand, and if the plate is hard and dry,' particles of 
free gold may also be seen which have not 
arnaJgamated; the moment the large particles of 
sand are disturbed, the gold and black sand' can 
be seen moving down the platp, a'nd are washed 
away with the tailing. I want to ask Mr. 
Pepler what would happen if the, flow of water is 
too strong, or if the val ve is stiff and cannot be 
~hut_(,fr for half a minute, or a minute, instead of 
be ng shut after eight seconds? Will the black 

,'!'and be, still on the plate, ('r will the plate be 
washed bright and' free of the greater part of the 
black sand? He gave the following figures:--" Tube 
mill plates, black sand gave ,59%, scrapes and 

,other ~ourceB 41 %; in the battery, black sand 
42%, scrapes and other sources 58%, which 
should be considered satisfactory." Why ,hould 
these figures be considered satisfactory? Is it 
because 5, 10, 15%, or even more of the black 
sand and free gold which had rested on the 
plates are washed down into the tailings launder 1 
Mr. A. King advocates Mr. -Fepler's system 
of collecting black sand, but I consider it risky 
and haphazard,' and when dealing with a concen
trated pi'oduct which, yields 50% of the total 
mill g()ld', no chance should 'be taken. 

Mr. 'G. A. :Robertson remarks; "Instead of the 
author then showing us some method whf'reby a 
saving might be made in the' free gold, mercury 

, and amalgam whim they find ,their way into'the 
,cyanide works, .rhe :proceedsi to tell us how 'to 
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llect sand from plates, &c." My paper was not 
~ritten with this object, .but with the object of 

. venting free gold, black sand, mercury, and 
pIe . h 'd k amalgam from enterlllg t e . cyam e wor s, 
which can be best done .b:y paylllg .great ?are to 
the dressing of plates, glvlllg sufficIent tIme to 
each plate, careful collecting of all the black 
s>wds, and by not using mercury to excess. An 
ounce of mercury should be to the amalgamator 
what a pound of cyanide is to the cyanider. 
The cyanider is never tireci of trying to curtail 
the quantity o~ cyanide, and ~ot only every 
cyanider on a mille, bl.lt every mIll-man can tell 
you the quantity of cyanide used per ton of ore 
treated; yet how many amalgamators can tell 
exactly the quantity of mercury used per ton of . 
ore milled, or per oz. of gold recovered 7 

If the practices of each mine manager were 
more generally'known and cr,iticised, each would 
be able tfJ discarc1 his own weak or bad points 
and adfJpt the better ones of his neighbour!>, 
which would be a distinct advantage to the 
industry. ,Mr. Robertson quotes from authorities 
on the loss of mercury: ., 15% of the entire 
mercury fed is lost; and it is well known that 
the amount of gold carried away and totally lost 
by this means is enormous." These quotations 
go more to strengthen my remarks on this point 
than to weaken them. These losses are admitted 
by the mill men on the Rand and accepted as 
inevitable, as not one of the mill men have come 
forward to tell us what is being done to prevent 
this loss of amalgam. ' 

I am sorry Mr. Robertson did not give us 
figures as to the percentage of mercury lost" 
inste:ld of the percentage of mercury recovered by 
riffles; it appears that what is recovered is 
history, but what is lost is mystery, and judging 
by the strain of the criticism nn my paper, the 
mill man is determined that it will remain a 
mystery. 

The President: This seems to have produced 
It very profitable discussion, and I hope our 
friends the mill men will give us something more 
this year to keep the interest up. 

THE OLASSIFICATION OF. TAILING PULP 
PRIOR TO OYANIDING. 

(Read at October "'tIeeting, 1910.) 

By EDWARD H. JOHNSON, M.I.M.l\f. (Past
President ). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. J. Vine Jory (Jfernbe~)': In commenting 
on this pafler I do not propose ~o deal with the 
theoretical considerations of the classification of 
tailing pulp, but with a few mechanical points of 

obtaining classification in this type' of plant, 
which have developed during the experience 
gained during the last nine months in the con
tinuous operation of the apparatus. 

. Prim,ary Cones . .:....-As in any settling apparatus, 
or differential settlement as in the case of classi
fication, the amount of agitation caused by the 
feed of fluid pulp must be controllable. There 
should, therefore, be as little 'fall 'as possible 
between the outlet of the feed launder and the 
surface of the cone, Also provision should be 
made to elilllinate tIle occluded air in the pulp at 
the centre of the cone, otherwise coarser material 
than is desirable will overflow. This point was 
probably emphasized in our case by the pulp 
elevation being by air-lift. A wide sleeve sur
rounding the sub-level' inlet and carried slightly 
lower and above water level will correct the" 
agitation effect of the e/ltangled air. Similar 
provision was also made in the return sand cones 
with a reduction of + 200 product in the slime 
from 4% to under 1 %. 

Secondary Cones and VaCU1/11n Tables.-The 
vacuum tables have given little trouble, but we 
have found it advantageous to substitute loose 
jute cloths for the finer calico originally used. 
Although. the time taken for dressing a table is 
very small, the shutting off of the underflow of 
.the cones during this operation interferes with 
that continuity of action of the cones which 
makes for good work. For this reason the by
pass shown in the accompanying sketch was 
introduced and has proved itself extremely useful. 
The introduction of the underflow of the secondary 
cones direct into the stream of solution for the 
short period necessary during dressing tables has 
not caused any accumulation of solution to take 
place. This underflow of secondary cones carries, 
between 26% and ~8% of moisture, the average of 
the table moisture being 12%. 

Sarnpling.-The continuous sand plant lends 
itself to very accurate sampling of both sand and 
slime products, as neither is complicated by the 
return-sand spitzkasten as is usual in pulp 
sampling. 

The extractiolJ results obtained during the past 
six months may be of interest to members :
Tons sand treated 152,930 = 47 '97% of tons milled 
Average grading + '01 in. 12'1 % + '006 in. 32'.'3% 

. - '006 in. 55'6% 
Average original value 5'118 dwt. 
Average residue \alue 0'595 dwt. 

= 88'37% extraction, 
A verage final draiping 0'06 dwt. . 
To~s slime treated, 165,298 = 52'03%of tons milled 
A verage grading + '003 in. ,I % - '003 in. 99% 
Average original value 3'076 dwt. 
Average residue value 0'214 dwt. = 93'04% 
Average washed residue value 0'08 dwt. 
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/ 
~--------,-----~- -- -- _ .. - -_. -_ ...... ~ 

The cost of operating the continuous sand· 
plant, including all white and native labour, 
power, maintenance and re·elevation of all the 
sand. and solution 48 ft. has worked out over the 
tonnage dealt with at 1·159d. per ton. 

I am indebted to Mr. Penlerick, general 
manager East Rand Proprietary Mines, for per· 
mission to publish these details of extraction. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Mr. E. H. Johnson (Past-P1-e;ident): The 
discussion elicited on this l'aper lms been almost 
entirely of a confirmatory nature, and I rave to 
.thank Messrs. A. McA. Johnston and G. O. 

PAl<!" :5ECTI'7'1 

/ 

/ 

T.o=\BLE 

B'Y- PASS 

Smart for the very valuable data they have 
a,dduced, and for the leniency of their slight 
criticism. It is somewhat surprising that, although 
at the present time, some quarter of a m:llion 
tons per month are locally being classified by the 
means described, or approximately 13~-% of the 
total Rand tonnage, <;)Illy two members have con· 
tributed to the discussion on the classification 
aspect. 

Mr. McArthur Johnston confirms so' '-ery closely 
the data given in my .paper tha1; there is little to 
reply to. I think, however, he. perhaps over· 
emphasizes the increased length of tillle of treat· 
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'ment due to the East Rand single treatnient,·as 
.compared with the double treatment, and over
looks the relative initial values of the material 
.dealt with, viz., 6'00 dwt. at the East Hand as 
against 2'88 dwt. ~t the Simmer Deep. It is fair 
to assume that a little longer treatment would be 
necessary for the higher value. The slightly 
longer treatment is, however, I think more than 
.compensated by avoiding the eost of the double 
handling needed for the double treatment, as 
with the perfectly clean sand obtained the same 
,ultimate residue is att.ainable. His later reference 
to the experiments he made of cl.ropping the 
transferred sand into solution is confirmatory of 
·this, as they very closely imitate the conditions of 
single treatment. 

Mr. Smart's data on the results ohtained from 
~ingl.e cone classification alP extrelllely valu8 ble 
ItS showing wh;J.t can be d'ine where the plant 
docs not lend itself to the elev ... tion required for 
thE installation of the secondary cones, but where 
tre1.tment of the sand as collected is practised, the 

-installation of secondary cones is preferahle. I 
I must thank Mr. Smart abo for his grading of 
battery feed, which more or less confirms that I 

·quoted. The proportion of fine in battery feed 
will necessarily be a' fairly variahle quantity 
a.ccording to the nature of reef and mining condi
tion, not to mention, as perhaps treading on 
.dangerous ground, the econo;ny or otherwise 
<principally otherwise) in, the use of explosives. 

I was particularly pleased that Mr. Smart, 
through the instrumentality of Mr. McLean had 
been able t'> practically confirm my· experience of 
the changed conditions that the better classifica
tion has produced on the density of settled sand 
and slime. J\1:r. McLean's work in this direction 
is a model of careful determination and could 
very well have formed the text for a paper dealing 
with the subject qf tonnage measurempnt of moist 
settled solids. The difference of 4% higher 
moisture content of the Simmer' and Jack settled 
slime as compared with East Hand Proprietary 
J\hnes is quite comprehensible when the difference 
of 42% and 52% respectively of the mill product 
collected as slime is considered, the latter natur
ally containing a higher proportion of the finest 
sand. 

Replying to the queries asked; -

(l) The long 1 in. pipe was Itt right angles to 
the cone of the vat, and when falling ran along 
the guides at that angle. 

(2) The terms 1st, 2nd and 3rd sections are, 
perhaps, East Hand Proprietary Mines localisms, 
for collecting,.lst wash and 2nd wash sections of 
'slime plants. . 

(3) The impact of the falling cylinder was 
.found to displace a little of the fluid surface 
sliIn~ which contained approximately 60% mois
ture. '-The correction, however, did not affect the 
t.otal determination. ' 
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Reg1\rding the diffErence Mr. McLean shows 
betwe('n the moisture content of the peripheral 
and cent~al samples of a settled slime charge I 
am indebted to Mr. P. R. Nethersole for the 
accompanying diagram showing that these differ
ences do not occur to the same' extent on the' 
East Rand Proprietary Mines as o'n the Simmer 
and Jack. The reason is due to the concave 
cross section of the settled charge and the relative 
lengths of decanter arms. The East Rand Pro
prietary Mine decanters are 12 ft. long therefore 
do not reach the concave centre (a defect I con
fess), consequently the supernatant solution in 
the centre corrects the greater density of the 
settled solid. 

Mr. Tonnespn's contribution is particularly 
valuable, as giving us, what many of us have 
sought, ~ convenient and accurate core sampler 
for settled slime. His apparatus has been in 
daily use on the East Rand Proprietary Mines for 
some time now, anel has proved itself a great 
improvement on the cumbersome device used in 
the original determinations. I should like, not 
only to congratulate Mr. Tonnesen on his success
ful solution of what has 'hitherto baffled most of 
us, but also to thank him for providing us with 
such a neat and convenient tool. 

Mr. Jory's somewhat belated contribution con
tains se~eral notes thltt I hope will prove of 
service to those operating this type of plant. I 
should like to take this opportunity of thanking 
Mr. J ory and Mr. Lloyd, who are in charge of the 
respective East Rand Proprietary Mines cnn 
tinuous sand plants, for the enthusiasm they have 

~hown in their working, which has contributed so 
largely to the success this type of plant has 
achieved on the Eflst R1\nd ProjlrietaryMines. 

_ The President: As I ha~() said already, it 
is most gratifying to find our Past-Presidents 
taking such an interest ill the Society, and I am 
sure we all thank Mr. J ohnsf)n very much for 
his interesting reply. As an eX/\'!lll'le of the 
activity of our P1\st-Presidents I m~,y p jnt out 
that at this extra meeting we I lave no less than 
five of them present, practically all who are still 
resident in Johannesburg. ' 

NOTE~ ON THE OCCURRENCE AND 
CONCENTRATION OF TIN ORES.' 

(Read at Octabet· Meeting, 1910.) 

By C. FRED. THOMAS (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. A. Treloar (Mernbet·): If Mr.. We~ton 
could not congratulate Mr. Thomas on his paper 
on "The Occurrence amI Concentration' of Tin 

Ore8," I am afraid I. cannot congratulate Mr. 
Weston on his contribution to the discussion. It 
is always an easy matter for anyone to write
sarcastically on any subject, provided he has 
sufficient sarcasm in his.nature, but sarcasm and 
criticism have an altogether different value: 

With the concentration of tin ores, as well as 
with most scientifie treatments, it is wise to' 
observe with an unbiassed mind and to take a 
broad view, Perhal's the author did try to· 
cover too much ground in his paper, and it may
seem as if some of his statements' are rather' 
vague; at the same time there is much truth 
in wh~,t he says, and seeing that he is the first· 
contributor of a paper on tin concentration 
read before this Society, I think he is to 
be congrat.ul:.lted on the result, in spite of 
the fact that he happens to be a Cornishman. 
Mr, Weston evidently speaks under some provo
cation when he says" that the Cornish tin expert 
is pror,e to strut around the world posing as the 
one and only authority on the ore and its concen
tration,and inflicting out-of date .Cornish dressing 
devices on young anel unsophisticated tin indus
tries in other countries." Might I 'ask, where
this has been done? And does he not know that 
in South Africa, and in many other parts of the 
world, the tailing from some of the mills (erected 
not by Cornishmen) is richer than the ore of the 

average Cornish mine, and that..if the same per
centage of loss were escaping in Corn,wall the tin 
streamers on the Red Hiver would sell, not 30 tons, 
of tin monthly, but nearer 100 tons, and 'that if 
the Red River were red through ruby tin escaping 
it would then contain enough tin to cause it to 
stann still. 

In order to discuss percentages of recovery in 
tin concentration it is necessary to see the
samples taken and also to know the assay value 
of the pnlp from the ~tal1lps. A Wilfiey concen
trator if properly erected anel adjusted loses
practically the same amount of tin in the tailing 
from an ore uontaining I % a~ it eloes from an ore 
containing 3%, anel, naturally,' the percentage of 
recovery in the first instancp. would be much less 
than in the latter-ft fact often overlooked. To 
provide for the irregularity of the percentage of 
an ore it is necessary when laying down a plant 
to add an extra cqncentrator for the specific 
purpose of using it when the value of the product 
goes up. Supposing the average loss from a con
centrator of the Wilfi'ey or Buss type when doing 
good work on sand to: be 0'2% metallic tin, then 
if the S~llel pulp contained 5% and 0'2% was 
lost, the resnlt woulq be a recovery of 96% ; if 
however the' sample assayed 1% andO'2% was 
lost, it would lllean a recovery of 80%; thus in 
the case of two mines equal work might be per, 
formeelllnel yet the l'esults widely differ. The above 
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is an illustration of sand concentration; and of 
course a further loss would occur with the con
centration of the slime, still further reducing -the 
percentage of extraction from the original pulp 
sample It is customary to think that with high 
values you get high losses, but that is not true 
when comparing values with losses. A machine 
works irrespectively of values, and however well 
it is erected and adjusted there must and ever 
will be a loss, but if the load-is regulated accord
ing to the value the loss is-fairly constant. 

It is scarcely necessary for .anyone with even 
a small knowledge of mining conditions in Corn
wall, to hesitate to reply to Mr. Weston's 
remarks as to why the mines do not put down a 
succession of rag frames. I will, however, answer 
by informing him that, unfortunately, nearly the 
whole of the mining area is owned by one owner, 
and he, for persf)nal reasons, lets only a portion of 
land to. the mine, generally not nearly sufficient 
for the plant required, and then lets the adjoining 
portion to a tin streamer, giving him the right to 
come close to the mine dischargp, the streamer 
paying a toll in the form of one-eighth of the 
gross return. The price of land to the mines, if 
purchased, works out at £10.0. per acre, or over 
£20.0. per morgen, not 5s. per acre as in South 
Africa, or a comparatively small price as in 
Australia .. Mr. Edward Walker (whom I have 
the pleasure of knowing) ought not to ask why 
more rag frames are not put down after spending 
so much time as he did in Cornwall, and anyone 
conversant with Cornish mining should not have 
to ask for information seeing that the question of 
"Lords's dues" has for the past five years created 
such a stir in Cornwall, and especially during the 
past three months. I may say, to give credit to 
two of the owners, that in the case of the Cam 
Brea and Tincroft mines, during the three months 
mentioneq, they have given up their dues and 
added an installation of plant to assist the mine 
but this was only done under pressure and whe~ 
the capital of the mine was practically exhausted. 
Might I also inform Mr. Weston that in every 
case I know of ' the slime is treated twice, and 
often three times if'space permits, and that the 
avenge percentage of slime caught on a rag 
frame is not 5% of the product fed on, but nearer 
65%, as he will discover if he makes a proper 
test. 

For- the last century the tin mining world has 
been waiting for a slime concentrator, and it still 
wa.its in spite of the Liihrig and other machines; 
and if Mr. Weston has had the privilege of testing 
manyoftheseslime concentrators he could onlyhave 
come away with a sad heart. Personally, I have 
found that with a wooden bed set at a good angle 
and the surface kept roughened, a revolving table 

is the most Rti'ecti ve machine, and with three or four 
times treating I have got a higher percentage than 
from any other type. The Liihrig, Wilfiey slimer 
and Frue vanner, are only effective on certain 
material, but for a very fine product, such, for in-
stance, which will pass through 20.,0.0.0. holes per 
square inch, the results they give are not satis
factory. I might also say with reference to 
Cornishmen refusing to adopt up-to-date methods,_ 
that these (so-called) up-to-date methods have 
done Cornwall irreparable injury during the past
five years, and that out of a nominal capital of 
£750.,0.0.0. spent there is nothing to be seen to-day 
but machinery standing idle. The good work 
done by the Germans at Clitters resulted in the
payment of a dividend and the stoppage of the 
mine after· a nominal capital of £160.,0.0.0. had 
been spent. A new company was formed in 190.8· 
with a capital of £15,0.0.0., and this company is 
now in liquidation, and, as far as I know, never 
paid a dividend. I could mention many others
where the results have been similar, and one, an 
American company having the North Cwfty 
mine, spent an enormous sum installing a plant 
of their own design, with disastrous results as far
as outputs and dividends were concerned. If by 
these things Mr. Weston considers Cornwall owes 
a lot to either Germans or Americans I must beg 
to differ. I grant that Germans are, as a natiun, 
extremely clever in scientific research, and that 
they introduced magnetic separation into Corrr
wall, which has helped sf'veral mines considerably. 
It is generally known, however, that these revoln-
tionists have returned home with much less 
money and a great deal more experience. It is a 
well known fact that experience is necessary 
when dealing with any particular ore, and the 
treatment which does well in Australia is not 
workable in South Africa, and the same applies 
to Cornwall, and it behoves any mining engineer 
to first consider and experiment before making a 
definite statement. 

I agree with the author that the average 
extraction does not exceed 80.%, considering that 
in many mines where the ore is poor, it does not 
reach that. There are to-day, when tin is fetch
ing nearly £20.0. per tOD, many idle mines in 
Cornwall with ore of an average valne of 1 % ;_ 
although mining, with crooked shafts and over 
2,0.0.0,0.0.0. gallons of ,vater, from some mines, to 
pump daily, with "Lords' dues" and a complex 
ore, is done for an average cost of 23s. per ton. 
It should then not be difficult, if such marvellous 
results can be obtained in Australia and else
where, to make these mines pay. If the cost of 
tin mining in South Africa could be obtained, the 
information would be most valuable to a new 

. industry, and would brush away some of the mis
ceptions prevalent. 
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C. F. Thomos-:Notes on the Occ1l1-renee and Concelltmtion of Tin 01·es. 

I append a flow sheet of a plant treating a 

mplex ore, where the slime· is treated three 
co .. I 8?% t" nes and where the extractlOn IS equa . to , ~ 0 

Illy By referring to the sheet it will be on . . 
oticed thn.t four products are sold, VIZ., copper 

nyrite wolfram, tin and arsenic. The pulp 
~~mpl~ ass;yed ~'01 % for. c~pper, 0'01.5% for 
wolfram 1 % for till, and 1'35% for arsemc. As 
the fio\~ sObeet clearly shows the treatment it· 
is unnecessary to furnish any explanation, except 
as regards that pertaining to the copper pyrite, 
which being simple might be useful to someone 
running a small plant, possibly at their own 
expense where copper pyrite is present. It 
was found that the waste oil from the bearings of 
.~.ix Frue vanners, treating middling from twelve 
Wilfiey tablps, got into the boxes with the water 
lI~ed to wa8h the concentrate off, and this water 
with the very light skim of oil carried with it a 
btrge percent"lge of copper pyrite. '1'0 collect 
this the water was allowed to overflow into 
>lllother box and from that into a launder 30 ft. 
long and I ft. wide. A piece of perforated copper 
grate was fixed across the launder at the end, 
with a piece of cloth placed across it to act as a 
filter. So well did this answer that practically 
all the copper pyrite wa~ collected in the launder 
and the water which passed through the filter w~s 
quite clear. About 30 tons of copper I,yrite were, 
collected yearly by this means, assaying on an 
ftverage 17% copper, which were sold to a smelter. . 
The wolfra.m, as the sheet shows, was extracted 
by magnetic 'separation and assayed when finished 
69% tnngstic, acid. After the concentrate was 
roasted and the wolfram extracted, the tin was 
treated in the usual way by dollying, etc., and 
assayed 65% metallic tin. The arsenic was 
collected in challJbers and assayed when sold from 
90;' to 94%. I might add that the water used 
for treating the roasted concentrate was allowed 
to flow over a series of settling tanks into which 
was thrown scrap iron, and a little copper was 
collected by precipitation, but owing to the 
largest percentage being saved in the launder 
referred to, previous to the concentrate being 
roasted, the percentage of copper from these 
t:tnks was very small. 

I very much question if with a complex ore it 
is possible to obtain a much higher percentage of 
extraction than 82%, although with an ore free 
from impurities of the kind mentioned above a 
little higher percentage might be recovered, but 
that "'ould depend on the constitution of the ore, 
:tnd whether fine crushing was used to eliminate 
the tin from the waste. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Jdember,) : As Mr. 
Treloar's contribution to this paper is mainly a 
criticism of my criticism, the President has 

allowed me to supplement my remarks. Regard
ing my attitude Mr. Treloar does not understand 
the tradition of this Society. The more pungent 
and s:ncastic criticism is, as long as it is fair and 
imper80nal, the more members, and in most case~ 
the person criticised, enjoys it. I think tl,e 
atmosphere is :1 healthy one, and Mr. 'l'reloar 
will have to try and get acclimatised. If Mr. 
Treloar had understood this he would not have 
been so simple as to vehemently. deny the fancy 
derivation I invented for the origin of the name 
Red river. 

Regarding rag frames, Mr. Treloar has quite 
missed the point of my criticislll, which was not 
why more frames were put down, but why tIle 
Cornishman used so unsuitable an appliance. 

If Mr. Edward ~~! alker did not know it was 
impolite to ask awkward questions after visiting 
Cornwall, I am no't prepared to apologise for him. 
I would draw Mr. Treloar's attention to the re
marks of the Cornish correspondent of the Lcndon 
Mining Jour'nal of a recent dat~, who wants to 
know why one tributor easily draws 10 tons a 
month from the Red river with primitive appli
ances. And in connection with lo'sses I would 
draw his attention to the prospectus of a company 
to tren.t the C>lrn Brae dump (If 500,000 tnns, 
coiltai'ning 17 lb. of tin ore per ton giving a 
recovemble value of 5s. to lOs. per ton. If, as 
Mr. Treloar says, a rag frame extracts 65% of the 
slime the three treatments he nwntions 'would 
recover 95/.:: of slime values, so I am afraid there 
is a mistak~ somewhere; 'for the tin iR in the Rer! 
river, and it comes from the mines. I, note in 
the Rooiberg plant he has installed callow screen" 
thus justifing my criticism on the paper. 

Mr. Treloar favours slime tables of the Acme 
type and has installed them at Rooiberg. TabJes 
of this class werf1 installed 25 years ago at 
Mount Bischoff and do splendid work in series. 
I believe I am correct in sa.ying that the 
metallurgists there are replacing them by machines 
of a mOIl' modern type which they have 
found 'better. Clitters I believe failed not 
because the ore dressing was bad; but be
CIlUSfl t.he Clitters mine was worked out, and 
there was more water than ore in the lower I~vels 
of "Kingston, and this has be,en laqzely the I;eason 
that these revolutionists returned home with 
mnch le~s money and a good deal more experi
ence." They put up expen~ive plants to treat ore 
that investigation proved existed olllyin the imagi
nation, ,f the gentleman who tempted t·hem. We 
all know in every country the fairy tales about 
the rich ore "the old men ". left and the marvel
lous lode at the bottom of the flooded winze, and 
if the foreigners failed, not to get the tin from the 
ore, but to get the ore from the mine, apparently 
Cornishmen, at least, did not suffer. 
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And 'n"whaving said most evil things I could 
think of about Cornishmen and their methods, I 
should like to add that I could s'ay most of it 
about the men who have managed mining in 
every'field in the world I know of, including the 
Ran:; and Australia. Mistakes have been made 
and money squandered in vast sums everywhere, 
and if some of us got the chance we would, no 
douht, make some large and healthy mistakes 
,ourselves. So honour to If the old men" Cornish 
or otherwise, for they were strong, brave' men, 
and did their work in the world with their might 
which is more than can be said of sOineof us 
though we have better knowledge and better 
;tools. 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Mr. C. F. Thomas (lJle1nbe~') : I may say that 
1 he concentration of cassiterite is a widely dis
,cussed problem, and plants must vary according 
.10 the particular ores to be treated. If the ore 
\hould be chloritic and contain sulphides, float 
,,.limes are t'} be expecterl. 

Mr. Walter McDermott's paper on If The ele
ments of slirile concentration" read before the 
] nstitution of Mining and Metallurgy ill April, 
1910, together with the discussion and contri
hutedremarKs thereon, con'tains valuable informa
tion. Mr. W. S. Welton gave some interesting 
figures on float tailing with a concent,ation to 
,only four times the value of mill feed, proving 
great losses on silver, copper and lead ores. Mr. 
vVeston is amazed to learn that wet concentra
tion for th .. extraction of the sulphides of copper. 
is unsatisfactory. It is a surprisi~g confession 
to make, and a careful study of the matter might 
prove there is much to learn on the subject. It 
'is necessary to carefully note to, what exteut con
centration has to be effected. To bring a copper 
ore to four times its value as a mill feed is not 
to be compared with a concentration of a cassi
terite ore from 1% to over 80% cassiterite. 

. There is 'a 'peculiar affinity between certain sul
phides and oil. The Elmore Vacuum Process has 
done good work in preventing such heavy lo~ses 
,as have been often proved in the wet concentra
tion of sulphides. Broken Hill, in Australia lias 
had 'great difficulties in wet concentra
tion. Broken Hill, in N. W. Rhodesia, 
has proved that with a complex ore' the use of 
wet concentration is a failure. 

It is unwise to make rash statements III a 
criticism unless one has definite proofs, and 
J regret having to show that Mr. vVeston was 
,extremely rash in many of of his remarks. 
If The extraction of mispickel is low by wet 
concentration and selection previous to milling is 
advisable." Mr. Weston evider:tly does not under
,stand the meaning of this statement by me and 

then endeavours to prove it incorrect. Having 
considered he had pr?ved t,he statement wrong, 
he says If the author'really should try and realize 
Cornwall is not the universe or even th.e hub of 
it." Mr. 'Weston has mentioned Clitters and I, 
believe he visited these mines about 1907. This 

,plant erected bv Germans, which" gave the' Cor- ' 
nishmen ocular demonstration.in the art of ore 
dressing un'der modern conditions," is now idle. 
They selected mispickel previous to milling, 
roasted it, and then sent the residues to the mill,'to 

,increase the extraction. The Luhrig vanners 
were not successful on this particular ore. The. 
loss of mispickel through float tailing 'was high. 
The Chairman of the Company was an English
man, the Consulting Engineer was an A.R.S.M. 

, and recei ved his first practical experience in Corn
wall, The manager was a Cornishman. 'The 
jigs were rarely at work j the Buss Tables made by 
the Luhrig Co. gave most excellent results" and, 
great credit is due to the Company for introduc
ing the Wetherill magnetic separator into Corn
wall. 

Stannite is a comparativply rare mineral found 
near the ccntact of slate with granite, Mr. 
Weston misquotes and says " it is not always 
found in slate near granite." I agree with him 
on this point. 

Production. - If Australasia, Cornwall and 
Africa produce 12% to 13% of the worlds pro
duction." In regard to my quoted statement 
Mr. Weston says" the auth(r appears ignorant 
of the fact that very extensive deposits 'Of 
alluvial tin have lately been discovered in the 
Niger Protectorate" which bid fair to compensate' 
for the stationary or declining output of the ' 
Straits Settlements and Australia. The Niger" 
Protectorate is in Africa and I did n'ot consider the 
output of sufficient importance, to mention under 
the heading of production, Bolivia was mentioned 
and its output has rapidly increased. One Bolivian 
mine is producing more tin than all the mines in 
Africa. The Province of Yunnan in Western 
China is l,roducing approximately 4,000 tons of 
tin per a,nnum. The Niger Protecturate may 
rapidly increase its output, but recent discoveries 
of cassiterite have not been considered of such 
importance to effect the market, and the price of 
,till metal has risen substantially in the last two' 
to three yuars. 

The Editorial Committee is next blamed for 
my using the expression' "fluidity of the tin pro
duct." This seems unreasonable. It was stated 
that this particular conc'~ntrate was almost free 
from impurities which might have a hardeninp' 
tendency or:. the metal. The so-called English tin is 
several pounds less in value than that from the 
Straits Settlements. Before the Bolivian con
centrates came on the home market, English tin 
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Fp.h. Hlll -- C'. F. TI,m)1(tS-1Vutes on the Oacwl"rence (t)ul Con(~enb·rtt;on of T':I~ Ore .•. 

lJ 'gher ill IIrice, than that frolll the Straits was I ~ , 
Settlements, If orie were to as~ a smelter the 

be might have somethmg to ,say on reason, 
fluidity.. d I . h d I . "Sand from lJ. mo ern p ant Wit goo c assl-
fication sh' ,uld not be worth fu~ther treatment 
( the tailing from the tables m front of the 
o~ll can be made too low in grade for further 

W Th b' f ' t' consideration). ' e 0 .~ect 0 wet concentra IOn 
. to eliminl1te the maximum amount of crushed 
IS . h fi . " Th' ore as wa8te III t e rst concentri1tlO~.. . IS 

quotation from my paper should be plam enough 
to be understood by one who has even, a small 
idea of wet concpntration. Of course 1iciunt 
Bischoff takes a middle head from the tables for 
regrinding, and also sends a sand tailing to 
waste. ' 

Ilmenite is often' associated w:ith cassiterite, 
and 'NIr, W'eston makes a bold statement when 
he savs it calls for magnetic separation methods. 
If the concentrate is fine, I venture to say, 
leave magnetic separation alone until a better 
method for separation is found. The magnetic 
s('paration of slime has'not been a success up to 
the preser.t. Again, ilmenite is often present and 
is not liberated from the cassiterite, even after fine 
crushing. A test made after roasting a concen· 
trate from a 30 mesh screen gave the following 
results: - The concentrate from the furnace 
aS8ayed 51 % Sn. Re·concentration on a No. 5 
Wilfley table gave at the head 54% Sn, and at the 
tail 46% Sn. I would like to ask my critic 
whether there is any ,reasonable excuse for calling 
ilmenite, cassiterite. 

,It has been proved that with depth in granite, 
sulphides and wolfram decrease and the cassiterite 
become~ finer grained. ", ~izing for fine grained 
cassiterite is unsatisfactory." In stating this I, 
according to Mr. Weston, show my ignorance of 
modern practice. The notes define fine grained 
cassiterite as yielding a concentrate of which 
over 90% will pass a 150 mesh screening. 

The Callow screen is doing excellent work on 
the discharge from a 30 mesh screening, but 
what a suggestion to size for almos~ a ~lime ! 

In my paper I mentioned that "Elevators for 
pulp should be avoidea if possible." Mr. Weston 
says it is not at all necessary to avoid pulp eleva
tion. Who would not avoid elevating pulp con
taining5% to 7% cassiterite, if possible? 

Great attention has been paid to the slime 
question in wet concentration throughout the 
mining world,and,particularly in Cornwall because 
the ore slimes to a great extent. Some mines 
are filtering the overflow water from the final con
centration of slime through coke, etc. Such, firms 
as' Messrs. Fraser &; Chalmers, Luhrig, Humboldt, 
etc" are keenly interested in the matter. Mr. 
Walter McDermott says :....:.." ~n considering the 

, progress of concentration methods for the last 30 
years, it appears 'possible to draw certain conclu
sions which may be considered as elements 
governing the probable developments in the 
future. To those who have been in touch with 
this branch of ore treatment, it is very evident 
that there has been nothing revolutionary in the 
best practice for the period mentioned." 

Mr. Weston must have solved the concentration 
of the slime, as he states "to me the explanation 
seems quite simple." I grant the Red River is,,' 
returning 10% to 12% of, the value that t.he 
mines are selling. It is probable this river is send
ing into the ocean 7!z % to 10% of the output 

'of the various mines. The river and its banks 
are a mass of slime concentrating plants for over 
8 miles in length. All those who may be 
interested in the wet concentration of slime, will 
be anxious to have this explanation. 

I purposely refrain from replying to certain 
remarks of Mr. Weston, and regret that preju· 
dice is distinctly sh<;Jwn in the remarks I refer 
to. , , . 

Replying to the ','emarks of Mr. Amos Treloar, 
I' may say that my paper purptlsely covered a 
wide area, and I hope it will lead to some papers 
on the concentration of tin' ores. Recent experi
ments on slime containing 0'5% cassiterite prove 
a fair recovery of tin metal by means of electric 
smelting, but from an economical standpoint they 
have proved a failure~ The -percentage of re
coyery in tin concentration may not have received 
the attention it deserves, but it is difficult to 
obtain reliable information. Chemical analyses 
on low grade tailings are not always satisfactory. 
Not only the tin' mining world is interested in 
water concentration, but the mining world has 
long been waiting for an efficient slime concen· 
trator. It is probable that the cost per ton 
mined on the tin mines in Africa will prove 
exceptionally' high. 

Replying to Mr. Weston's further remarks, I 
'may say that the recoverable value of Carn 
Brae dumps rilaY average 6 lb. of cassiterite per 
ton. My sampling of these dumps gave an 
average of nearer 10' lb. per ton, but some waste 
'burnt leavings exceeded 17 lb. of cassiterite per 
ton. 

The Transvaal Consolidated Lands quarterly 
report to December 31, 1910, under the heading 
of "Groenfontein," states :-".It has been 
decided to re·trrat the sand residues, which are 
estimated at 11,000 tons, assaying 1'29% 
metalhc tin." 

Other "waste" tailing dumps in the Trans
vaal will pay to re-treat, although' a considerable 
loss has occurred through slime., I still venture 

, the opinion that the average extraction obtained 
from mined cassiterite does not exceed 80%. 
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THE MINE DUST PROBLEM. 

(Read at January M 'eting, 1911.) 

By DR. J. L. AYMARD (Associate). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. G. O. Smart (.Wen,ber of Council) read 
the following contribution to this discussion :-

Mr. A. W. Stockett (Associate): The model 
exhibited shows an improved method of manu
facturing Dr. Aymard's collaring iron. In tbe 
original design this is made from a piece of 
ste'el plate, cut as the development of a frustrum 
of a cone, and then lap-rivette::l, entailing con
siderable work. The pre~ent model is made from 
a piece of solid drawn boiler tube, which is cut 
to the required length with a saw, and drawn 
cold to the conical shape on a mandril by a 
single blow under the steam hammer. The cost 
of the material is about 6d., and the cost of 
man,ufacture is reduced to a minimum. 

Mr. Tom Johnson (J1ember of Council): Dr. 
Aymard in. his paper seems to have used a termi
nology of his own, which makes it rather difficult 
to cri ticise his paper. 

From what I can gather the author seems to 
think there must be some difference in principle 
between the vltntilating of a gold mine and a 
coal mine. There should not be-at least, not in 
the sense that the author means. Of course 
there is a differ,ence, for, as a rule, coal mines 
are w.ell ventilated artificially, and gold mines 
mostly ventilate themselves, which is certainly 
no credit to anyone. Nothwithstanding the fact 
of these terrible disasters we hear of, coal miners 
understand ventilation, and for the author to say 
that they must stop these disasters before they 
can teach us ventilatIon, is like a medical student 
telling the doctors he is studying under that he 
can learn nothing from them, until they can 
guarantee the life of every patie,nt they accept, 
which would be rather absurd. . 

The author understands very little of mine 
ventilation, and is not in a position to judge of 
other people's knowledge of the subject. For· 
instance, in the exhibited model of a pC'rtioll of a 
minp; the upcast headgear was bratticed ()r closed 
in; this he said contained a small fan, but it was 
not an exbaust fan. Now I should like to knoll' 
what kind of a fan it was. Then he speaks of 
the practice of leading the foul air through the 
whole workings. I should like to know where 
this happens, as it would be rather a curious thing 
to see on the Rand in any of our self-ventilat.d 
mines. After all .his condemnation of sending 
the foul air all through the mine, however, he 
calmly commends the Village Deep installa-

tion, wllich is simply passing the foul air of tIle 
Village Deep through the whole workings of the 
Village Main. There is some qualification needed· 
somewhere, else he is straining at the gnat and 
swallowing the camel. "( think he has missed his. 
vocation in trying "to teach us ventilation. 

Again, he asks us who is to be told oft' to 
regulate the regulating doors at all times of tIle 
day and night. I think I will be a Scotchman 
for once and answel' his question by asking him 
another. If he had a patient \vith a wound in 
which he, the doctor, had inserted a drainage 
tube, wou.Id he plant a nurse there to ,watch the 
drainage tl)be the whole time, when he know~ 
from his experience that the tube would ue 
all right"for a number of hours without attention~ 
The author ~hould have read S()ll)e elementary 
work on ventilation before writing his paper, and 
he would have found that there Me thousands of 
regulating doors in use with no one sitting beside 
thein. 

In another place he speflks of "~hort eircuitin6 
the air." What does he mean by the term 1 
He does not use it with the sallie meanil,g 
as it is generally used': I think he means splittiny, 
Most of the trouble of poor ventilation in Olll' 
mines is caused by short circuiting of the air. 
Then 'again he says, "without seriously interfer
ing with the system of natural ventilation exi,t
ing on many mines, I think the more extensive 
use of return foul air pipes along the roof of tlie 
drives would be beneficial." 'What does tlie 
author mean by this 7 Does he not know that 
the system of ven tilatiull, natural or artificial, 
makes no difference; the means of coursing or 
guiding the air are the Sflme, i.e" how the air is 
produced ha~ nothing tQ (10 with how it is used. 

Natural ventilation is one of the systems of 
production and belongs to the ~ciel1ce of ventila
tion. Air pipes, doors, etc., used in coursing or 
guiding the air belong to the a1·t of ventilation. 

Who told the author that the ladderways were 
the most used path for travelling 1 In most 
mines they are not, so one can only judge whether 
a mistake has ?een made by llIaking the ladder
way thp, return, after kllowillg the conditions. 

Tile author disagrees with the l\LR. COlllmis
sion for wishing "Id stopes t::> be closed (,ff, then 
calmly recommends the same thing, and I think 
for the same reason, viz., to prevent them being 
made into latrines. 

Although T cannot': admit that the author 
understands ventilation, I do admire his perser
verance in trying to: help us with the dust 
question. I heartily agree with him that this 
question has not addnced much the last ten 
years, At the Geldenhuis Deep in 1901 we 
tried sprays, atomisers, jets, etc., and found that 
washing down the place before blasting was the 
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bl sting and that a sma Jet p aylllg on t e 
by k u

a 
nder 'the hole whilst drilling dry holes was' 

rOC 

go~d'have kept. dust d?wn ve.ry well, with the 

dinary milk till, that IS, keeJ)lng the face wet, 
or 21 . 3' b't t t btl did not use a 2 Ill',or Ill. 1 to 8 ar 
~th, I used a 2 in. bit which made much less 

;ust. This is one of the points, that needs look
'ng after- the less d)lst there IS made the less 
~rouble to prevent it getting into someone's lungs. 

Under the problem politic the author uses his 
new terminology again. The 'machines that are 
used thr.ee on a bar are percussion machines and 
the others must be air hammer machines. The 
author speaks of the difficulty of getting men to 
carry out the laws, but the difficulty is more 
apparent than real. If an InBpector of Mines 
took it into his head to visit, say, ,the develop
lJlent work on any mine, he should, on visiting 
the various places, be able to judge if the rules 
and regulations were being carried out, and if 
not who was to blame, I think one great reason 
that things are not better is that we officials are 
much too easy, and are as much in fault as the 
men, If we only did our own duty, and made 
the men keep their places dam p, or summons 
them for not doing so, we should make a great 
stride forward' towards knocking out the dust 
question, It would cost fewer pounds in fines 
than we have lost lives through it. 

The President: Dr. Aymard has a nE-W 
device to show us: it has nothing to do with 
dust, though it comes under increased efficiency. 

Dr J. L. Aymard (Associate) here exhibited 
a patent leg protector for the use of natives in 
the mines, saying :-"The hospital statistics show 
that injuries to boys' legs are very frequent and 
quite apart from the number of boys who go into 
hospital there must be a large number of boys 
who receive injurieR to their legs, and who are 
working partially incapacitated, Boots and 
leggings have been tried but had to be given up, 
as the boys would not use them. A boy cannot 
walk up a slippery stope with boots on, so I have 
devised this modification of a boot, The idea is 
for the boy to wear out his own sole, and as 
ordinary leather would be perfectly uspless in a 
short time I have substituted raw hide and 
turned the hairy part inside, I ha've made it 
perfectly flat, and' turned it in so as to protect 
the toes. The boy simply slips his foot into it. 
It will probably last for a very long time as raw 
hide can be used in water for a long time before 
it becomes soft. I have had them placed on a 
boy's legs and thrown rocks at him' without his 
feeling any hurt. The only question is that they 

are rather expensive, because raw hide is different 
from ordinary leather, and you can only make' 
about eight pairs of these out of one hide. 

Mr. G. Hildick Smith (Membe1'): The follow
ing are a few points which have occurred to me 
in reading the author's interesting paper on "The 
Mine Dust Problem." With regard to his' 
remarks on mine ventilation ,in which he 
says that it is the idea of promoting further 
discllssion on the subject, which has prompted 
him to include it-ventilation-in' his paper, 
I think a full discussion on the problem of 
yentilation could with ease be carried on ad 
infinitum, and at the finish there would still be 
a doubt as to whether the correct solutions had 
been arrived at What is really wanted, in order 
that the question of ventilation may eventually 
be thoroughly worked out, is actual practical. 
experiments carried out by competent men in a 
thoroughly scientific manner from the results of 
which reliable formula:: can be deduced and 
st~nJ;lard methods adopted. All through the' 
und.'erground work in mines there is too much 
guessing, and this is a point which cannot be too 
strongly emphasised. It is due to several
causes :-

(1) The great cost which would be incurred 
in making underground experiments. To com
mence with a State mine is required, either an old 
mine, which has been practically worked out, or 
a mine abandoned for various reasons would 
have to be acquired to start with and run as a 
combined training and experimental mine by the 
Government in conjunction with the, Ohamber of 
Mines. The who1.e might be controlled by a 
Central Committee consisting of representatives 
of the various mining houses and the Govern
ment, the mine itself being under the manage
ment of a thoroughly trained engineer, .or all' 
alternative method to this would be the appoint~ 
ment of an underground experimental committee,. 
who would appoint suitable men to experiment. 
on various subjects underground on any of the 
mines of this ficlcJ., permission having first been 
granted by the management of the mines for the 
experiments to be carried on, expenses being 
defrayed by a general experimental fund. 
vVe on the Rand like, at any rate, to pride our
selves that we are working on the most efficiently 
new and up-to-date mines in the world, there
fore let us show that we are. 

(2) Underground work is not an ideal occupa
tion, it is too dirty, unhealthy and altogether too 
much against the grain to suit many men. Yet 
it is where the real spade work is done, and 
therefore where constant attention is most needed. 
There is much too much of the "look at the 
plan" game and tell them what to do about it 
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still. Experiments in chemical, mechanical and 
metallurgical laboratories are a very nice form of 
interesting amusement when one can sit on a 
stool in the fresh air and smoke and watch a 
beaker full of water boil, etc., but when it 
becorries necessary to spend every day of a week 
underground, for example, in order t4at a given 
experiment might be carried out, it becomes a 
different matter. 

Ventilation can be taken as the first item on 
the programme, which has reached a stage where 
experiment is now needed and not discussion. 

As to the "medical aspect" put forward by 
the author. ,\Ve are here again guessing at 
present. 'I'he writer would like to suggest that 
experiments should be conducted on mine rats. 
It would be necessary first to determine whether 
the lungs of the rats living in the mines are 
affected with silicosis, if so, then healthy rats or 
other animals should be obtained, kept under
ground, some continually, others during the 
various shifts only. Some in cages or what not, 
so that they cannot inhale dust, and others along 
side them so that they can inhale dust, and after 
various periods post mortem examinations should 
be carried out on their lungs, etc. The smaller 
animals theoretically should be affected in a 
shorter time than human beings, due to their 
quicker breathing. Much could possibly be 
learnt in this way. 

Coming now to the question of the respirators 
and their uses. I must first thank the author for 
saying that his work in this direction is 
entirely due to the suggestion made by me at 
one of our previous meetings. Not having been 
at the January meeting, on reading through 
the author's paper I was suddenly confronted 
with this announcement, and received at 
first a slight shock, but on second thoughts'a 
further stimulus to work in this direction, in 
which I am firmly convinced that we have a sure 
preventative for phthisis for those who really are 
lJ-nxious to have one. The baffle principle can 
hardly be termed new, when in reality it is the 
principle, although on a much smaller scale, that 
prevents dust from passing through a damp 
sponge or two pieces of' damp sponge super
imposed through which all air inhaled haR to 
pass in a zig-z>Lg cour~e before entering the 
m0uth, depositing on the way any du:;t particles. 
I h'Lve here' the type of sponge that I find 
handiest after having for several months experi
mented with all kinds. A rough practical test 
as to whether allY dust particles pass a respinttor 
can be carried out by means of some substance, 
such as snuff or pepper, which may be dusted 
around the outside of the respirator when in 
position, and deep and quick breathing resorted 
to, care being taken to protect the eyes. I have 

not tried this test with the author's respirator 
yet; but I think from an inspection of his respi
rators that the baffles are not close enough to
gether to prevent air carrying dust from passing 
obliquely through the passages without striking 
any part of t.he baffles. Another point to be 
raised against respirators large enough to coyer 
the nose and mouth is the difficulty of obtaining 
a good fit against the face and also the difficulty 
of being able to see over them when looking 
downwards. With a respirator such as I have 
here it is necessary.to use small pieces of cotton 
wool in the nostril", but a good fit against .the 
face is assured and also there is no difficul ty in 
being able to see just as well .1S without it in any 
direction, In my work as tl shift boss I find no 
difficulty whatever in breathing 'through my 
respirator even after having run up 100 ft. of 
vertical ladders in order to test it. 

There are just a few remarks I should like to 
make with regard to shift bossing. The author is 
correct in stating that it is the most arduous work 
on a mine, but he is wrong in stating that shift 
bosses to·day are called upon to do more work than 
formerly, the opposite being the case in all the 
well organised mines, especially in the older 
mines which require the most careful supervision 
to ensurE safety. Here again we have an in
stance where it would be possible to adopt a 
proper standard in underground work. In very 
man y cases the shift bosses finish their shift, 
finished physically, and when the dose has 
been repeated for many months, even when strict 
training has been resorted to, in order that a 
constant fitness for work may be kept up, yet 
eventually the result is, that the majority of shift 
bosses become so continually tired that they 
drift into nothing more or less than walk
ing machines, not having the time or incli
nation to think. Thd remedy for such conditions 
is more shift bosses with better supervision and_ 
fewer accidents. The standard round of a shift 
boss should be set by the possible comfortable 
walking distance for 'underground, so that undue 
physical ktrain can be avoided. The standard 
distance allowed would vary somewhat as to 
whether a mine was a new developing mine or 
an old mine; in the former case the time taken 
up in walking, wiII be a', greater percentage of the 
to~al time spent underground than in the latter 
case where .more time' has to be spent in more 
careful supervi8ion. I would suggest as a standard 
day's walking underground a distance of about 
three miles with supervision of abeut 25 white 
men and 250' boys as:a good day's work for a 
shift b0ss. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Alember): I have marked 
a few passages that seem to call for comment. 
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Personally, I have ul~vays had the idea that in 
t .. ' III to shut off disused stopes and other 
1:I;L~e~, the cu:ren~ would lose its. velo~ity an.d 
become short circUited ... N ow, deahn~ with t~IS 
llJ;Ltter of miners' phthiSIS, I. shoul~ like to gIVe 

II my recollection of some mterestmg con versa-
yo . I . h' h' h tions with a medica ma,n m t IS town, w IC 
seemed to me to throw a good deal of light on 
tbe subject. It has already been n0ted that the 
amount of silica in the lung does not bear that 
proportion you would expect to the tissue of the 
lung when the lung is examined after death. I 
really forget what propo'rtion of quartz was 
found in some of the lungs incinera.ted, but it 
was something very small indeed, and the slides 
which Dr. J1.oir showed us recently, raise that 
qUPRtion again. It is probable the size of any 
of the,w pieces of quartz shown in them would 
be something smaller than l/lOOth millimetre, 
and you would have noticed that the area taken 
up by the quartz wail really very small indeed. 
To come back to my conversation with a medical 
man, I said to him: "Is it not true that the 
smaU proportion of solid matter existing in the 
air, which each one of us-without reference to 
miners-each one of us living on the surface 
must breathe int" our lungs would suffice to 
choke them up entirely in the cour~e of time if 
there were not some provision for removing 
matter reaching the lungs, as well flS for 
preventing it from entering them ~" The doctor 
replied: "T~lat it was very well known, that 
N atUl'e had several methods of removing ordinary 
foreign matter from the lungs." He said "the 
white corpuscles of the blood had the power of 
carrying away foreign matter from the lungs; 
that there were two glands where this foreign 
matter was deposited j that if we examined these 
glands (in the case of a person living in smoky 
cities) we would find them full up with smuts! " 
He said "that in the case of people who are 
hreathing quartz dust, nature is continu
ally at work removing these grains of quartz, 
'llt'rhaps as fast as they enter the lung j" but he 
said that '. in the cllose of miners, the sharp 
tharacter of the dust wounds the tissues of the 
lung, and that tile first stage of millel:'s phthisis 
was generally the irritation caused by the 
presence of these w{)unds, caused by the particles 
of quartz. These particles of quartz may be 
removed after they have wounded the lung, but 
a certain scar remains .l.S the effect of the wound." 
He went on to say: "that the second stage of 
progress of the disease was caused by fibrosis, 
due to these wounds. The formation of these 
scars or fibroid growths is a gradual process, 
reducing the area of lung availablE: for oxidizing 
the bhod, and if the scarring is extensive 
enough, may cause death, without any COIl1-

plicatiolls dGe to the' presence of germs," That 
seemed to me 1\ clearer explanati<;m of the disease 
than I had ever heard froJIl anyone else. No 
doubt learned members of this Society knew 
all about it before, but I think Dr.. Moil' 
will tell you that what we do not know is just 
the different effects on the' lung of different 
~izes of quartz particles. Dr. Aymard says 
that many of the drives on the mines have 
a very peculiar stalactitic appearance, and that 
they ought to be nicely trimmed down. Well, 
unfortunately, mining is not an exact science, 
and we can scarcely guarantee that our drives 
shall always be as nicely and cleanly excavated 
as Dr. Aymard would wish. I do question the 
advisability of his recommendation, when he says 
that the whole of the drives in the mines should 
be systematically washed down ence a week 
with ,some mitable disinfectant. Considering 
that in the Village Main "Reef there are 20 miles 
of drives, it seems to me, one would have to 
increase the labour efficiency to a very large 
extent. I think Dr. Aymard is to be congratu
lated on the work he has done in attempting to 
stop the dust at the mouth of the hole. I think 
this question. of miners' phthisis is largely a 
question of education. If we could drill into the 
managers the loss they suffer from the destru c
tion of their most skilled and efficient labour; if 
we could only drill into the workers what they 
are exposed to, and how to avoid these dangers, 
good would come. The pr,ocess may seem some
times heartbreaking, but I agree 'with Mr. 
J ollllwn, that it is a process which, in the long 
run, will bear fruit. I think, fllso, lhat Dr. 
Aymard's .suggestion that ho~e pives should be 
armonred with wire, covered by lin, is a very' 
good one. 

Mr. R. Gascoyne (J1[embe1'): ,I think it 
would have been better if Mr. Weston had 
followed his own advice to Dr. Aymard and con
finerl. I{imself to things be understanc!~, and that 
his lecture on the medical aspect might have 
been left alone. The autbor, in referring to Mr. 
Pcnlerick's paper on Ea~t Rand ventilation, 
criticises that paper, but has evident Iy forgotten 
that the paper was devoted exclusively to the, 
EaRl- Rand Proprietary Mines ~ystem of ventilation 
and was not intended to apply to any other mines. 
I wish to say that it is a very good system, and 
whatever fault there may be in carrying out such 
a system, it will be more in connection with the 
deta Is than the general system. The author 
also criticises coal mine ventilation systems, but 
I agree wit,h :Mr.,Tom Johnson when he said that 
it would have been much better for the author 
to have studied some elementary work on venti-, 
lation before tackling the subject. The author' 
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is not aware that this dust question in coal 
.mining is one of the most serious questions we 
have to deal with, far more serious even than in 
the c~.se of metalliferous mining. Explosions do' 
not happen through luck of ventilation in coal 

;mines as generaJ.Iy supposed, but through the 
presence of coal' dust, and great atte1tion is 
'therefore given· to the removal of this dust. Coal 
. dust is formed in a much different way to the 
dust in gold mines. The coal is, of course, much 
,more fragile than local rock, and forms dust 
at <,very operation it undergoes, even during its 

;transport along the drives of a coal mine. On 
that account. it constitutes one of the greatest 
ri~ks in colliery operations so that great and con
.stant care has to be exercised so as to keep it 
within safe. limits. The author says that the air 
enters along the hanging Willi and returns along 

:the floor. As a matter of fact in a deep mine 
with no system observed it will be quite the 

,reverse. With regard to letting the foul air 
· through the whole \I orkings, I think that is 
,never done when the mine is of any extent. Mr. 
Johnson has pointed out an instance where the 
'Yentilation after passing through one mine and 
becoming ]Jolluted is taken through the workings 

· of an adjoining mine. Well, that is not a good 
system of ventilation, for every mine where 
possible should be self-contained and have its 

.own upcast shaft. You will agree with me, I think, 
that whilst miners do) not complain' about the 
foul air generated in their own mines that it is 

· scarcely courteous and polite to ask them to put 
up with othpr people's stinks. Of course the 
aut-hor thinks that managers ought to sandpaper 

· their drives and make them sl1100th so as to 
reduce the fricti'on of the circulating air. It is 
not the height or cleanliness of a drive that 
makes it better for ventilation, but it is the area 

· of a drive rather than the height and the velocity 
at which the air travels that decides the friction. 

.As Mr. Johnson points out, no one is wanted to 
watch regulators. In fact in. a well arranged 
min<e the ventilation should be self-acting. No 
. one will depend entirely on doors or regulators, and 
they should only be used when there i~ no other 
alternative. There are such things as overcast~, 
and their use would go far to get rid of the 
artificial element in mine ventilation. As a rule 
the fewer doors you have in a mine, the more 

· reliab.e the ventilation should be, and by adopting 
these overcasts the number of doors is reduced 
to a minimum. The author says that the recom
mend>ttion of the Mining Regulations Commis~ion 
to split the air cannot be carried out. As a 
matter of fact good ventilation in' a brge mine 

. depends upon splitting the current; and cannot be 

.obtained without judicious svlitting. ~fr. Weston 

. also refers to the question of having the disused 

. stopes and drives closed up. The author says 
they ought to be left open, as they afford a 
reservoir of cool air. As a matter of fact in a 
deep mine, these abandoned stopes, dri,:es and 
other places will rather form reservoirs of hot 
foul air, and they ought to be closed up so as to 
obviate this accumulation of foul air and so 
prevent a sluggish current of air in the mine . 
Now I come to the question of the medical 
aspept. One would think it is rather a damaging. 
confession for the author to say that the medical 
aspE\ct of this question remains about the same as 
it did ten years ago. We mining engineers are 
inclined to ask why has he not given more 
attention to the medical aspect and less to venti
lation, if that is the case, because in the medical 
aspect he ought to be better versed than in the 
ventilation of mines, no matter how well inten
tioned and praiseworthy his efforts in this dust 
question may be. 
- I think we are indebted to the author. for 

the way; in which he has taken up this 
matter, and can only regret that his paper 
does not go more fully into his promised 
methods of dealing with it for the benefit of 
those who have not seen it We are quite aware 
he has done it solely.for the relief of suffering 
humanity, and we ought to encouraSe him all we 
possibly can. It is the duty of every mining 
enginee~.and mine manager to assist him in every 
pci"sible way ... There is one thing we art' not 
surfJrised at, and that is the conclusion he has 
arrived at that miners are sadly indifferent in 
regard to this question. It is very unfortunate, 
but easily understood why it is so with. such a 
slow and insidious disease. He has used some 
very strong language with regard to thIS indiffer
en'!e, so it may have the desired effect. No 
doubt if the mining regulations, as a whole, were 
carried out in a thorough manner, this indifference 
would cease to exist. Let us hope that the new 
efforts now being made in carrying them out 
thoroughly will have the desired effect, and that 
the miners' indifference will cease to exi~t . 

Mr. F. J. Pooler (Associate): I will not pre-. 
su;ne to criticise, I merely wi&h to ask one or two 
questions with regard to the medic9-l aspect of 
the question. Some time ago I saw an article 
discussing the relationship between moisture in 
the air and the working efficiency of those people 
who are working in that air. There was a state
ment about the loss of efficiency of the lungs in 
purifying the blood as l'e!;ards addition of 
oxygen and removal of carbon dioxide, and I 
would like to know :-

1. Is it a fact that increased moisture lessens 
the power of the lungs to absorb oxygen ~ If so, 
are any tables availabllol showitJg th~s effect ~ 
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wo;king efficiency and percentage of moisture in 

aid . . 
3. Are miners m?re I~able to lung troubles m 

damper mines than m dner ?nes ~ . 
Perhaps the author can give me some mforma-

tioll an these points. 
Dr. J. L. Aymard (Associate): I may say 

tlHiL Dr. Porter himself gave me some information 
which is not exactly such as to be favourably 
raceived by the mining community. It was that 
Prof. Haldane holds that there will be no diffi
.cnlty in mining a~very deep l~vels owing to the 
humidity of the aIr, but you wIll have to reduce 
the working hours. I thmk it is well established 
th"t human efficiency is largely decreased by 
hnillidity in the air. The great effort. we should 
make is to keep the air as dryas possible. 

Mr. E. J. Laschinger (Member .of Council) : 
It :;eems to me th ,t a certain degree of humidity 
1S necessary for efficiencY. The point· to . be 
.ascertained is what is the exact amount necessary. 
in certain diseases of the lungs a fixed humidity 
point is prescribed for the cure of patients. I 
have recently read that in AmericH. in private 
houses, schools, etc., Iiumidity of the air is 
regulated and l~aintained at its efficient point. 
Everyone who has given any great attention to 
the matter knows that if the air is saturated 
it has a bad influence on the muscular system. 
This fact WH.S brought very plainly to my notice 
years ago when taking undergroun~ temperature). 
The moisture thrown off by the skm does not dry 
away, and you are bathed in your own sweat and 
heat. Schemes have been brought forward lately 
for regulating humidity, and I think from an 
engineering point of view, if the medical authori
ties can say what ought to be the proper humidity 
of the air, it is not without the bounds of possi
bility to do this on a practical scale. It is a 
problem which will have to be taken in hand 
'before long, especially in very deep mines. If 
we can get the air cool as well as regulate its 
humidity, it will be all the better. This is an 
-engineering matter which, of course, will require 
money, but it is not without the bounds of possi
bility to artificially maintain an atmosphere that 
will conduce to the maximum output of labour 

The President: '1 may point out that the 
·consensus of medical opinion is that 70% is about 
the best humidity for human life. In the Rand 
mines we have a humidity always over 90% 
.genemlly near 100%, and therefore the minAS 
have no c:l>lnCe of reaching the best .conditions. 
Qur only hope is to bring it down from 100 to 
'90. . 

Mr. E. J: Laschinger: My contention is 
that it is not at all impossible, but that it is 

within the bounds of practical engineering to 
regulate the humidity and temperature of air in 
.mines without excessive cost. 

The President: All the better: I am glad 
to hear it. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Member): Is not our 
trouble this: that as the mines grow deeper and 
hotter, >lnd no doubt drier, we must use water 
largely in our stopes and dr.ives to ,allay dust, 
and under these conditions the evaporation of 
this water must tend to increase the humidity to 
a dangerous degree, even if we dry and cool the 
air as Mr. Laschinger suggests before it enters 
the mine. 

The President: Yes, but the queetion uf water
ing dust underground oniy refers to development 
work, whereas the air of the whole of the other 
workings of the .mine is saturated to begin with. 

Dr. J. L. Aymard (Associate): Another in
teresting point is this. The engineers at work 
in the engine room of the Atlantic boats work 
\,lnder great heat, and engineers have told me 
that men can work long hours without trouble 
providing they perspire very very freely. When 
a new ellgineer goes down he is watched very 
carefully to see the amount of water he drinks 
and the amount he perspir~s. If he does not 
perspire freely he is sent up and his hours of 
work are reduced. Another point overlooked is 
the question of altitude .. There was an interest
ing paper read recently and very little attention 
has been paid to it. A man coming to work 
here m:J.Y feel a change for a short time, but I am 

. sure compensation takes place. Our blood is 
supposed to become very thick, and to have a 
very deleterious effect upon the heart. I think 
it is purely a question of getting acclimatised. 
I believe you can live here more healthily than 
in any other part of the world if you only get 
acclimatised. Of course living at one altitude 
and 'working at another is different, and this is 
what the deep level miners do. 

Mr. Gascoyne (.llembe1'): My experience is, 
that working in a temperature of 900 and over, 
is very detrimental to the efficiency of the work
men. I have found that working in that 
temperature, men are not able to do- a full 
day's work. In deep underground working, 
when drives have been exposed for any length of 
time, they gradually cool down, and air can be 
delivered to the working face at practically the 
same temperature as it leaves the bottom of the 
downcast shaft. It is only a question of frequent 
splits, having special drives, and delivering the 
air to the ad I'anced workings without coming in 
contact with other workings en 1'oute, that will 
keep the iVorkings as cool as possible a,nd 
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increase the efficiency of the men. In very deep 
mine~, in the newly-opened working faces, the 
ground is perceptibly warm, and the return air, 
after having gone through the working places; is 
distinctly hot and moist, and carries a good deal 
of heat and moisture out of the minE', 60 that 
ventilation must do a great deal towards helping 
to keep up the efficiency of labour in the deep 
mines. . 

Mr'. E M. Weston (lfembM'): In the silver
le3.d, mines' of Przibram, Bohemia, they are 
mining below 3,000 feet, and the Government. 
who own the mines al'e m'll,king provision to 
sllp(Jly the miners with, nut 60 cuhic feet pe!' 
minutE', but with 200 cubic feet of air per man 
per minute, so as to keep the efficiency' of their 
workmen up to the mark. It is only a question 
of time when the fact must be recogni~ed that 
the llline~ wurking below 4,000 or 5,000 feet 
must be prepared tu supply air in somewhat the 
same lJroportion, and this air may have to be 
dried and cooled to keep down the heat and 
hnmidity of the workings to a level that will 
render human labour possible, let alone properly 
efficient. 

Mr. Tom Johnson (Member' of Cowncil): We 
mllst use water in our working places, and if we 
innease our quantity uf air we can carry much 
more water than we do whet) using a' small 
quantity of air. 

Mr. R. Gascoyne(i11ember-): When Dr. Haldane 
said that men were not able to work more than 
six hours, he was probably referring to coal 
mining at say 3,000ft. and over, but I consider 
that similar conditions cannot b.e expected on 
the Rand until we attain a depth of 10,000ft. 

Mr. T. G. Martyn (Visitor,): There is one 
point which has not bet;n mentioned this 
el ening, viz., that as the fresh-air circulation is 
illcrea~ed in a mine, the evaporatiun of moisture 
is greatly increased, and with every unit of 
moisture taken up by the air, you will have a 
cmnsponclill(J r'ecluction oJ temperature; the 
spontaneuus evaporation of water being almost 
the most effective way of cooling anything. If 
we increase the current' of unsaturated air, the 
cooling. effect will be enormously increased at the 
same time that the percentage of moisture in the 
air sllpply at the working face is reduced to a 
lower and healthier figure. 

Mr, G. A. Robertson (jJ;lernbM') (contributed): 
Water ~l)raying underground is only in a measure 
eff~ctive so long as the faces damped retain mois
ture. In connection with the presentcrusade against 
coal dust in collieries I noticed in an English 
paper recently that extensive experiments were 
conducted in a coal mine with a view ,to finding a 

suitable fluid 'for spraying purposes. It. Was 
found that water spraying h~d to be repeated 
more often than was practicable, and the spraying 
of soapy water seems to have been the ·best solu
tion tried due to the fact that after evaporation 
has played its. part a pasty substance is left to 
which the dust adheres. Where' practicable in our' 
mines here the idea is certainly worth a trial. 

1'he meeting then closed. 

Visit to the Crown' Mines. Limited. 

About 150 members of the Society availed 
themselves (f an invitation from the Directors 
and Management of the Crown .Mines, .Ltd., to 
visit and inspect a portion of the surface works of 
their great property on Saturday afternoon, the 
25th February. . 

The visitors were recei ~ed at the mine by nIr. 
R C. Warriner, the General Manager, Mr. H. T. 
Brett and Mr. Pitchford (Joint :Managers), Mr. 
Fraser Alexander'(Reduction Officer), Mr. S. H. 
Pea~'ce (Consulting Metallurgist), and other 
members of the staff. pnder thi's able direction 
they were shown the new crusher stations, the 
arrangemen ts under constructi()n for' the m0re 
economical halJdling of ore from the shafts to 
the lIIill~, the Butters' filter plant (which Mr. 
C. G. Patterson demonstrated and explained), 
the :lew staff quarters, the inhabitants of which 

. were envied by many visitors not so ad-,anta
geously situated, and the quarters for the men 
who are being recruited in South Africa for the 
purpose of being trained as miners. 

At the conclusion of the tour of inspection, 
which' lasted over two hours, the visitors 
adjourned to the Manager's beautiful grounds, 
were they 'were received by Mr.' and Mrs. 
Warriner; Mrs. Brett and Miss Pitchford, 
and hospitably entertHined. Dr. Moir (the 
Presideut) in expres~ing on b"half of the members 
their tllftnks to Mr. Warriner, Mr. Brett and Mr. 
Pitchford and the staff for the instructive and 
pleasant afternoon, paid a well merited tribute 'to 
the management for their efforts to improve the 
conditions under which the men Ii ved. 

He also desired 'to thank especially Mrs. 
Warriner and thE' ladies for their courtesy and 
kindness in looking after them so well that 
afternoon. Mr. Warriner briefly responded,and 
the gathering disperse,d. 

The'following desc~iption of the property was 
circulated to the members for their information: 

The property emb'races, from the east, the 
Robinson Central Deep, Crown Deep, Crown 
Beef' alld ~outhRand, - Langlaagte Deep, 
Langlaagte Royal and Paarl Central on the west, 
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. Visit to the Crown Mines, Ltd .. };'eb. 1911 -I in addition 1,278 claims of deep level ground. 

ane .' b th '1 f In rxtent It IS a out ree 'ml es rom east to 
west on the strike of the reef.. . 

There are on the property, mne mam shafti> 
and seven crusher stations when including thos~ 
lI.t the Paarl Central and Langlaagte Royal, and the 
property is being so laid out, both on the s\lrface 
and underground, that iII the future there will be 
only two large crusher stations; one at No. 5 
and one at No. 7 shaft. By a system of under
ground chutes and haulage, the rock from the 
Langlaagte Royal, Paarl Central, Langlaagte 
Deep' and" estern areas will be concentrated at 
No.7 shaft and hoisted there, while all the rock 
from the eastern section will gradually be con

. centrated at No. 5 shaft. These two shafts will 
have to handle between 9,000 and 10,000 tons 
daily or the full requirements from the mine.' 
The two shafts will be connected on the 13th 
level at a vertical depth of approximately 2,200 ft. 
This level will be a main haulage level, the main 
drive being l4t ft. wide and practically straight 
from one end of the property to the other. This 
drive will be served by electric haulage so 
arranged that ore may be delivered to either 
shaft. 

No.7 Shaft.-.,..-This shaft is at present vertical 
to incline with three hoisting. w!J.ys and .pump 
way. Alterations are well in progress to convert 
the hoisting at this shaft into double stage with 
four hoisting ways. in the vertical, hoisting four 
ton skips, and four hoisting ways in the inclIne, 
hoisting five ton skips, alI hoisting being done 

. electrically. 
No. 7 Shaft Crusher Station.-This is the 

western statio~ of the Crown ~iines, and is being 
equipped to handle 3,500 to 4,000 tons per day 
on day ~hift only. Special features are three 
30 in. conveyor belts delivering into nine 30 in. 
x 12 in. Hadfield & Jack crushers. The return 

side of thf:'se belts are utilised for waste which is 
deli vered to a transverse belt deli vering to the waste 
bin and thence todump. The rock from the crushers . 
is caught in bins of 1,000 tons capacity, thence it 
is discharged through pneumatically operated 
doors into 40 ton hopper trucks. These trucks 
are hauled in train by 50 ton electric locomotives, 
and may be delivered to anyone of the mills of 
the Crown Mines. The trucks are constructed so 
that their discharge may be pneumatically con
trolled frum the locomoti Vf:', thus reducing the 
labour required to a minimum. \ 

No. 5 Shaft. - Total vertical depth to be 
3,400 ft. Three main haulage levels will be 
established in this shaft at distances of 600 ft. 
apart, vertic~l. Tht-se main haulage levels will 
be the 13th, 16th and 19th, and they will control 
all the ore down to the South Rand dyke. On 
each of the levels electric haulage will be installed. 

At each of these levels the ore bins ,will have 
a capacity of 2,000 tOilS, and winding will be 
dOlle by three 8-ton electrical 'winders-as 
large, if not larger, than any electrical winders 
in the world. 

No.5 Crusher' Station.-This station will be 
identical with that at the No.7 shaft, excepting 
that its calJacity will be larger, being about 
5,000 to 6,000 tons lJer day of 10 hours. 

iI1etltliuryicat.-The !Jresent equipment is 675 
stamps with 20 tube mills, and sand and slime 
plant~ made up as follows :--
A. Crown DeelJ 300 stamps and 10 tube mills 
B. LallglaagteDeep 200 " 6 " 
C. Crown Reef 120 " 3' " 
D. Bonanza 55" 1 " 

With the present plant we have a capacity of 
165,1)00 tons per month. 

A fifth mill is beirig erected of more modern 
type, which, when completed, will increase the 
total c:rushing capacity to well over 200,000 tons 
per month. Special features are the tandem 
classifications and the tube milling at A plant. 

The installation of a 300 leaf Butters' vacuum 
filter slime plant at C plant, which is unique not 
only 0:1 account of its being the first vacuum filter 
plant erf:'cted on these field~, but. that it should 
occupy the site of the first slime plant designed 
and erected on the RaQd by Mr .• 1. R. Williams 
in 1894. • 

ButtM'S' Vacuum Filter Pla.nt :-We have also 
to thank Mr. C. G. Patterson for the following 
description of the Butter~' vacuum filter plant as 
installed and worked on the Crown Reef section 
of the Crown Mines :-

The plant consists of two stock vats equipped 
(telllporarily) with air agifatioa to keep the slime 
in suspension. After the values have been dis
solved in Brown agitators, the pulp at a dilution 
of 2 to 1 is transferred to' the stock pulp vats, 
from where it is fed to. the filters as required. 

Une wash solution vat. All , precipitated 
solution is delivered to this vat to be used sub
sequently for a wash in the filters. Two Butters' 
filter boxes each fitted with 150 Butter~' patent 
vacuum filter leaves and one 14 x 14 Gould's 
vacuum pump .. Each filter box is an indepen
dent filtering. unit. One lOin. Robeson-Davidson 
slime pump handles pulp and solution to and 
from the filter boxes and the stock vats, serving 
the boxes alternately. The piping is arranged 
round the pump in a loop, having four valves 
interposed so as'to reverse the direction of flow 
through the pipes. The pump is set in either the 
emptying or filling position instantly, by means 
of one pilot valve introducing hydraulic pressure 
into the cylinders of the four valves simultane
ously. The motor for the' 10 in. pump and also 
valves in the pump systems are operated from the 
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View of Bntters' VllCllllm Filter Plant" from beneath. 

View of Butters' Vacnnm Filter Plant, on OperaLing Platform 
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Visit ·to the '-Crown Mines, Ltd, Feb. 1911 
391 --'t h board. The style of pl~nt is called the 
~;~~ping system." a~d the process of filtration is 

formed as follows .'-
peForming the Gake.-The filter box is· filled 
with pulp to a. point over the t?P of the filter 
leaVfls, and a valve opened connectmgthe vacuum. 

~ 
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pump directly with the filters. Clear cyanide 
solution is drawn from within the filter leaves 
and d~livered to the clarifying vat for pre
cipitation, 'the slime remaining as a cake on the
outside of the filters. 'The filters are kept sub
merged by refilling·the box at intervals, and jets 
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.of air are introduced at the points of ellch hopper to 
: ,keep the slime in suspension. When a cake 1 in. to 
.1~ in. thick has been formed, the surplus pulp is 

. pumped back to the stock pulp vat, and the box 
• IS then filled with solution to wash the cake. Dur

. ',lng the time of, forming and washing the cake, 
. the vacuum is maintained at the highest possible 
point, but when the cake is exposed to air during 
the transfer of pulp and wash solution, the vacuum 

. ,is reduced to 5 in. to prevent the cake cracking. 
Washing.-The cake being formed by atmo

.spheric .pressure, the resistance and permeability 
,is equal over the whole surface of the leaf, thus 
,producing an ideal condition for the recovery 
·of the valuable moisture contained therein, which 
·equals 30% to 35%. Sufficient wash solution 
(about 2 tons per ton of slime) is drawn through 

·the cake by the vacuum pump to effect a complete 
. displacement of the original moisture. A 
portion of this solution goes to the clarifying 
vats for precipitation; the flow is then diverted 

-to a stock vat to be used in making up new 
.charges in the Brown treatment vats. 

Discharging. - When the wash is complete, the 
-vacuum is disconnected and a reverse flow of 
solution (by gravity from the vat on the roof) is 

'introduced to the interior of the filters, causing 
the cakes to drop. The surplus solution is then 
.pumped from the filter box through decanters and 
returned to the wash solution vat. The mass 

·of thick sludge remaining in the box is diluted 
with water and agitated with air for a few 

)minutes to make a homogeneous l'ulp of 1 to 1, 
which is then pumped to the residue dam by a 
second, 10 in. R. .Ii; D. pump, the delivery pipe 

·of which is fitte~ with an automat.ic sampler. 
Cycle of Operations.-

.F'llling box with pulp and forming cake 
Transferring and washing .. 
Discharging 

'Total time of cycle 2 hours 15 minutes. 

45 min. 

70 " 
20 " 

'Tons treated per cycle, 1 i in. cake = 50 tons each 
box. 

Acid Treatment. - Five leaves are removed 
'from each filter box every day, thoroughly washed
·with a spray of water and air, and theu immersed 
in a vat of 2% hydrochloric acid solution, for the 

"purpose of dissolving the calcium carbonate and 

the plant to frill capacity, and to the treatment of 
deleterious accumulated slime in combination 
with the current slime the: major portion of the 
time. 

In January a specia~ .test· was .m.ade on current 
slime only, treated first by the Adair-Usher 
process, the residues from which were delivered 
to the filter for the purpose of determining what 
further recovery of dissolved values was possible 
by filtration. In this test, as also in the former 
operations with accumulated slime, the efficiency 
of the filter was fully demonstrated, assays of the 
residues showing consistently during the whole 
period over 99% recovery of dissolved values. 

There is some dissolving of gold, incidentally 
effected, during the process of filtration; 'however 
the Butters' filter is essentially a slime washing 
machine, purely mechanical in its functions, and 
might be termed a procees of forced decanta
tion. 
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-:keeping the leaves soft, pliable and in good work
ing condition. The Hel solution is passed 

·.through the leavbs in reverse directions alternately' 
,by means of an automatic arrangement that 
requires no power or.attention. The leaves are I 
'removed from· the. acid bath after four to six . ~ 
hours' treatment, again washed with the spray 
:and returned to the filter box. 
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~ Space will not permit of a complete analysis Of 
the six month's test work, as conditions were
;Dot normal, owing to insufficient slimes to work 
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The plant was designed to treat 500 tons per 
day. Subsequent operations proved, that, owing 
to the exceptional adaptability of Rand slime to 
filtration, it has a capacity of 900 tons per day. 

The plant was put in commission on Aug~st 
12th, 1910, and after a most exacting test over 
a period of six months, has been formally taken 
over by the Crown Mines, Ltd., as a part of their 
permanent plant. . 

-
Obituary. 

The deaths of the following members are 
recorded with much regret :--

Dr. :MAX MARCUil KLEIN, M.D., Ph.D" who 
died suddenly on the 16th .J anuary. Dr. Klein 
was well know'n for the great interest he took in 
the health and dietary of the natives on the 
Witwatersrand, and in April, 1905, contributed a 
paper on "Food, and the Practical Aspect of the' 
same in Compound Work" to the S.A. Associa
tion of Engineers. Dr. Klein, who practised at 
Brakl'aR and was also medical officer for the 
Rand Collieries, was elected a member of the 
Society in March, 1908. 

Mr. DOUGLAS WILLIAM !JREIG, who died on the 
10th :March from the reRult of burns received a 
week earlier while destroying damaged nitro-cotton 
was one of the technical chemists of the Dynamite 
Factory at Modderfontein. A lance-corporal' 
in the Imperial Light Horse, he was buried with 
military honours at the Factory Cemetery on the 
11 th March. Mr. Greig, who was admitted an 
associate of the Society in April. 1909, read an 
interesting' contribution to the discussion on 
Prof. Stanley's paper on the" Smelting of 
Titaniferous Iron Ores" in January, 1910, and 
in collaboration with Mr. Wm. Cullen submitted 
a paper to the Society in September, 1909, on 
the "Analyses .of Gases from Burning Nitro
Glycerine Explosives. His untimely death came 
as a great shock to hi3 many friends. . 

:Mr. DAVID MURDOCH, cyanider at the Simmer 
and Jack Proprietary Mines, Ltd. Mr. Murdoch 
was elected a member in April, 1909. 

Mr. W. D. MORTON, who was elected a member 
in July, 1906, was at one time a partner of Mr. 
Howard Piin, the well-known accountant a,nd 
auditor of many Rand Mines and De Be.ers· Conc 
solidated Mines. Mr. Morton had been in 
indifferent health for some years. past. ' 

Mr. C. ,C. MARSHALL, M.LM.E., one of the 
oldest associate!? of the Society, baving been 
admitted in May, 1898. Mr. Marshall, who. 

practised as a mining engineer and surveyor had 
a varied experience on the Rand, having been 
employed at various times with the General 
Mining and Finance Corporation, Ltd., the Van 
Ryn . Estate, West Rand Mines, Geduld Proprie-· 
tary Mines. On leaving the Rand he spent some. 
years in Rhodesia, where he died. 

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and 
Papers. 

CHEMISTRY. 
CHP;MISTRY OF COAL·DUST EXPLOSIONs.-"'The 

chemical aspect of coal·dust explosions has been 
carefully studied at the Experimental Station at 
Lipvin, France, and the discussion of the results 
obtained in this direction forms one of the most 
important parts of a report on the production of dust 
explosions recen tly issued hj the Director of the 
Station. The experiments were conducted in the 
main test gallery, then 65 mm. long (1 metre being 
equivalent to '914 yJ.), and in order to collect the 
gaseous products of combustion a glass flask. 
exhansted of air, and connected by means of a sealed 
glass tube to the interior of the gallery, was caused 
to till itself immediately the explosion reached that 
point. ThiA was done by the flame firing a detona· 
tor attached to the tube, which was shattered, thus 
allowing the gases to rush into the flask. To 
ascertain the compoRition of the gases entering in 
this way, the analysis had to be corrected for the 
amount of air previously existing in the flask owing 
to incomplete exhaustion. In the accompanying: 
Table I., the actual analyses are set forth in 
columns 3, 4, and 5, while the corrected figures are 
given in columns 6, 7, and 8. The figures in the 
first column refer to the number of the experiment, 
samples of the gases not being taken in everyone of 
the tests, but only now and again. 

An examination of column 7 shows how little free· 
oxygen remained after till' pass3 ge of the flame;.: 
the combustion must, therefore, bave been almost 
cOlllplete. In the test No. 43 the residual oXYben 
attained 8 '4%, but it is seen that this experinlent 
was conducted with the lowest, dust charge; ,namely, 
! 12 gm. per cubic metre, a gram being equivalent to 
'0:353 ounce. Theoretically, this amount of dust is 
sufficient to absorb the whole of the free oxygen of 
the air; therefore,-the analysis shows that, as 40% of 
the air remained unchanged, a portion only of the 
112 gm. of d~rst tookpa,rt in the explo~ion. . 

In COIUlllll'9 is expressed the relation between the 
volume of carbon monoxide and the total \'olume of 
the two oxides of carbon formed in the combustion-

. CO . . 
that is COz+'CO' Leaving the 'results of Nos. 150': 

and 151 out of account for the present, it is seen that 
this ratio, ,though very variable, is low, and that 
It appears rather larg'er for the heavier dust charges 
than for the lighter ones. The fact revealed here' 
could hardly have been anticipated; it is that 
although an excess of dust may be present at a high· 
temperature, the amount of carbon dioxide formed 
in the flame greatly predominates over the amount 
of carbon monoxide. It must, however, be noted 
that the gases were taken from immediately. behind 
the breast of the flame, and before the red·hot carbon: 
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TABLE I. 

Dust I charge in 
grams per Analyses' of the gases Number. cubic collected in the flask, 
metre of 
gallery, 

----
CO. I 0 CO 

(1) (2) _(_3)_1_(4_) _ (5) 

per cent. per cent: per cent. 
43 112 7'50 '11'OU '50 
53 225 10'25 5'00 3'00 
79 337 10'25 5'75 1'50 
56 337 9'75 

I 
5'7.~ 2'00 

39 450 9'75 4'25 4'50 
139 450 12'50 3'25 1'50 
36 450 11'00 300 4'00 
5S ~50 10'25 5'00 2'25 
77 450 12'(10 '2'50 }'50 
,57 460 9'25 5'7" 2'00 
62 450 7'75 7'00 3'25 
63 450 7'50 7"00 3'25 

lOS 450 10'00, 275 3'75 
35' 450 800 6'50 1'50 

150 450 550 2'00, 6'50 
151 450 4'25 2'50 6'50 
75 610 10'50 5'00 h~5 
,74 6111 10'25 2'75 

I 
4'50 

59 900 7'00 6'75 ,4'25 

'i;ad a chalice to re·act on the carbon dioxide and 
Teduce it to the monoxide, That the latter reduc
tion actually takes place, and that the reaction takes 

· a short but appreciable tin::e to complete" was 
.demonstrated by tests Nos, 150 and 151, wherein 
the gaseous products were obtained from distances, 
respectively, 10 and 5 meters behind the ,breast of 
the flame, A glance at the analyses of the gase3 
taken in these two tests will show that there was an 

. excess of the monoxide over the dioxide of carbon at 
these distances behind the flame, It is, therefore, 

· apparent that chemical activity continued behind 
the flame, resulting in the rapid increase in the 
percentage of carbon monoxide, 

How very dangerous is the afterdamp of a dust 
· explosio'n may be gathered from these last analyses, 
Not only had the oxygen almost entirely disappeared, 
but carbon monoxide was produced in such high 
proportions that if the products had been diluted 
with a large quantity of fresh air they would still 
have been dangerous to breathe even for a short 
time, 

In the last column of Table I. is stated the ratio by 
weight, to, of the hydrogen to the carbon consumed 
in the combustion. The figures in this column are 
notewOl,thyin that they indicate the importance of 
the part played in the ignition 3y the volatile con

,5tituents of the dust. Before the bearIng of these 
relations can be discu~sed, it is necessary to explain 

· the manner in which they were calculated, 
The quantity of carbon burnt is deducible straight

way from the amounts of carbon dioxide and 
monoxide produced, The hydrogen, however, 

· cannot be30mputed quite so easily, since it forms 
watery vapour in burning, which condenses" and 
hence dues not make an appearance in the results' of 
the analyses, The weight of hydrogen ha", there' 
fore to be obtained indirectly by calculating the 

.amount of oxygen which has disappeared as water. 

I 

Relation 
between 

the weight 
Corrected composition of the CO of hydro----

gaseous products of CO.+CO gen burnt 
(v?luinet- and the combustion. 

flC :pro~ weight of 
portIOn,) carbon' 

burnt. 

00. '0' CO 
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

------------
per cent. per cen t. per cent. per cent. 

9'00 8'40 '60 6'0 '1043 
12-10 1'2U 3'60 23'0 '1196 
1(j'50 4'60 '1'&0 13'0 '1391 
11'40 2'10 2'30 17'0 '1463 
11'60 '30 5'40 32'0 -1210 
13'05 1'45 1'60 1007 '1242 
9'95 1'90 4'10 28'5 '1610 

' 12'01) 1'20 2'60 18'0 '1410 
12'00 1'25 1'50 11'1 :1677 
11'10 1'50 2'40 17'7 '1715 
11'00 4'60 29'5 '1565 
9'90 1'65 4'30 30'2 '1700 

10'60 '48 4'00 27:2 '1772 
9-20 2'90 1-70 15'7 '2394 
5'30 '95 6,'30 54'1 '3275 
4'20 1'00 6'40 60'4 '3972 

10'60 3'80 1'30 10'6 01623 
10'50 150 4'60 ;;0'5 '145~ 

8'40 3'00 5'10 37'7 '1682 

Now the analyses render account of all the oxygen, 
free and combined, except that forming water; 
while the nitrogen formerly existing mixed with 
oxygen as the air of the gallery, is obtltinable by 
difference, Thus, by using the well-known relation 
between the volumes of nitrogen and oxygen in 

, normal air, we are able to compute the total original 
amount of the latter gas, and then, by difference, the 
amount which, after the combustion, exists in com
bination with hydrogen as ~ater, 

The following gives further particulars of the 
calculation: Let 100 volumes of the gas in the flask 
contain a volumes of CO~, b volumes of oxygen, 
c volumes of CO, and d volumes of hydrogen and 
hydrocarbons, the remainder being nitrogen. Among 
these various gases will be mixed r volumes of air, 
being the quantity initially present in the flask by 
reason of imperfect exhaustIOn, The latter quantity, 
r" is easily found from the initial pressure in the 
flask. Making the necessary eorrection for r, the 
total volume of oxygen entering the flask, both in 
the free and combined stales, is : 

c 
O=a+b+ - - '21r; 

2 
and in the. same way the quantity of nitrogen 
en tering is, I 

N =100 - (~+ b+c+d) - '79r; 
Of the nitrogen so calculated a small quantity, n, 
will have been derived from the coal dust; the 
remainder (N - n) exi~~ed originally in the air of the, 
gallery, and accompanying it there must have been 
H(N - n) volumes of oxygen, If k volumes of oxygen 
were also derived frorn the coal dust, then, by 
difference, \ ' 

H(N.-n)+k- 0 
measures the amount of oxygen now in union' With 
hydrogen in the. form of ',Water. Therefore, by 
volume, 
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:Feh- HIll ---Water vapour=2(H(N -nl+k-O) 
CO

2
+CU n+c .. 

vd by weight, 
~ydroO"en consumed _ _ •. ')(H(N -nl+k-O) 
lH~' ~E.----;-- - W - Tlr ~ 
~on con8umed, n + c 

substituting for.N and 0 their values as obtained 
hove, we may wnte : 

.a S'75-'421(n+b)-'255c d 4k-n 
10= n+c ----12(a+cl+ a+~ 

This expression includes a principal term-the first 
one and two corrections-the. last two terms, of 
'whi~h the latter are of little importance. It has been 
found that d has a value ne\'er excpediJJO' unity, and 
that the smallest value of (a+c) is 12; tlle,efore 'the 

term 12(:+C) is at the most equal to Th; i.e., only 
_~% of the mean value of w. To evaluate the term 

~, it is necessary to consider the weight of dust 

;:d~cing the quantities k and n. Let us 'suppose 
that 450 gm. per cu,bic metre of air had been put into 
. effective sm-pension.· This amolint will be equivalent 
to 45 gm. pel' 100 liters of air, and will very nearly 
be eqnivalent to 45 gm. per 100 litres of the gas in 
the flask. Now 45 gm. of the dust u~ed in these 
experiments co.ntained'S·5% by'weight of oxygen and 
nitrogen, that IS to say, 3'S gill. of these gases; and 
theee whell Jiberatpd would occupy 3litres. Since 
the residual particles after an explosiQn still contain 
a large part of I he volatile constituents of the' dust, 
only a portion of the 3 litres of gas, will actually be 
set free. Inasmuch as those quantities of oxygen and 
nitrogen existing in the proportion in which those 
"ases are found in norlnal air will be eliminated in 
the difference (4k - n), the latter term can only 
represent a fraction of a lit reo It is therefore 
apparent that the last term of the ahove expression 
is of even less importance than the midrlle one. 
Hence, in calculating the ligures in column 10 of 
Table I. these last two terms were ne~lected. 

The general high value of w is striking and im
portant. In the dust used for the experiments' there 
were only 4 parts by weight of hydrogen to 75 of 
carbon. If the carbon had completely burned, 10 

would have been about '05, while as a matter offact 
it always attained at least double that figure. ' 

If the volatile matter were. taken to p.onsist 
e.ntirely of hydrogen-certainly an incorrect assump
tlOn-the above re,ults would show that the weight 
,of the volatiles taking part in the combustion would 
be derived from at least twice the weight of the dust 
wholly burned; the proportion will, as a fact, 
·exceed this, for besiues hydrogen, the volatiles con
tain carbon in the form of hydrocarbons, and that 
element goes to swell the denominator of the ratio W. 

. Th.e mean value of w appears to be increased when 
heaVIer dust charges were used, and this might be 
explaineu from the fact that the more numerous the 
particles of dust in a cloud, the greater the total 
surface from which volatiles may be distilled. 

No~v, it has alr.eady been stated that the gases 
~n.termg the flask 1Il all the other experiments con
tamed only an inEignificant amount of unburnt 
volatiles; however, on estimating as marsh gas the 
·ullburnt volatiles obtained in tests Nos. 150 and 151· 
they were found ·to be present in the proportion of 
.3'8% and 5':2% by volume, respectively. It, therfol'e, 
foHows that for these tests the last two terms of the 
formula for w derived'above are no longer nealigible 
and must be taken into account. After th~ neces: 
sary corrections had been applied, it was found that 
the values of w for the two experiments in question 
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~'ere, respectively, '301 and '352. Although these 
hgures are less than those given in.column 10 they 
are nevertheless considerably larger than' their 
equivalents in the ot?er tests where the gases were 
taken frQm close behllld the flame. The presence of 
unc0.n~umed volatile matter, and the high value of w 
obtallllllg when the gases were taken some distance 
hehind the frout of the flame, show that the distilla
tion of the dust continued in that region after the 
flame had· passed. Since there is no lIIore, or nearly. 
no more, free oxygen available to unite with the 
volatiles >0 produced, there must remain·a surplus 
of the latter. The increlnent in w shows, however, 
that some of the hydrogen of the volatiles liberated 
after the passage of the flaine hau united with 
oxygen, while the proportion of carbon monoxide has 
alsl? increa~ed ; it is, therefore, probable that, in the 
reglOn belnnd the flame, reactions snch as the follow-
ing take place: ' 

H2 +C02 = H20+CO. 
. Otherobservations .. were )11adeon the phenomena 

of eombustion. The fi,st of these was in reference to 
the a!ll?Unt of smoke produced by an explosion . 
By raIsmg a shutter, a connection' was made after 
every experiment between the gallery and a fan 
d~ift, and the smoke then blown out of the open end 
01 the·gaHery-by,the fan', when·its colour and other 
characteristics could be noted. When the dust 
charge was at least 450 grams per cubic llIetre of air, 
the smoke was always thick and black. With lesser 
cha:rges it was a ciear grey, and sometimes almost 
whIte. 

Dense black smoke consists of ~n' excess of fine 
dust particles, together with watery vapour which 
has cooled and condensed, and soot resulting from 
the combustion of hydrocarbons in an atmosphere 
~ln:ost depleted of oxygen. Grey or white smoke 
mdlCates a combu~tion of the du~t which is complete 
or nearly so, ollly ash remainillg, together with 
w'atery vapour in pf<wess of condensation. In the 
last ease there oxisted a .suffieiency of oxygen to 
bum the hydrocarbolls WIthout the formation of 
soot. 

In a number of exp9riments the solid residues in· 
the gallery were systematically collected. They 
were obtained from the floor and from a dozen 
transverse shelves each 20 centimetres wide, placed 
every ~ metres between points in the gallery, 
respec~lvel:y, IS.an~ 40 n:'etres ~rom the origin of the 
exploslOn, It belllg m thIS portlOn of the gallery that 
the bu}k of the solid 'products were deposited. As a 
rule, httle of·the reSIdues was found near the source 
of the explosion, and often none at all in the last few 
metn;s of the gallery. This latter fact might b9 
expl~med through the re-entry of air occurring im
medIately after an explosion, which would sweep 
back into the interior any solid matter lying near 
the mouth of the 'gallery. ' 
~able II. gives the wei~ht and composition of the 

reSIdues collected, the weIghts being stated per cubic 
metre of the 'lone from which the products were 
taken. From what has just been said, it will be 
apparent that had the products been collected from 
the full length, and compared with the full volume 
of the gallery, the results would have been lower 
than those given below. On the other hand, they 
';vould have been higher had the matter from the 
walls also been included, and also if it had been 
Pl?ssible to have added those solid particles ejected 
from the 'galle! y 'by the force 'ohhe'explosion and not 
drawn in again by the back suction of air. ' 

l~s w0!lld be expected, the weight of residual solid 
matter mcreases with the dust charged into the 
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TABLE II.' 

Wei<Tht Analrses of Percentage of 
'Veight of s;1id soHd residues. vola.tile ma.tter 

Number 01 dust residuesl---------1 (moisture 
01 Ex· c~brc per, " deductert) in tho 
peri.. CUbIC ] .5.0 ~ Moiso solid produch 

m.ent. met Ire metre '.8 "'CI -+-=> t Ash. after the ash 

.43 
53 
56 
79 
36 
39 
58 
75 
54 
59 

o of ~ -5'S ure. has been 
gallery gallery, ;;:.9 S eliminated. 

Grams 
112 
225 
337 
337 
450 
450 
450 
610 
900 
900 

Grams percent percent pergent In detail. Mean. 
40 2115 1'69 22'52 25'0 25'00 

123 21'57 ~N2 14'52 22'4 22'40 
210 25'08 1'99 12'45 26'3 '26'2~ 
220 25'09 2'19 12'94 26'2 26'25 
240 2570 2'20 13'95 '!,7'2 25'30 
227 22'.86 2'20 14'54 24'1 25'30 
335 23'37 2'21 13'12 24'6 25'30 
530 26'49 2'i9 12'70 27'8 27'80 
670 27 '09 1'8, 10 52 28'2 27'50 
680 25'981 2'02 10'39 26'8 27'50 

-.,---------1-- -- ---
Composition of the 

coal d us t used in 
the experiments 28'00 1'00 9"00 29'6 '29'6 

TABLF. lIT. 

Volatile 
Matter 

Per Oent. 
Ash 

Per Oent. 

-_._----_._--------

{ 
15'3 14'04 
14'4 14'23 

Coke in grains, or agglomerated 1:{'4 II 08 
12'3 19'20 
1l'4 27'20 

Coke in thin flakes from the sur- { 24'6 II'7l 
face of dust ... , .. .. 240 II'3fi' 

S oot mixed \\ it h dust ,., ... 13'8 19'20 

{ 
281 10'75 
26'3 14'05 

Residual coal·dnst .. ' .. , 262 lO'll 
22'4 13'10 
18'9 14',0 

gallery; it is HirilOst proportional to the excess of thil 
charge o,'er about 100 grams p'3r cubic metre, which 
corresponds to I he complete combustion of the carbon 

, of the coal-dnet by the oxygen of the air, 
The analy"es sliow that the products were poorer 

in volatiles Ilwl richer in 8~h than the original dust 
,rom which they were derived. A reference t(o) the 
ast colulllll of the table also shows that, even after 
he ash conslit uent has been eliminated from the 

products and the original dust, the former is still the 
poorer in volatiles, thus proving that the reduction 
"n volatiles revealed by the analysis does no~ result. 
merely from the increase in ash, but that there must 
have been. a partial distillation' of hydrogen . and 
hydrocarbons from that part of the dust which was 
not completely burned. This result. is in concordance 
with the conclusions which have already been drlLwn 
from the gas analyses. The solid products were 
appreciably more humid than the original dust, 
owing to the condensation of some of the large 

W
quantity 01 watery vapour produced in the explosion, 

ater was also found condensed on cold portions of 
the walls of the gallery. 
. A further examination of Table II. shows that 
there was generally a more pronounced reduction ·in 
the percentage of volatile matter when the dust, 

charge was -small. In other words, althou<rh the 
amount of volatile matter !Jer cubic metre b greater' 
with the heltvier charges, it doeR not increase !Jro
portionately with the chargp, but at a lesser'rate. 
This can be explained partly from the laws of. 
variation of temperature during combustion, and 
partly from the fact that, with the heavier charges, 
the dpst is not perfectly lifted; :thus there must be 8,' 

portioll..Of the dust in contact with the floor, .which, 
althongh included as • Rolid· residue,' has not been 
thuroughly su bjected to the efl'ects of a' high 
tem(1lJratnre Hence, in reality, Table II. registers., 
the analysis of a Illixture of the actual solid products 
of combustion of the dust lifted, with dust lying 
immediately agltinst. the floor, the compositioll of 
which would hardly be Hltered, 

Examinatiun showed that the solid residues li~ually 
consisted of three parts; namely, dust whose. 
physical aspect remained unchanged, coke either in 
II, finely divided condition or as "rains and soot.' 
These three elements, which were difficnlt to ~eparate 
properly, were clistributeci in unequal proportions 
along the lellgth of the' gallery. Circulllstances in 
that part of the gallery not allowing of the agglom. 
eration of large .1'ieces. the coke forming in grains. 
the size of a pea or of a pin's head, within a few 
metres of the origin of the explosion, was carried by 
the rnsh of air either towards the middle of the 
gallery or ~ollletillles-especially for the heavier dust 
charges-nearer the o!Jen end. The soot, very line 

. and gr.easy to the touch, was deposited on top of the 
coal-dust and coke. It required some time to settle" 
and was not seen at all when the fan WIIS started 
straightway after the explusioll. 

In ':ertain !Jarts of the gallery a Iirm t hin ~kin 0 

caked matter was occasionally 1I0ticed 011 the snrface 
of the uncousnmed dust, but the conditions uuder' 
which the skin 'vas produced were not clearly 
determined. 

Table III, gives the analyses of the varions solid 
prorlucts of combustion, separated fairly w!'lll one' 
from another."-Mines and MineTals.-Dec., 1910, 
p. 264. (A~ R.) . . 

METALLURGY. 
. THE EXAMINATION OF WATER BY ELEOTRICAL 

MgTHODS.-" The wdl known physical fact that the 
electrical conductivity of distilled water is 6reatlYf 
increased by the addition of even minute traces 0 

impnrities is the basis of a simple device for testing 
water for boiler-feed purposes which recently made 
its appearance in England, One of the inventors 
W, Pollard Digby, has described its construction and 
nses in a comlllunication to the Institution of 
Electrical. Engineers, which is abstracted in The 
Electrician of July 29. Mr, Digby does not suggest 
that the measurement of conductivity alone will 
supersede chemical analysis in water testing; that 
the electrical method has important supplementary 
uses, however, is amply. evident from an examination 
of the results quoted in his paper. 'Ve are unable to
reproduce these results in our review, but we give 
Mr. Dighy's description of .the apparatus used in the 
conductivity test and a few details of its application~ 

• That water in its varying degrees of impurity IS 
anything but a medium of constant value comes 
within the experience of all engineers, aud hence 
frequent resort. is made ,by the engineer to the 
analytical chemist for advice and assistance. How 
ever, this is not always done as often as might be 
desired, and a variation in the nature of It supply 
may take place ,vith no visible change in the appear 
ance of the water but yet with such chan.ges in the 
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.constituents as would render tl.le water q~ite ~nsui~

ble for boilHr-feed purpose~. rhe author s obJect IS 
~ oint out the value of simple tests made in sit·u as 
.?f~"utHdin" the owners of boilers from "urh happen

.~a ,:~ and asOdeterrnining when the analytical chemist 
ill' " d TI "h~ nld he employe. lese tests, however, are not 
: tellded in ally degree to "upersede the analyst, but 
1Ila serve to determine when .detailed analyses are 
n~!essary by ino.icating changes in the impurities in' 
rhe water. The method resolves itself into a rleter
mination of the comluetivity of the liCJ.uid at any 
predetermined temperature a,nd a comparison of such 
determinations with the known values of analysed 
samples. Any marked variation from the normal 
'should be followe,l by a further analytical examina-
tion. 

'An apparatns for c'mo.uctivity measurements has 
been devised hy Mr. C,. \V_ V. Blgg_s and the author. 
The orio-inal type consists of a straight gl"ss tube so 
.constru~ted as to hold the equivalent of a body of 
liquid 10 cm. in length and 1 square crn. in sectional 
area the liquid being contained between platinum 
electrodes attached to plugs of ebonite fixed in 'cups 
which form enlargements of the ends of the tube. 
'The electrode, are suitably connected to terminals in 
the ebollite ends, anrl are capable of being adjusted. 
The liquid to he tested iR introduced into the main 
tube through a small tnbulure, rising at an angle 
from the middle of the npper part; and when tested 
b run off thruugh a sillall tube furnishe.d with a tap 
at tacher! to the middle of the lo,\'er part. At each 
end of the upper surface of the bndy tube a vent tube 
is attanheo., inclining to the middle of the main tu be, 
and the two unite at a height of about 2~ cm. above 
it, wil h a short vertical outlet. 

'Manifestly such a piece of apparatus is hardly 
suitable for .use outside the . laboratory. The form 
fur practical work consists of a. glass U tube, to 
which is attached to the lowest point of the bend the 
tube brought from the filling.-funnel, whilst the out
let, controllec\ by a glass tap, is joined to .the inlet at 
its lowest point. Near the extremities of the limbs 
of the main tuhe overflow ways are sealed on, and 
terminate in india-rul,her tubes grouped with lower 
outlet. The form and arrangement of the electrodeli 
are especially designed to minimise the disturbing 

. effects of polarisation and other difficultie~ insepar
able from the original type of tube. The electrodes 
are open cylinders of platinum, about 9 111m. in 
di>l.meter and 3 l)lm. in height, connected by three 

·equidistant platinum wires to stout brass glass
covered rods passing through the br2.ss covers which 

. are connected to the terminals. The dimensions of 
tnbe and electrodes are such that the equivalent of a 
body of liquid having a length of 10 cm. and a 
sectional area of 1 sq cm. is obtained. The apparatus 
is mounted on a strong wooden support carrying a 
thermometer, and the whole is contained in a lock· 
up portable case. 

'The most convenient instrument for measuring 
the conductance is the 'conductance meter' made 
for use with the tube. It resembles the familiar 
'megger,' but is fnrnished with a scale graclnated in 
reciprocal megohms and ohms, ano. with a tube of 
sedio,nal area one-tenth the length it givts readings 

·of one-tenth of the specific .eonduetivity-equivalent 
to the reciprocal of ten times the specific resistance. 
Correction for variation of temperat UI e for wllter 
,con~aining less than 1% of di>soIVf'd s,Llts may Ire 
n!>tae with snfficient aceuracy 'by taking the roeffi

. Clent as 2'19% per 1° C., as referred to 20° C. ; but 
above 38° C. such correction is not reliable owing to 

·complications arising from disengagement of slllall 

quantities of dissolved gases and also frolll physico
chemical actiolJ. 

, At the outset the author experienced considerable 
difficulty in determining standards for comparison, 
O.f samples ·passing through the author's hands, good 
distilled water has varied in its specific conductivity 
from 4'0 to 1'362 reciprocal megohms for laboratory 
nistilled water, and for distilled water from surface 
condensers the best has been 3'3 reciprocal megohms. 
As a general standard of comparison, good distilled 
water rilight po>sibly be deemed as possessing a 
~pecific condilCtivity of 3'3 reciprocal megohms, or 
a specific resistance of 300,000 ohms at alrout 20° C., 
this . value relJresenting an approximate average 
valu'e of theCiutput of the Liebig condensers in the 
laborator:y of one of the author's friends, and als,o 
representing the best luactice from central-station 
surface condensers that has come under the author's 
notice.' . 
. The effect of minute traces of impurities in greatly 
iDcreasing the conductivity of distilled water isa 
well known physical phenomenon. Mr. Digby gives 
a number of typical results of his investi"ations of 
the effect of minute traces of sodium chloride, sodium 
carbonate and calcium suphate. The difficulty with 
the electrical test, of course, lies in the fact that it 
cannot distinguish between the different impurities. 
Nevertheless, conductivity tests are of value in 
?etectin~ variations in. the quali~y of feed water, and 
iD checkmg the operatIOn of manne evaporators and 
of evaporators for the supply of distilled water for 
hy~raulic gun.moulltings. One of their most practical 
applications is in checking the operation of snrface 
condensers. Given a boiler free from priming, a 
single conductivity measurement of water passing 
from the condenser to the hot well will indicate the 
tight ness of the condenser tubes. If the approximate 
rate of flow is known at any moment, together with 
the value of the circulating water, a reference to 
standard curves, examples of which are given by Mr. 
Digby, will give the percentage of leakage at that 
moment. Conductivit.y detprminations, while indi
cating that overhauling is necessary, may save un
necessary examinations. Conductivity tests may 
al· 0 he used to indicate boiler priming. If the con
ductivity of the hot-well water rises aR the load on 
the engine increases, the only possible nednction is 
that the boiler is priming. Mr. Digby gives the 
re,ults of a number of tests of boiler plants, which 
serve to demonstrate the procednre and the utility of 
. electrical tests for this purpose. ' 

, So far as checking the operation of steam plants 
by conductivity methods is concerned, their appli,a
tion does not cease with checkillg the nature of the 
feed water or with ascertaining condenser tightness, 
?r e\'en with defining boiler pliming. A film of oil 
!s more to be dreaded than .scale-forming impurities 
111 the managenwnt of boilers. An oil eliminator in 
one form or another is it necessary adjunct in all 
electricity-supply stations containing reciprocating 
set", but their careless operation in a manner other 
than that desir"nen by the makers may involve the 
substitution 0 a less evil for a greater one. The 
Author has good reason to believe that in certain 
cases an excess of chemicals is added beyond that 
required for the elimination of the oil. This in 
cumulative small doses can only result in the increas
ing impurity of the boiler water through its enrich
ment with a substance which by common consent is 
regarded as a source of priming. 

'A last point nw.y be mentioned. 'Vhere hard 
water~ containing an excessive quantity of cal
cium and magnesium carbonates are softened by 
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the Clark process; I he conducti vity tube IInrl cOI,duct· 
/tnce metre can be n_ed as a su bstitnte for the 
standard soap test iri defiiling how'far I he pr"(lPR' of 
Faftening has heen carried.' "-,Y. POLHARD DIGBY, 
Jow'nat of Instil1dion of Eledrical Engineers.
Enginem'iug Magazine, Sept. 1910, p. Ill!. [Abstracl!ed 
frOIll The Electrician. July 29,1910.] (lL-A.) 

AIR-LIFT FOR RAISING SAXD.--" Mo-t mining 
lllen Itre familiar with the principle of I he ' Pohle' 
air-liH, hut there is a ('ommon illlprf'RRioll that, 
compared with othp.r methods ~f rai,ing liquid., it iR 
!lot eco!lomical. in reRpect of "owe I CORtS. The air-. 
lift 'nnder notice' \\:a~ installed unrler cOIJ"itions well 
RuileJ to accnrate measnrement ,f the air u'ed and 
the ,,,ork done; ami it is thought that the following 
particulars rimy he useful. 

. In tl,i.< 'c>1se it "'as nece.,alY to carry I he Sllnd 
residue from I he ordinary cyanide. leaehing vats 
across a public roarl, reqniring a lift of 23 ft. 3 ins. 
The RubnlPrgence was fixed at 63~~ of I he total length 
of, water pipe. '1' .. get that WIth a ~illgle lift would 
ha"e required a.pit 39 fl .. {j in. deep, lout hyadopting 
a dou ble .or two-stage lifl., the dppt h "f the pit was 
reduced to 15 ft. 6 in., saving '24 ft. of sinking, and 
Rtillmaintaining thp. 63% submergence. 

The bupply of air is regulaled by floats in the 
receiving head of each lifl, so thllt a.nearly constant 
le,· .. 1 is maintained in each head-box and no air is 
blown through to waste .. 

The air used wa~ drawn from a large receiver. In 
testing the air-lift, this receiver was filled to agauge 
I,ressllre of 70 lb. per sq. in., and was then shut off 
fl'om the com pressor, and the fall in pressure in a 
given time noted. During this time no air was 
'Ir~wn froni. the. receiver for any other purpose. 
l\fJne water was used for sluicing, and the amount 
available was only little more than sufficient to carry 
away lalon)! a V-shaped launder having a fall of ~-in. 
per foot) as much sand as one man could shovel into 
t he discharge door of the yat. The sand is heavy, 
and rapid motion is necessary throughout to prevent 
it settling; the proportion of water to sand is about 
2~ to 1. 

Before the air-lift was put in, it was the practice. 
to shovel the sand through the bottom discharge
doors into trucks; with the air-lift one man empties 
the vat in considerably less time than two did with 
the trucks, no time having to he lost in changing 
and waiting for trucks.· The vats hold 30 long tons 
and, with one man sho"elring, they are emJltied in 
three and a-half hours, using 45 cub. to 47 cub. ft. of 
free air per minute. 

Each discharge door has a 4-in. socket screwed 
into it, and the door is never removed. From the 
bottom of the socket a pipe leads down vertically, 
with an elbow just aho"e the laundpr; in.ide the 
vat a pipe is screwed into I he top of I he socket long 
enough to rEach above the top edge of the vat. To 
discharge the vat the pipe projecting through the 
sand is unscrewed and pulled out., leaving it con
venient hole through which to start sluicincr. To 
avoid the risk of having more sand siuiced into the 
launder t,han the water is able to carry along, from 
25% to 30% of the total .added water is supplierl to 
the highest end_of the launder TlInlling under the 
discharge doors. _ ' 

Both sections of the lift are of the same dimen
sions, except in height, and consist of a 6-in. 
ca.t-iron pipe (which constitutes the "'ell) with a 
3-in. wrought-iron pipe inside, 'extending from 
within four inches of the closed bottom end Of the 
6~in. pipe, up to the required height of lift. 

The air pipes lire iin., though ~-in. w.ould b6' 
Rmple; t hey are carrieJ down tile pit, outside the 
6-ill. 'pipes, and are turned up 'at the bottom through 
the cenl re of the dead-end at the bOl tom of the 6-in. 
pipes. 'l'hey extend upwards for 10-in. ill the 6-in. 
and for 6-in in the 3-in. pipes. The nozzle ends of 
the air-pipe. are closed and twelve hack-saw slits. 
are cut across each of the ends, the cuts extendincr 
round abont one quarter of the circumference of th~· 
i-in. pipe and cut at an angle of 45 deg., thus giving 
the air an upward direction. . 

The lift has worked· well from the start and 
(except on occasions when the supply of water has. 
suddenly' failed) it has caused no trouble or delay: 
'Yhen the water supply fails a ~-in. water pipe· 
(which is kept connected by flexible hose to a supply 
having a pressure of abont 50 lb. per sq. in.) is 
passed down the 6-in pipe which is cleared "almost as· 
fast as the ~-in. pipe can be lowered. Two or three 
minutes is sufficient to clear it at any time. . 

The only wearing parts are the 3·in. pipes, and 
these, having no bends, are likely· to last a long.' 
time. The consumption of air may be taken as· 
about 50% more than the best pump would use when 
in perfect condition. Unlike sand pumps the air
lift remains in perfect condi! ion. 

The added water is heated to a temperature 95% F. 
by passing a part of it over exhaust .team pipes on 
its way to the lift. This heat, no doubt, adds to the· 
effi('iency of the lift. . 

Dimensions. 

No.1 LIFT. NO. 2 LIFT. 

------------------------1--------
Well. pipe... .. . 
Well pipe length .. . 
Water column 
Water column length 
Air pipe 

riftt~ .. of '~~.ter ::: 

6in. C.r. 
13 ft. 6 in. 
3 in. W.I. 
22 ft. 2 in. 

~-in. 
15 ft. 6 in: 
!l ft. 0 in. 

-6 in. V.I. 
22 ft. 6 in. 
3 in. W.I. 

38 ft. 0 in. 
*·in. 

24 ft. 6 in. 
14 ft. 3 in. 

Work Done by the Two Lifts Comb~ned. 

47 320 800 6'8 23'83 0'0182 

-A. R. MILL:-Monthly J01trnal of Chambm' oj 
Mines of W. Australiq,-Nov., 1910, p. 367. 
(H.A.W.) 

RESIN ITA. _." This new subst;,nce, which appears 
to offer some analogies tc Celluloid and to present a 
wide field for industrial application, is obtained frolll 
phenol and formllidehyde hy addin~ catalytic re
agents. The result, a, yellow liquid, winch the 
inventor has named 'Resol,' can Ioe IIRed for the 
impregnation of "ood~, paper, or other porolls 
material, which it renderH impermeahle. From the' 
distillation of the resol is produced' Resit,' whose' 
properties depend on the rapidity and temperature 
of the distillation; normally it is hard, but aC'luires 
plasticity on elevating the temperatnre; if it is sub
mitted for a certain time to 800, and the temperature' 
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Feb, 191_1 __ ----------------------~-~-t~-·c-es--a-n-d--A-b-8~tr-a-c-t-8-:_jf __ il_,._n_g_. ________________ ~-----------3--99 --. ftenvan]H raised to :IOU", th" R"sit proper is Ib ~\led This is ~olid, i.,fll~lble, ill~oluble, and 
o ,~a,~s b~th acids and alkalis. 11" ,:olour is red, 
rell; 'or purple, unless ammonia('al salts have been 
TIl 'd' when the colour is yellow. it i" transparent or 
utse ~lllcent very brilliant, with a co,whoidal f,acLllre. 
ran~' . I "t I B sacrificing transparency I' S ~ astlcI y can le 
Y"mented by the addition of.l alc, fecula, &0. In 

!l't~'" diverse states Hesinita has characteristics of 
I alue on account of the similarity tO,glass, celluloid, 
:bonite, and vegeta!:>le ivory. . This subs~anc.e is 
:l.nalocrous in preparatI?n, pr.opertI~s and appiIc:ttlOlls 
to Bakelite, :tn Amenc:tn InVentIOn, and a staple 
produot of ,the United States. The empirical 
formula is C43H3807."-(Reprinted from "Revista 
Minera."--The Jl;Iining Journal,--Jan. 14, 1911, 
p. 41. (R. A.) 

PROPERTIES OF TUNGSTEN AXD MOLYBDENUM.
"Tlln"sten is known a" a grey brilliant met:tl, hard 
and bl~ttle. It is used chiefly in the manufacture of 
special ~teels, and for the fil:tments of lamps on 
account of its high point of fusioll. Commercial 
tUllusten is a grey. powder obtain~d frolll the reduc
tion" of yellow oxide, and is usually impur .. ; when 
employed for the fabrication of filaments it is refined, 
The pure metal is still brittle and lacks ductility, 
though in the laboratory of t.he General Electric 
Company ductile tungsen has been recently produced. 
with attributes which differ from those of ordinary 
tungsten. Ductile tungsten is brilliant and pos
sesses the colour of steel, and ca',1 be drawn into very 
fine wires-can be even attenuated to I-50th of "a 
millimetre. The power of resistance augments with 
the stretching; thus a wire of 0'125 mm. in 
diameter opposes a force of 322 to 343 kilogrammes 
per square mm., whilst one of 0'03 gives 406 to 427. 
Ductile molybdenum wires, in the first case, resist 
with a power of 150 to 182 kilogrammes per square 
mm., and with a diameter of 0'038 gives a resistance 
of 189 to 217. The density of both metals increases 
with the slend.erness of the thread Before drawing, 
the density of tungsten is 18'81, but after, it grows 
to 19'20, and even t020·I9. according to the diameter. 
Molybdenum orisir,ally 10'02, acquires, after draw
ing, a density ot 10'0,1 to 10'32. The hardness of 
tungsten and molybdenum varies with the mecha
nical treatment to which either ha~ been "ubjected; 
in its hardest form either scratches glass, whilst the 
softer kinds can be easily cut."-(Reprinted' from 
"Revista Minera").-The Mining Journat,-Jan. 
14, 1911, p. 42. (R A.) 

MINING. 
THE FINAL REPORT OF TJIESOUTHAFRICAMINING 

REGULATION COMMISSION.-" Good ventilation is 
not merely a legally, recognized necessity for the 
preservation of health, but has an important econ
omic aspect in its efiect on the industrial efficiency 
of t he workman and the cost of mineral production. 

The necessity for ventilation in metalliferous 
mines arises mainly from the injury to healt h caused 
by the presence in the mine air of fine dust, of the 
poisonous ~ases produced in blasting, and of human 
em:tnations, respiratory and other. 

TI.e ventilation of mines may be (a) natural, !Lnd 
(b) artificial or mechanical; natural ventilation 
depends upon (I) the difference in temperature ami 
h~H.Iidity, and consequently in weight, between the 
air m and out of the mine; (2) the absolute humidity 
of the outside air; and (3) the difference of level 
between the mouths of the connected shafts; natural 
ventilation has the ad vantage of being inexpensive, 

but is S\l bject til t he following drawbacks, viz" (I) 
the amoullt of !lir.,supplied depends up.on conditiOQs 
heyond control, :arld 'independent of the v:trying 
llline requirements and hygienic necessities; (2) as 
the temperature and humidity of the outside air 
approxilIlate to that of th!),-min~ 3o\r, the .ventilatigg 
current diminishes and' may completely disappear; 
(3) the direction of the air-current is variable. 

Natural ventilation is supplemented on the Wit
watersrand by the exhaust Hlr from machine drills; 
this supply is of great local importance, as it is 
derind at the working place, but the amount only 
constitutes II fraction of what is required for the 
propt'r ,'entilat ion of a mine, .. lid its beneficial etfects 
do uot extenrl tor more than 100 ft. from the face; 
some miners a. e prejudiced against compressor air, 
though there is no evidence that it is injurious to, 
health; it stirs up frolll the sides and floor of the 
working place the dust which is the principal cause 
of miner"' phthisis, and occasionally contains some 
of the poisonolls gas CO derived from the acrid ental 
combustion of the oil used for lubrication. 

Judged by the relative frequency of g:t8sing 
accidents, natural ventilation is, on the whole, not 
so efiective on the Witwatersrand as on some other 
fields, this inefficieucy being probably due to (I) the 
very slow rise of the rock temperature as depth 
increases; (2) the high temperature and humidiLyof 
the outside air .. t certain seasons; (3) the great 
extent of the underground workings and large 
number of men at work; and (4) the large consump
tion of explosives in blasting, and consequent 
production of great quantities of poisonous gases, 

Artificial or mechanical ventilation is etfected by 
means of either (a) the extractive force of a furlJace at 
the bottom of the upcast shaft; or (b) fan~--usually 
exhaust fans--at the top of the up cast shaft; Itt the 
East Rand Proprietary and Cinderella Deep Mines 
the total running cost of an extremely efiecti'.-e 
installation is under I d. per ton milled. 

The degree of ventilation in a mine may be' 
measured either by (a) a quantity standard, that is, 
the quantity of pure air entering the mine per 
minute; or hy (b) a quality standard, this being a 
deterlllination of the amount of impurity present; 
the existing TnLllsv:tal law provides for a quantity 
standard of 70 eubic ft. per man pel' minute, and 
also for the splitting of the current and distrihution 
of the air over the'working faces; the application of 
this standard is open to very serious practical 
difficulties; the provision as to distribution is not 
enforced, probably because attempts to direct 
natural air-currents usually merely retard them, and 
the quality standard is better adapted as a general 
indication to mille inspectors than as a basis for 
legislatiun. . 

The object of a quafity standard is to fix the per
missible amount of air vitiation, and for this purpose 
the quantity of carbon dioxide present is accepted as 
];>earing a roughly constant proportion to the amount 
of impurity present. 

Our knowledge of the exact nature of su('h im
purity is incomplete; there is no reliable evidence to 
su pport the former belief that during respiration the 
lungs exhale a volatile organic poison; the im
mediate ill-effects, headache, general discomfort, 
etc., of bad ventilation are probably the results of 
the oppressive smell which arises from the breath, 
bodies, and clothes of those present, and is caused by 
yery nll!lute quantities of volatile substances present 
In the aIr. 

According to Pettenkoffer (1858), Dr. J. S. 
Haldane; F. R.S., and other modern obsel'\'ers, this 
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smell becomes distinctly'perceptible when the carbon 
·dioxide CO2 in the air exceeds 10 volumes per 10,000 ; 
but in 1875, De Chaumont recognized it iu barrack· 
rooms when the CO2 reached 6 volumes I er. 10,000. 

Continued sUbjection to bad ventilation means 
increased liability to disease, and especially to infec· 
tion produced. hy organisms present in the mouth and 
.air passages, 'and conveyed. directly througi; the air 
from 'person to person. . 

Dr. Haldane, F.R.R., who has closely in'vestigated 
the suhject and is the foremost British authority 
thereon, considers that t.he worst con-eqnpnees of a 
·dddctive air supply .are 'the',evil'eftects pl'Oe!uced by 
inhaling poisonons or infective dust' ; he doubts that 
" con,tant exposure to volat.ile respirator.v impurities 
has hy itself a very great influence on health,' Ilnd 

.agrees tha', cartJon dioxide is 'I he best obje(·tive 
·criterion of the sufficienf'Y of ventilation.' 

In mines, the highly poisonous gases, carbon 
monoxide CO and nitric oxide N02 are also present, 
the result of the detonation or of the burning of 
explosives; in dead ende, and immediately after 
blasting, the ratio of CO2 to CO in the gases pro· 
duced by explosives in local use averages 1 to 12, and 
therefore CO2 serves in some degree as an index of 
thi8 danger (presence of CO). 

Carbon dioxide, unaccompanied by' any injurions 
.substances, is in itself innocuous ill quantities under 
1 per cent. Of this natme are the normal atmos· 
phe, ic CO2, amounting to 4 volumes' in 10,000 of air, 
the CO. produced by open lights and by the action 
of acids on carhonates. 

The difficulty in fixing a 'lnality staltdard lies in 
the impossibitity of distinguishing between the 
noxious and innocuous CO2 when both are present 
together. ' 

On the 'Witwatersrand the only innocuous CO. 
known to exist in appreciable quantitie" is the 
normal atmospheric CO2, and that produced by· open 
lights. '. ". . 

Exhaustive inquiries made hy the. Mines 'D~p~rt. 
rnent show that a considerahle budy of.carbonates 
which could give rise to CO2 hy the .actio!l of acid 
water, is present in the workings of one iilin.e only, the 
j'emainder having either no carbonfttes at all, or only 
inal-'preciable quantities in the shape of flakes in 
fault,plaues, or as an ,occasional stringer adjoining a 
dike; in view of the minute percentage of acid in 
mine water, there woule! generally be in these places 
a sufficient excess of water to hold in solution the 
CO2 generated, and as mine air ts nearly sat.nrated 
with moisture, it is, improbable that. any dissoh-ed 
CO. woule! Sll bseq ucrntly be released hy evaporation. 
. In the Lyden burg' and other e!istriets, and iu base 
metal mines, masses of carbonates occasionally exist 
in proximity to very pyritic reefs,and a considerable 
amount of innocuous CO2 lilay be locally produced. 

It was suggeste,l to us that' additional quantities 
of CO2 might be produced from the foil ()win g sources, 
viz, (1) 'grollnd' gas containee! in rock cavities, or 
occluded in quartz; (2) frolll the oxidation of food 
and timber, evaporation. of stagnant water, and 
decomposition of animal waste. 

\Ve find that cavities contR.ining C02 1l.re practic· 
ally unknown in the \Vitwatersralld llJeLalliferous 
mines; that the occluded gases would not be 
liberated under the conditions of underground work, 
and .are in any case noxious, containing a birge per
centage of the poisonous CO; that the oxidation of 
timber and food would produce quantities of CO. 
too small to affect any standard of vitiation, and 
that the gases from stagnant water and animal waste 

are inappreciable and offensive or noxious in 
charcter. 

Careful experiment was made at the Langlaagte 
Deep mine, under the supervision of the Mines. 
Department, to ascertain whether any production of 
'.' ground" CO2 could be inferred from the difference 
between the estimated amounts of CO2 entering and 
leaving the mine; the possibilities of error in the 
assuniptions upon which the estimates were based 
appear so considerable, and the results calculatcd on 
different. assumptions so widely discordant, t.hat we 
regard th~ variousL1l.nglaagte Deep results as incon
clusive, and in this view we are supported by the 
Govcrnment Mining Engineer. 

In the ahsence of any theoret.ical source of any 
appreciable quantity of 'ground' CO2 in the'Vit
watersrand metalliferous mines, we' consider that 
practically the whole of the noxious CO. is due to 
respiration and explosives, including fuse, etc., and 
that the innocuous CO2 is derived from the atmos
phere and open lights only. 

The limits for noxious CO2 previously recommended 
or embodied in lI'gislation are as follows: 

(a) Five volumes per 10,000, by the Roscoe Com
mittee (1896) on the Ventilation of Humidified 
Factories. This was legalized under the Cotton 
Cloth Factory Act, and a.lso in the Factory and 
Workshops Act, 1901. 

(b) Eight volumes per 10,000, by Haldane's Com
mittee (1902) on Ven tilation of Factories and 
Workshops. This standard now regulates all 
factories, including humidified, in the United 
Kingdom .. 

(c) Eight volumes per 10,000, by West Australian 
Mines Regulations AC.t. 

(d) Six volumes per 10,000, by New South Wales 
Mines Act. 

(e) Eight volumes per 10,000, by Victoria Mines 
Act, i907. Because we cannot definitely state that 
there is no material quantity of ' ground' CO2 in the 
mines of the Rand, though we believe that the actual 
amount, if any, is small, we propose that a working 
allowance of 5 parts in 10,000 be made for it, and for 
CO2 from other uncertain possible sources, with the 
sole object of fixing a standard which is practicable 
from the administrative point of view, aud which 
will enlist the voluntary co-operation of the luines in 
its enforcement; and, in view of our recommen· 
d'ations (see below) as to a CO limit, and as to 
sectio'nal and local ventilation, the prevcntion of 
dust and fumes. t.he total limit of 20 parts of CO2 
per 10,000 is well within the limits of safety, is 
reasonable and easily obtainable, and should be 
enforced. 

We, therefore. recommend as follows (see Draft 
Regulations 56--63) : 

GENER.AL VENTILATION. 
(a) That the legal maximum for ilOXious CO2 per

mis~ible in mines in the Transvaal be fixed at 8 
parts by volume in 10,000 of air. 

(b) That an amount of 4 parts of CO2 by "olume 
in 10,000 of air shall be allowed. in addition to the 
aforesaid maximum as representing innocuous CO2 
normally present in the atmosphere. 

(c) That where candles or similar illuminants are 
used, a further addition of 3 }Jarts of CO2 by. "olume 
in 10,000 of air shal,l be allowed as representing 
innocuous CO2 resulting from the combustion of such 
ilIuminants. : 

(d) That in order to meet, from the point of ,·iew 
of-practical administration, difficulties in regard to 
possible innocuous CO2 from • country rock' and 
other uncertaiu sources in the mines of the Rand, a 
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allowallee of. 5 parts per lO,OOO be' m'ade, 
fllrtl~e~, a total limit of:W parts of CO2 l'er 10;/)00 of 
11lakllln \. 

air. 1'1 at in the LydeHburg a[}(1 ·other· districts 
(e). ~here is geologically htrong presumptive 

w~ele ce of a productIOn of ground CO2 , early 
~\'I,d:~i ation be undertaken by the Government, 
mde th!t a proper and reason~ble allo,~'ance. be made 
uI~erefor, the total amonut III the mme au not. to 
t ed l/; by volume. 
exU) 1'h~t all samples for testing l'ul'poses under 
these pro~isions be taken not less than one hour 

fter blastJUg. 
U That each mine be informed of. the results of 
• (g) official analysis of the air therefrom, and notified 
~1111It the ventilation is defective ·when the above 

. ortions IHwe been exceeded, anrl at the same 
~I,~~ .upplied, so far as practicable, '~ith information. 
a, to the nature of any defect ~otlCed;. alld that 
I wtl proeee ,inO's he IlOt taken agamst a mme unless, 
ft~r a reasonable interval following such notict', the 

ut/l.1ed proportion is found on examination of one or 
~lOre samples to be again exceeded, and the mine is 
lInable to show that steps have been taken reasonably 
calcnlateu, in the opinbn of the Government Minillg 
En"ineer to secure the requisite ventilation. 

(h) Th~t any analysis on which a prosecution im
me.! iately depends shall be lIIade by a specially 
qu,dified person. 

(i) That arrangt'ments he made for inspectors of 
milles to ha"e the U!'!', when desired, of a properly 
tested portable apparatus for estimating on the spot 
the proportion of CO2 in th~ air.. . 

With reO"ard to the very JUterestmg questIOn as to 
the nect's"i'ty for correcting the proposed CO2 limit 
for the altitude of the Rand, the evidence is some
what confii('ting, and many samples will be taken at 
considerable depths and, therefore, we do not 
recommend any addition on this account to 'the 
propo"ed standard. 

In "iew of the extremely poisonons effects of CO 
and N02 on the human system, and the freqnency of 
gassing fatalities on the Rand, we also recommend· 
that the maximulll pe'missible amount of CO in any 
part of a mine shall not exceed '01 %, and no practie
Itlly determinahle amount of N02 shall he permitted 
in any part of a mine."-Mines and Minc1'als, Jan~, 
I9ll, p. 337. (A. lL) 

EXPLOSIONS IN COAL ·MINES.- The recent disast,er 
in the Lancashire coallield has called forth numerous 
comments from correspondents, and attention may 
be directed to some remarks which seem most nearly 
to indicate the probable rause of the explosion, and 
to suggest a definite line of action for their preven
tion Mr. Jacoh A therton objects t,o the pnsent 
method of WOI kin" a coal mine by a silll.de down· cast 
alld a single np.c;st shaft, and 'he shows that tIllS 
leads til accullJulations of gas in the old workings, 
and that a spark from a pick striking fiint, rlamage 
~o a lamp, or the firing of a shot may ignite this gas 
III snch circumstances that the men at the working 
face and about the levels are hopelessly trapped. As 
a remedy, he urges that mine-owners should work 
upon the principle of driving levels-down and up 
broWs-from the pit's mouth to the boundaries of 
their properties, thus bringing ·the ·face' of. the coal 
towards the pit shaft, iustead of the present system 
of driving the face away from the shaft. Levels, 
down-brows 'and up-brows, all with airways, should 
"be driven through the solid coal, and thus assure 
~~ee e~it from the working face of the mine from all 

lrectlOns along these solid main roads." In support 

of Iris contention he cites· the case of a Lancashire 
rolliery worktd on this l'Tinciplt', "with the n suIt 
that millers worked WiLh naktd lights, such as· 
candles and torches. No explosions took place, the· 
ventilation was perfect, the lighting was good, and. 
the miners were perfectly hal'py under such ('on-. 
ditions." As compensation for initial cost, Ire· 
suggests the" saving of timber, day wagemeu, and. 
constant repairing of levels and airways." Mr. J. 
Marriner arrives at the same general conclusion that 
the number of exits is insufficient. He advocates 
that the coal-dust trouble should be investigated by 
the Government, and he expresses wonder that the 
Government" refused to contribute towarrls the r{JHt 
of experiments." He further liolds, that it would I.e 
quite reasonable to insist that mill"l s sh"uld Le 
allowed to work OI,]y where two exits ale available, 
and he adviseR that these exits should el.ter lile 
workings at opposite euds of I he nline; nloreL\'er, 
t hey should pa," through ,olid glonnd 01' be seeUl ed 
so Lhat they will not fall in at the time they are 
most.requirecl.o-l'imes Engineenng S7lpplement, Jan:. 
4, 19l1. (J. M.) 

CONCRETE FOR 'SHAFT TRACKS.-" The extended' 
nse of reinforred 'concrete on the Rand is a not e-· 
worthy feature at the present time, and especially is. 
this true of new equiplllt'llts. Concrett' now seems to 
be utilized whelever practicablt'. Its' extensive 
elllploYllJent in the metallurgical wOlks of the City 
Deep plaflt has already been dealt with, and we are· 
now able to give particulars of the use it is'being put
to at the Bantjes Consolidated Mines at Florida. 

A t this property it is being utilized in a new' 
direction; new as far as the Rand is concerned; at. 
any rate, with the exception of some similar work 
done at the Angelo Deep two or three years ago. 
But as this Angelo Deep work does not appear to 
have attracted much attention, the employment of 
concrete in two shaft~ of the Bantjes mine is a ",ost· 
interesting matter. The ('entral incline has been 
stripped and enlarged, and the shaft is now 32 ft. 4·in. 
wide. all over, instead of l7 ft., as formerly. Five 
compartments are now prepaled, and there will be 
funr hauling ways instead of two only in the old 
shaft. Concrete bloeks are now being carried down the 
shaft', whiehdips at an angle of 35°. The skip rails 
run on these, and the gauge has been increased from· 
3 ft.. to 4 ft. 2 in. The central concrete blocks, 
which carry two rails, are 2 ft. 9 in. in width at I he 
top, whilst the outside hlocks, on each of which only 
one rail rests, are 12 in. wide at the top. Only one' 
divider is being put in between the two pairs of skip 
roads. Sixty-pound rails are used, and strong steel 
supports are emploJ ed in the shaft., which will con-· 
talll very little timber; in fact, no tim bel' at all. 
The shaft is indeed an ex~ellent pie~e of work, and 
it should be possible to haul in it at the rate of a· 
mile a minute wit h a minilllum risk. 

The advantages claimed for this method of support
ing ~kip rails are: (1) Higher rate of hoisting; (2) 
greater safelY; (3)'a cleaner sh'8ft; (4) much more 
pelmalJent work; (5) less wear and tear on the rOl'e. 
'fhe eost is estimated at less than that .of a wooden 
road, and the work of laying the concrete proceeds. 
very rapidly: At a little depth in the shaft, where 
solid rock, exists, the concrete" is mixed on the floor' 
of the shaft and put in the skip road direct."
Mining Science, Sept. 18, 1910. (K. L. G.) 

THE CARE OF MINERS' EYES. - "It is really 
astonishing that the eye pulled this way and that by 
the muscles every day for years and years, and SUllo 
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jected to all kind" of blows arid rilde shocks, should 
,keep its beautifully delicate organisation throughout. 
.Any other instrument Ruc·h as an opera gla~s or 
mscroscope if submitted· to lhe thousaudth part of 
-~he rough usage that the eye has to pnt up with 

. would be ruined past all repair, ami yet the eye 
-remains llFeful.all the. time. It is at once at ant'o
.chrome camera, a cinematograph producing life
sized coloured pictures in motion; a photometer, 

.. a stereoscope, a range fillder, a microseol'e, and an 
opera glass; while the whole apparatus is. provided 
with a compouud nou-distorting rectilinear lens 
workiog at 1<'/4, or in some cases at F/3, ami provided 
with a self-adjusted iris diaphragm. Helmholtz 
could hardly have borne these facts in mind when he 

,stated that, had an optician made him an instrnment 
as imperfect as the eye, he would have returned it 
.to him. From a large number of experiments made 
by the \\ riter. he has found that when shooting at a 
-target in dull light, or when the target WIIS painted 
khaki colour. plain spectacles, made of a light shade 

.9Lgpectruoll blue glass, enables him to see the mark 
much hel ter. This mat,erial has the peculiar property 
.of cHtting off hoth the .irritating violet rays as , .. ell 
as the reo ones On the other hand, if the tal'get be 
.a black and white one, the marksman call .ee it 
better through a pale amber in a pale piukish orange 
yellow glas.. Ti,e glass used by LUllliele for takillg 
-photogmph~ in colour answers aomirably,' hut the 
so-call~d Ellphos glass of Schanz does fairly well. 

People talk about their sight being Ftrong or weak, 
and they often boast that they can see to read 
without spectacles up to the age of 60, or even 70 
years. Now, this is a silly thing to boast about. It 
is well- known to occulists that the normal henlthy 
.eye which can see distant objects quite well, always 
,requires spectacles on attaining the 4fith year. The 
lens in the eye is controlled by a litt1e "ireular 
muscle which surroullds the eye inside it. TIH\ lens 
is' made to alter its shaJ)e by means of this little 
muscle, so that olle can see both distant and near 
.objects at will. The nearer the object the more the 
muscle has to aCL, so that when the ohject,.sllch as a 
newspaper, is helo abont, 14 inches from the eyes, 
. qllite a eon~iderable effort is required on the part of 
the muscle to hring the words into sharp focus. 
Now, during chilohood, the-lens is very elastic; and 
the muscle can adjust its form quite easily, but 

.as the chilo becomes an aoult, the lens becomes 
much more rigid, so t,hat it gets year by year" ore 
difficult to Hee the llf~WSp;l per at comfortable reading 

.distance. At lellgth, a pair. of spectacles has to be 
procured. But afler a few years the person finds 
that he must either hold his paper at arm's length or 
Illove his glasses to the tip of his nose, by which he 
makes them of stronger power. This constant strain 
causes the eyes to "'ater, and in this way acts 
injuriously. It is wise, therefore, for anyolle when 
he gets to 40 01' 45, to be properly fitted wil h glasses. 
People who are naturally a little shol t-sighted can 
read quite well when they get to adult age 'without 
glasses, but those people who are naturally long
sighted ,need them even for seeing distan t objeets. 
Such people should, always wear them for· reading 
whatever age they' are. By.o doing they greatly 
rest the eye., and prevent their becoming tired lind 
Illi~j;y. 

The eye is a spherical ball about the size of a 
plum (i.e, an· ineh in diallleter), having behind a 
round, thick stalk-the optic nerve-which conveys 
the impre.sion;; of the illlages seen to the brain. 
Many l'eqple illlagine that dust or dirt can work its 

-way 10 tI,e back of eye and set up terr-ible inflam-

Illation, but this is quite a mistake. The eye is 
covered with a kind of skin known as the conjunc_ 
tiva, which is quite transparent where it covers the 
clear part of the eye; if traced baekwards it forms a 
kino of cul-de-sac all around the eye about half-way 
?ack, and. is then deflected (i.e., folded back) On 
Itself to .Ime the under surface of each lid. Thus 
the eye is quite shut in and no dirt can get behind 
When dust or particles of grit or. steel fly into th~ 
eye they are arrested by the conjunctiva, and if 
sharp, they lllay stick into it. The lilOSt pail;ful 
ca~es are those where they are lodged either on the 
cornea (i.e., I,he clear part of the eye in front) Or 
underneath the upper lid. These are the COllll\lOl;est 
places for dust particles to lodge, and everyone 
shOUld know how to remove them, as they' are 
exceedingly painful, aud often a octor iSllot at 
hand to remove them. 

If the particle is lodged on the front of the eye the 
best way to remove it is to let fall a drop or two of 
sweet oil right onto the front of the .eye with a 
f~at~er, .an-d then to brn~h· the foreign body off 
either With the soft end of the feather, or a small 
<lamel's hair pain.t brush. If there is a chemist near 
get him to put a orop·or two of cocaine solution in ~ 
it. cannot possibly do any harm-and the sufferer 
will not feel the brush, and consequently will keep 
quitp still while it is being removed. If YOli can see 
nothing, and the eye is "ery painful, look \'e'Y care
fully to see ·whe l her the' cornea' is scratched by the 
particle. If it is, a drop of cocaine, followed by a 
drop of sweet oil-or ca,tor oil-will give the 

. necessary relief. If, however, nothing can be seeu 
and the eye is very irritable, the probability is that 
the piece of grit. or steel has lodged nnder t'he npper 
Iio. First, get the ~ufrerer to catch hold of a few of 
the lashes of the npper lid, anci tellllim to pnll down 
the lid, 10llking dllwn at t.he 'IIme time. Two or 
three attempts will probably dislodge the particle, 
and the tears will wash it away. If that is no good 
let him sit down on a ch,lir, wash your finl!ers, and 
procure a wooden match. Now stand behind him 
aud tell him to look down. Catch hold of a few of 
the eyelashes with the left hand finger and thulll b, . 
and press thc match, holding it horizontally, down
wards and backwards with the right hand against 
the outside of the lid, and at the Rame time pull the 
lid up. This will turn the lio inside out, anil in all 
probability you will see the piece of grit resting on 
the red ~hinv surface of the inside of the lid. Then 
remove it with a brush or the wooo end of the Itlatch, 
which latter you can take away while firmly holding 
the lid hack. A drnp of co~aine or oil on the surface 
will at once pnt matters right, and the pa'tient will 
sutrer no longer. It is a wise thing for miners to 
keep a 1% solution of cocaine in a bottle in a haudy 
spot-as a drop in the eye ·can ne,'er do allY harm, 
and it help;; one to remove both the grit and the 
pain in a marvellously short time. It is very im
portant to remove the foreign body a' soon as 
possible, as it invariahly provokes inflammation, and 
every 'hour makes the poor sufferer worse, and if 
neglected, maybrillg about a troublesome disease 
which may confineihim to hed for days. ' 

Miners a~e -very, careless about dnst. 'Yhen 
working in th~ mine, the d).lst should always be kept 
llI1der hy, water, hoth by squirting it into the drill 
holes, an(J sprillk,ling the. galleries, . adits, and 
other passa~es, D.'ist noV only affects the eyes IInel 
hrings ahont all sorts of trOll bles therfl, hnt it gets 
into the lungs, "lid causes.a form ()f .c()nsumption 
known. as Ii broid pht.hi~is, which. sOllle~illles ellds 
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-fatally, and a\ways causes severe coughing fits, and 
even pleurisy m bad. cases. . , 

Manager- of mines are often gr atly to blame for 
ivinO' the miners insutficien t ill uwination. 'fhe 

~aIleries cannot be too well lighted, as the wretched 
candles and lamps usually ~rovided tend to tax t~e 
.e 'esiO'ht severely. The mmer often has to work m 
a? very eo~fined positi?n, l.yinl! on his side or back, 
or cro'uciling down with hlR 'head and eyes turned 
obliquely round. This produces fill undue strain on 
.certain muscles and, together with the had light, 
causes a tremor of the eyes, known as nystagmus. 
This tremor, if continued for a long tillie, becomes at 
last chronic and automatic, 80 that the miner 
hahitually moves his ey~s rapidly from sine to' sine, 
.even \\ hen he leaves the. llIine. The bad light is 
.chieHy responsible for this, uecause the eye trembles 
in its endeavours to see J,anly lit ohjects. 'Vere the 
liaht better in quality and better distributed, by 
h~ving plenty of lamps scattered about, tl,is nystag
mus would not oCCUI.-GEORGg LINDSAY JOHNSON, 
M.D., F:R.C.S.-l'he Australian Mining Standard, 
.Jan. 25, p. 84-5, J911. (W. A. C.) 

GEOI"OGY OF KOLAR GOLD FU:LD.-" Practically 
the whole of the provinee of l\1ysore consists of a 
plateau abont :~,OOO ft. above sea level. It is qnite 
undulating on the .whole, bnt wiih the exception of 
the granite or gn~i"s peaks seattered ahout, the 
.conntry i" not hilly. 'Vith the exception of the 
rpgion Illineralized with goln-b!'aring quartz, the 
whole conntry is of a foliHted granitoid rock which 
the geologists insist npon ('alling gneiss. It is uni
formly glay in colonr, varying in crystallization froni 
coarse to fine, ann f,onl light to dark. ill tint. 'I he 
most striking feHture of the lundseaJle is the gneiss 
Ilills, wldch are scatteren ahont wiillOut any regu
larity whatel'lll in I heir arnwgellIent In _iie these 
vary frOll1 a few boulders in ele\';tted plhces to >ingle 
haystHck-like cones more thHn a thousann feet high, 
some forming miniatnre mountain ranges 10 Bliles 
long ami 1,500 ft. abo\'e the surrounding country at 
the highest points. Much of this gneiss disinte
grates ralher rapidly, leaving alot of sanoy, barren 
soil. This ro('k fnl'llishe~ the IJllildingstolJe of this 
whole region, being r.adily obtained 'in pieces frolll 
4 in. to I foot thick Rno of any length and width 
tlmt cl1nlJe handled, making an ideal stone for steps, 
<copings, and the like. . 

The laterite drift is the IIIOSt puzzling phenomenon 
presellted in all this ri!gion, its very ohscurity 
adding interesi to it. 

The whole snrffLce of the eountry, witH the excep
tion of the gneiss hills and 'Goldfield Ringe,' is 
·co\'er~d with lateriie. Indeed, so nearly uui\-er>al 
is it that the theory of its <,<overing the entire snrface 
up to certain altitudes at the time it was laid down 
seems quite correct; How far to the north the later· 
ite extf'ncls beyond the sea norih of MadrHS the 
writer does not know, but between Kolar and Madras 
it covers III allY thous>l.no ~quare miles. Near Madras 
the laterite i, used for lmildi ngs, rail way stations, 
and bridge piers, hut that about Kolar is qnite unfit 
for building purposes. 'Vhere found in large masses 
it is quite alllygdaloidal in structure, tl!e cells in it 
being from the size of beans to that of small marbles. 
T.he laterite ocellrs massive on the' top of certain 
In!ls, which are uniforlllly flat, and' on one hill 15 
IIlIIes from Kolar, it is about 20 feet thick; ,,-hereas, 
'ldlover the country-scattered everywhere-is the 
fl·aglllent>l.ry laterite, nearly deromposed, gi\'ing the 
peculiar iron colour, dark red or maroon, to the soil 
to a depth from 2 ft. to it' ft., the portions remaining 

being little shot-like 'balls, either round or .kioney 
shaped. 

The s~ate geologists have not discovered the origin 
of laterite, nor a place where it is fonnd to !ITeat 
depth; so the theory is that it was spread ovef. the 
country nncler water at some very remote period 
coming from' parts nnknown.' . , 

'l'he h?rnblende schist formation extends roughly 
for 30 mlh~s north and south, and varies in width 
frolll I to 4 miles. The Kolar gold field is approxi
mat.ely at the ,onth end of the formation. The rock 
has a greenish colour and, its ability to withstand the 
weather varies everywhere, with the 'resnlt that 
ridges of the rock are seen protrnding above the snr
face in some places, while in others it has been com
pletely de?nmposen into.a c];~yey soil running through 
all gradatIons and comblllatlOns of colour from light 
green and light yellow to nearly white-and this to a 
depth of from 6 ft. t? 12 ft .. It is common in digging 
to pass through the Iron stain from the laterite at 
the surface for a depth of 2 ft. or 3 ft., and then come 
to t.he· unstained clay of- the decomposed' conn try 
rock. 

In this schist, running nearly north and south, are 
many quart.z v~ins of various widths from a few 
inches to 10 ft. and even more. These q llartz veins 
carry free and almost pure gold; for example, at the' 
Balaghat mines gold is about 97% pure .as it cOllies 
from thp mill. l\fany of the qnartz veins are barren, 
al though the quartz to all appearances is the sallie in 
one· vein >IS another. The quartz is either white or 
gr"y, bllth carrying some or no gold as the case 
may be. . 

The q nartz veins which showed gold at the surface 
were worked ont hy the natives a long time ago. 
There ar.ll.no r~clJ!ds extant of these old workings, 
but tr>l.dltlOn IndICates that the work ceased with 
the i .. va"ion of the Mohammedans under ArunJO'zeeb 
in the latter part of the seventeenth centli"y~ Be 
that a~ it Bl>l.y, in several places, both at Kolar and 
in other fields of Sonth India, the natives did ,,,ork 
out all the sirrface qnartz down to depths varying 
from 60 to 300 feet. The present gold mines are 
working on the same veinR at much greater depths. 

The natives seem 10 have prospected this field 
thoroughly in the old days, for, although there are 
many quartz outcrops, none of them ~arry allY gold, 
from which it is quite clear that whatever gold WfiS 

at the snrface was found aud removed. So -great is 
the confidence of the present-day mining· engineers 
in the thoroughnesss' of the work of the ancients, 
that t~ere has been no systematic prospecting of 
these fields, except at or near old workings .. No 
doubt som.e day in places where there are bMren 
'l"artz outcrops with placer gold in the gron nd al] 
about, there will be seriolls effort made to lind out 
what exists at depth. There ar:e lllany such places. 

The Goldfield Ridge is one long and nearly straio'ht 
npheaval bounding this last formation Oil the \1";;'sr. 

. It is the most interesting feature to the stndent of 
geology of anything in' this -region. The combina
tions are mostly iron and quartzite, but; for variety 
in laminat'on, crumpling, and folding, as well as 
variety in colours and texture, it would be difficult 
to du pli('.ate. It seems certain that the' ridge' is a 
compar>l.tively recent npheaval. There is no laterite 
on it, although but half a mile from it is a hill 50 
feet higher who~e top is covered with laterite, from 
which it may be concluded that if the ridge had 
been in,existence at the time of the laterite drift it 
would also have been covered with laterite. 

_ Where the rocks of the ridge are ~n place the 
stmtifieation is practically vertical, but there has 
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been so much twisting and squeezing that all thl! 
forms of laminatiOIuean abont in geologies ar~ ex· 
emplified in couutle" plaees. In height the ridge is 
50 ft. to 300 fr,. above the surrounding country. 

It shoul<l be adde<! that there are masses alld 
streaks of qnartz (white) in the ridge, which ill .ome 
places loo.k suggestiye of gold. In some plac~s the-e 
bonies of quartz have bee II p,ospected.but no gold <'If 
importance found, and t.he quartz Itself suddenly 
terminated or gradually pinched out . 
. The Mines. --There are six producing mines in the 

Kolar field, all of which have been working with 
various vicis8itlldes for nearly 20 years. Another 
half dozen or so which were worked in. the pa~t are 
now idle. In some cases the idle mines had at one 
time good ore, which was worked out, while in other 
cases tlle.y ll,ed up. their capital in fJrospec~ing. . . 

All these mines are on the two pnnClpal vews, 
which have various short branches extending here 
and there frolll them. The principal veins are not 
entirely continuous .eith\lrin quartz or in .gold, th.e 
latter being mostly w ' ore shoots' of varymg vertl' 
cal depths and lengths, alileadilig to the north along 
the veins. 

The dip of the veins is about 30 d~grees from the 
vertical west, so that most of the mines have both 
incline ~nd venical shafts. 

Only one mine has suffi"ient ~vater for its own 
neerls. One does no pumping whatever-at all 
events it is called a perfectly dry mille, although 
down 300 ft. 

The ore is free milling and each mine does itsown 
crushin", amalgamating, and cyaniding. The pro· 
cess of ~['e treatllient is identical at all the mine"
stamping, amalga~ating, and. tr.eating the tai,ing 
with cyanide wlutIOn. DetaIls w treatment vary 
with the ideas of the superintendents rather than 
because of any essential difference in the ore. Some, 
for example, practice both battery and table amalga· 
mation, and others only table. The slime is rather 
abundant and gives considerable trouble. 

There is no opportunity to take advantage of 
grayity in arranging the milling plants, owing to the 
contours of the ground which furnishes no side hills, 
consequently the tailing has to be elevated to con· 
siderable height, the' larger mines having tailing 
dumps as much as 50 ft. high-often higher, and 
coverinO" several acres. Mine labour is cheap; men, 
9 cents ~ day; women and boys, 6 or 7 cents, above 
gronnd. So the tailing especially is handled by 
manual labour. 

Any descri~tion of'this field would be i.ncompl~te 
without mentIOn ot the great Mysore Mme, winch 
began milling operations in 1884, with total amount 
of ore crushed of 454 tons, from which 4540zs. of gold 
was recovered. Two years later the mine paid 
$150,000 in dividend~q' The next year the .divide,;,ds 
fell to $75,000, but Since that have gone on Increasmg 
until the annual diVidends have reached as high as 
$2,000,000. 

Addenda.--:-At the thirtieth annual meeting of the 
Mysore Gold Mining (;0., ~eld. in Lon~on, Engl~nd, 
in March, 1910, the followmg mformatIOn was given 
out. The Mysore government re·leased the property 

. to the company for 30 years at an additional royalty 
of 2~% of the output; 'however, the government reo 
ducf'd the price of electrical power from £24 to £10 
per horsepower per annum, whic~ probabl.y offs.ets 
the increased royalty. The working costs, including 
royalty and income tax, absorb 33% of the total value 
of the ore.' 'The mine employs lO,000 men; wOIllen, 
and children, 3,000 of them miners, and the nledical 
stafr looks after 90,COU souls.' 'Whenever cholera 

breaks out, the healthie8t place in the whole of India. 
i" l\I.ysore call1p.' . The ,·re reRerve exceed, 1,I'OU,006-
tons, and t he ore treated amounted to 234,500 tons, 
from which was recovered 228,249 OZS. of gold, or 
18~ dwt. of fine gold per ton. During the year, 
1,1153 ft. of shafts and 754 ft. of wihzes were put 
down. rhe deepest point in the mine is 4,175 .ft. on 
the dip of the deposit. The mine has distributed 
since its commencement in 1880, £5,935,094 in 

'dividends to shareholders."-C. S. DURAND:-Mines 
and Minerals, Jail., 1911, p. 350. (A. R.) 

HYDRAULIC FILLING IN GERMANY.-" At the 
International Congress of Minin,g, Metallurgy, Ap. 
plied Mechanics, and Practical Geology, which 
began at Dusseldorf on the 19th ult., "'lid to which 
invitations .were accept en by some 1,76:2 persons in 
all parts of the world, a large number of papers were 
read. Among them was one by Otto Putz, mining 
engineer, of Tarnowitz, Upper Silesia, on 'The 
Present Position of the Hydraulic Packing Proce,s 
in Germany.' Owing to its interest locally the 
following summary is given of it:-

"The hydraulic system of goaf packing, first 
employed at the Myslowitz Colliery, Upper Silesia, 
in the middle of 1901, is now used in 145 set~ ot 
plant at about 110 col!i~ries. This relati~ely _sm?Lil 
extension of the process·lS due, not to any mfenonty 
in the"process itsdf, tint more especially to the hea \'y 
w~ar on the pipes, the difficulty of clarifying the 
water (or of pumping the unclarified water), and the 
lack of a sutlicient, Supply of racking nlUterial. The 
annual wear alld tear on thc pipes in the hydraulic 
packing plant in Germany is estimated at about 
£50,000. This item call be reduced, 011 the one hand 
by using sand and loam, or by cl'lIshing to small 
size other forms of packing material, and on I he 
other hand by providing the pipes .with ~ffic!ellt 
lining. The Stephan type of oyal pIpe, With Iron 
lininfY, and also the porcplain-lined pipes appeal' to 
have"the longest working life. In the case of tile oval 
pipes, the maximum wear encountered hitherto 
amounts to 1 mm. (,'5 th in.) for every lO,OOO cub. 
metres (13,000 cub. yards) of packing material CLlIJ

veyed, as compared with 1 to 4 mm. in the case of 
porcelain. lined pipes. H~)\~ever, it i.s no~ yet P?s· 
sible to form a final OplnIOn on tillS pomt. '1 he 
flushing water is.clarified either in the goaf itself or 
outside; and in the latter case the water is either in 
motion or perfectly stagnant. Up to the present 
considerable difficulty . and heavy expense have 
atl ended I he removal of the deposited sediment from 
the settling tanks, where this form of clarification 
has been adopted; but the position is expected to. be 
improved by the pneu~atjc. system of IIransportmg 
sludge illt.roduced by Schubert, of Be.uthen (U.pper 
Silesia). In this process the sediment IS transferred, 
intermittently, from the' settling tanks' into a 
receptacle, either by natu~al ditl·erences. in pressure 
or by suction. When thIS receptacle IS full, the 
contents are eject~d by compres8ed air and force.d 
through a pipe to their desired destination. In tillS 
manner 700 ft. to 1,'800 cub. feet of sediment can be 

. transported per hou:r, at a cost of about 3d. per cubic 
yard (as compared: with 3s. for h~nd ~abou:) for a 
vertical heiaht of 160 feet, and a longltudmal dlstanee 
of 1,300 ya;ds. In \most cases, in order to secure a 
permanent supply of packing mater~al in abund~nce, 
it is neces;ary to resort to long·dlstance carnai1e; 
and as· the State Railways are out of the questiOn 
for this purpose', mvfing to their high rates and ~on· 
geRted traffic, it is ad,isable for collieries to assoCiate 
for the construction and operation of Iailway tracks, 
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that is more prolitable in proportion as the 
a vellwri traffic is increased, and therefore 'as' the 
VolUllne.o f participators is larger. , An association of 
"1~IlII~~~do has aheady beEln fonned in 'Upper Silesia, 
! h.IS ,I ffi 'es at Gleiwitz, and has pun·hased agri· 
wIth ? I lan'd outside th,e actual. industrial di~trict, 
cuILu.ra

t nd's to construct a line about Hi miles in 
und h e III many cases" the construction and ope.ra
I~ngt f '0 eways will be chea£er, From the loregolng 
~IOJ\fl !JePevident that the difficulties still mililating 
It \\. t the further rapid spl:ead of the hydraulic 
·v'fllIlR '11 b d' t 'J~cking process WI ~oon e remove , a ClrCllms .ance, 
II t is hi<>hly deslrable for reasons of natIOnal 
I ~all()lllY' si~JCe it is estimated that, b.y means of.this 
fCO .8 about £7 500,000 worth "f minerai treasures 
Jlloce_, . h" r' 'bl b thl1t would 01 erwlse. Ie Inaccess~" e, can ~ !e-
covered from the earth In Germany. -S.A. Mzmng 
JVlll'nctl, July 23,1910. (C. B. S.) 

• RAND MINING IMPROVEMENTS.-" In a speech 
delivered at the annual meetillg of t?e Glen Deep, 
Ltd., Mr. R. "W. Schumacher, th.echalrman, gave.an 
intere;,ting summary of the Improvements being 
cll'erted in un.derground m~thods ~pon the .Rand. 
]1efercnce to Ins re~na~ks will I?ro~'rde ns wlt~ an 
opportunity for revIewing the prIncrpal tendenCIes of 
ciIan"e that have characterized recent progress. In 
the I~'st place he dealt with the bolder methods of 
laying out underground w.orkings and the sav.ing of 
money and labour resulting from the adoptIOn of' 
100lo'er stope baeks, permanent tramming levels and 
me~llfLnical haulage. 'Ve have not yet heard of the 
IIlechanical haulage system being installed npon the 
HILnd but underground workings are certainly being 
plann~d with a view to its introduction. Pnpara
tions therefore must necessarily include longer backs. 
, Ollr methods of breaking rock can in many cases,' 
said Mr. Schumacher, 'be improved by' paying more 
attentiou to the natural lints of weakness.' This 
remark no doubt has referenee to the value of 
'fracture plane,.' discussed by Musson Thomas and 
others before the Chemical, Metallurgical & Mining 
Society of S. A. In ~ome mines, or some stopes, 
Illiners may admittedly be at fault by failing to take 
full advautage of the lock's breaking qualities, bnt, 
judging by the r'e~t opinion current on the Rand, the 
'fracture plane' fetish is unlikely to lead to any 
valuable reforms. The benelits of narrow stoping-
that is to say excluding as much of the external 
waste rock as possihle-were emphasized in the 
Hpeech. These, of course, have al\\ays been held in 
"iew by Rand manallellients though commonly, lost 
nnder the baneful inlluence of the indi!'crimina ting 
call for low cost s, by l'areless mining. 

Another point mi;.ed was the possibility of intro
dnemg Illore extensively labor-mving applianr:es fO! 
t.he. transpor~ation of ore fwm the !'tope faces to the 
Ulalll tmlllnnng leyels. 'When the flatter' reefs' in 
thc e~stern portion,of t he Rand ,iJecome more widely 
explOIted and the scarcity of labour is more acute 
the 'advantage' of metllOds replacina the nativ~ 
Ahoycller will be little morc appare~lt than the 
, ne,cessity:' How this may best be done remains to 
be cetermlned under different working conditione. 
A good deal has been written of the air,winch 
(]Jlera~ing in the Jumpers Deep, serving a track down 
tile Bnddle of the stope with side tracks, on to which 
i Ie trucks are switched. The claim~ made for it so' 
fILl' BeeUl to be Ii ttle more than optimi~tic estimate~ 
~ili ' , 
'I ere are other schemes which may yet achieve 
t Ie desired end more economically. . 
f 1.11'. Schumacher foresa,v a greater concent ration 

(I work than at pl.eEent in vogue. In many mines 

to-day an .excessiye number of levels are cont~ibuting 
ore. ThIS certalIlly leads to "aste, espeCIally in 
supervision -and standing charges. A t the same 
time, it appears to liS that concentration must 
almo~t automatically follow the previonsly mentioned 
mechanical haiJJa6e and increased backs, dealing 

,with big tonnages. 'Much has been done during 
. the lastJew years to improve the general condition 
of the native' and, indeed, much remains to be do'ne. 
The information we have gathered from Rand 
engineers, while it does, not turn US to the belief that 
the Kafirs are ill·treated or subjected unwisely to 
extreme discipline, certainly has convinced us 'that 
the popularit,y of the field with the ill1tives can be 
appreciably increased by devotin!S' greater attention 
to their comfort and feeding. The pay i~ ample for 
their requirements and the work not too onerous. 

Finally, Mr. Schumacher touched npon ventila
tion, assuriug the shareholders that the imJlortance 
of the subject is fully recognized. Artilicial yentila
tion has been introduced upon two mines of the 

'Rand and it is to be employed in other properties in 
the immediate future."-The Mining World, Nevem
ber 27, 1909. (C. B. S.) 

THE USE OF FERRO-CONCRETE IN MINES.-" The 
rock pressure liberated by mining operations cannot 
. be estimated in arlvance with sufficient accuracy, and 
is especially subject to frequent changes, so thfLt the 
miner has to deal with strains of unknown extent 
and direction acting on the tim bering of the mine. 
In addition to compression, a bending strain also 
comes primarily into action, so that the interior of 
the timbering material is mbjected to tellsioll strains 
as ,,,ell as tbose of compression. Now brickwork 
and ordinary r~,mmed concrete are mainly capable 
of standing pressure only and fail when powerful 
tension strains corne into operation. Ferro-concrete, 
on the other hand, is able also to withstand a 
certain amount of tension without destruction of 
coherence The advantageous conditions of strength 
exhibitcd by ferro-concrete rest upon the systematic 
combination of two b:uilding materials, each supple
menting the other in their static properties-namely, 

.concrete, which has a high compression l-trength, and 
iron, "hich has a high tensile strllllgth. O'''ing to 
its high pO"'er of resisting rock pressme, ferro
concrel e seems, therefore, specially adapted to 
replace briekwork and rammed concrete as a lining 
for nline galleries. Further advantage" of ferro
concrete for this purpose are-resistance to the 
influence of pit air and moisture, impermeability tq 
water, proof against lire, low frictiollal resistance to 
the passage of the veutilating cmrent and excellent 
adaptability to ,<II requi'ite shapes, conlbined with 
compactness of consl ruction. Its defects are
difficulty of ,yorking 01> the finished linillg and 
difficulty of preparation, this latter beiJl;; thc chief, 
the nature of mining operations being ad"erse to the 
planning and execution of constructions in ferro
concrete. On the one hand, the rock pressure eannot 
be calculated. and therefore the cbaraeter and 
strength or I he feno-concrete structures must be 
based on estimates alone. Then, o,,,ing to the 
narrowness of the 'paces, the imperJect lighting and 
the great diffieulties in, the way of supervision, a 
great deal h9s to be left to the reliability of the men 
employed for carrying out the wOlk. Failures ill 
ferro-concrete work in 1Ilines are almost ILl ways due 
to defects in execution. Thechief reason why ferro
concrete has not, been very widely employed ill 
lining pit gallpries is probably owing to the high 
requirements exacted with legard to the expert 
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knowledge and reliability of the ,technical superin
tendent and workmen. In any event, the existing 
ferro-concrete linings in shafts, cross-cuts, engine 
chambers and so forth jl1stify the conclusion that, 
given proper execution of the work, ferro-concrete 
lining in general entirely' fulfils the expectations 
formed with regard to its capabilities. "-B. VIEBIG. 
- The Golliery Guardian, July 8, 1910,' p. 67. 
(C. B. S.) 

SOURCES OF RAND GOLD.-" In a discussion of 
vulcanism and differential preBsure in ore deposition, 
the author says in Economic Geology: 'Regarding 
the origin of the gold in the Rand banket, I believe 
that tIle stre'tm of occluded moisture in the magma 
which formed the dikes was the solvent which 
deposited the gold and the iron sulphide in the reefs. 
After the extrusive stage had ceased and thQ 
mobility of the magma due to occluded water vapour 
was insufficien t to permit further' movement of the 
mass of the dike, it solidified from the top down
ward and acted as a plug which prevented the 
solutions from going through to the surface. The 
solutions c mId then seek an outlet ,through the 
porous banket and deposit their dissolved minerals 
by reduction of heat and pressure. Associated 
hydrocarbons could then deposit graphite in the reef 
and also precipitate metallic gold from its solutions. 
The silica in the solutions would be deposited among 
the pebbles and cement the whole into one compact 
and impel'\'ious mass. By selective action different 
Pftrts of the reef would thus serve as the channels at 
different tin.es, and owing to variations in the gold 
contents of the solutions the reef would be made of 
different degrees of richness. 

The cementation due to the silica contents of the 
solutions would block up the passage in ditrelent 
parts and force the passage of the solutions in a new 
channel. Naturally, the bottom reef would serve as 
the channel of circulation for the greatest length of 
time because of the dike solidifying from the surface 
downward, and that would be the last one to be 
shut oft·. 

The reason, I believe, why the mineralization is 
not interrupted by the rlikes is that it was contem
poraneous and .emanated from them, and I think 
that it will be found that in regions where the reef 
is not intersected by dike~, there is no gold. The 
same is true of the Calumet conglomerate, which is 
known to occur for a distance of 30 miles or more 
and only contains copper within two or three miles 
of that distance, where it is associated with eruptives 
'from which the solutions were derived.'''-HIRAM 
W. HIXoN.-Minin!l Wodd, ·Dec. 31, 1910, p. 1244. 
(W.A.C.) 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
RADIU~I IN PITCHBLENDE.-" Sinee radinlll has 

been found to be always a transformation product 
from uranium, it is natural to look for it only 
in those ores which contaiu uranium. The pro
portiou of radium to the amount of uranium in 
one ore is so definite that Rutherford and Boltwood 
have df'Lenuined the numerical relation. They found 
thltt there is '00U0038 gm. of radium to 1 gm. of 
uranium. Thus 1 ton (2,000 lb.) wonld contain 
'0034 gm. of radium for every percentage of uranium 
present. Or 1 ton of 60% uranium ore will contain 
two-tenths of a gram of radium, which is equivalent 
to '35 gm. of pure radium bromide. Because of this 
extremely small portion of radium, it would require 
an ore with a considerable percentage of uranium to 

be worth treating for the extraction of the radiul11. 
This is why pitchblende has been used in preference. 
to other minerals. Although there are a number of' 
other minerals in which uranium is found, piteh_ 
blendebas the' largest 'percentage."-L. F. MILLER. 

, -Mining Science, July 14, 1910. (K. L. G,) 

AIR LIFT PUMPING,-" It is still a pop}llar fancy 
that air in lifting fluids from depths acts In a, great 
measure on an ejector principle and all :sorts of' 
nozzles and cones are designed to take advantage of 
this supposed action of compressed air, but it is all 
mucll simpler than that, and the basis of the lift, 
action of air lies in the fact that the discharge pipe 
contains a mixture of air and' water which weighs 
less than the continuous water discharge pipe; 
consequently the heavier surrounding water pushes 
the enclosed liahter mixture upward causing the 
phenomena kno~vn as 'air lift pumping.' . 

Most pumping experiments by this method lie 
within the limits of 125 ft., consequently the COI11-

mercial tables, curves and data in general have been 
calculated for such conditions, and these wiII be help
ful in consideration of deep well pumping. 

In disoussinO' air lifts certain general terms are 
used and must "be understood. By lift is meant dis
tance from the snrface of the liqUid being pumpen t(} 
the point of its discharge. By submergence is meant 
the depth of the discharge pipe nnder the surface of 
the liquid being pumped .. ' By percentage of sublller
gence is meant the ratIO of the length of the sub
merged portion of the pipe to the total lengtl.1 of the 
discharge ~ipe. The total' length of the dIscharge 
pipe will of course be the lift plus the submergence. 
For example, if the suriaee of the water be 100 ft. 
below the point of discharge' this would be called a 
lift of 100 ft.; if the discharge pipe extends billow the 
surface of the water 150 ft. it would be called sub
mergence of 150 ft., the total length of the discharge 
pipe would then be 250 ft. and the submergence 
would he called 60%. If there be a given ascertained 
percentage of submergence the actnal submergence 
may be ascertaIllea by multiply!n~ . the li.ft by the 
percentage of submergence and dlvldIllg tIns product 
by 100 minus the percentage of submergence, 
expressed as follows: ' 

Lift x per cent. of submergence 
Submergence= 100% - per cent. of submergence 
Thus in the aboye example, 

100 x 60 6 000 _ 
100 _ 60 or '40 = 100 submergence 

From the beginning of air I~ft exper!e!lce it w~s 
assumed that the most economIcal condItIOn for all' 
lift pumping was when the snbmergence was 60%, 
but recent developments have somewhat shaken thIS 
idea and it is doubtful whether there has been 
enouO'h of accumulated data collected 011 this subject; 
to m~ke any definite statements. .. 

The first formula used for determIlllIlg the amount 
of free air required to do pumping, assuming 60% 
submergence, was as follows: . 

. ., GaHons and hft 
QuantIty of free all' reqUired '125 

This is a. rough rule which still holds good for 
small lifts, up t? 100 ft., bnt it .is .too gener.o,ns for 
deeper pumping., For example, If It be desHed tg 
know the amount of free air required to pump 10 
gallons per minute 125 ft. high the resnlt would be: 

Quantity= 125 _=100eub.ft. 
100 x 120 

of free air, and the pressure required w?uld always 
be measured by the submergence; thus III the above 
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I lift being 1:25 ft. an.l the submergence 
problem t Iblllorgence wonld be 1~ times the lift or 
60&, the ~d th~ working pressu~e would be that due 
lSI ft.,/ Strictly speaki~g t~llS w<?ul? be about 80 
to IS7 t: asmuch liS there IS pIpe fnctlOn to be con· 
I!)., bult y~ is safe to take this pressure in pounds 
Rluel e< 0 one· half the submergence, thus one· half of 
ef]n~1 ~J3J. Ih which would he a safe working pressure 
IS7 IS " 2 "., 
for snch condItIOns, . . . . . 

,V hen compressed aIr 18 IIItroduced III the well III 
r I divided state so that the bubbles are small 

a ire ~nly distributed throughout most of the water 
alu b

ev 
t I'esnlts are firoduced. It is evident that if 

tIe es 'h I" I t I .'. pi e merely < IRC arges t Ie all' Into tIe wa er 
~vl~hal~he hIll opening of the pifle th~ .result wi~l. be 

bubbles instead of the finely dIvIded condItIOn 
~~~f~h is uesired. This has led to the construction of 
nllLny uitferen~ patterns of wh>lt are called' pnmp . 
heads,' which IS .an<?ther n3;me for the extremIty of 
the compress!'d all' pIpe fasllloned 1Il such a manner 
ILK to distribute the air to the best advantage to the 
water being pump~d.. . . . 

The Indi,wa Au LIft Co. Issues an IIIterestlllg 
diagram, which I have marked Table No. I., 

TABLE. X 

40 

Ilnll the table of dimensions which I have marked 
Table No. n. These may be considered fairly 
IU'rnrate at the lifts from to 'ft, to 125 ft 

I 
I 
I 

" ., 

I 
IJ 
II 
J.I. 
IX 
~.( 
2 
2 

TABLE H.-Capabilities (If Ai,. Lift Pnlllps . 

Size iO pel ' I, I I 
. 33 p...!Size of . 6n per 60 pel' 50 per 40 pel 

Pump. cent. uent~. celltJ~:..J (:ent~ cent. "Tell. 
------

! 
1 15 IO 10 9 S 6 2~ 
Ii 30 15 15 l:l IO S 3 
1~ 40 25 25 22 15 10 3i 

I 2 75 55 45 40 30 20 4 
I .)). 1011 SO 75 65 50 30 4£ , -" , a 200 120 1I0 95 70 50 5g 

3~ 225 150 150 125 9U 70 6 
4 350 200 200 170 125 90 6i 
4~ 450 275 250 210 170 120 7~ 5 550 350 320 260 200 150 8 6 SOO 500 450 3S0 300 200 9i 7 1200 no 650 550 421> 300 lOi s 1700 1000 SOO 675 525 400 jllg 9 2000 1250 1050 900 7cO 500 13 10 25(J0 1600 1300 1I00 I 900 600 14 

\Vith these two tables it is easy to determine all 
the elements of an ordinary air lift installation for 
pumping water. Having determined the percentage 
of submergence by dividing the submergence by the 
submergence and lift-let us say it was 50%, look 
along the left hand edge of Table No:r. and find 50% 
and follow along- the-right until it intersects the 
second curve and you will have the value 1'65 which 
m~an~ that at that submergell<;e 1 cub. ft. of free air' 
WIll hft 1'65 gallon of (vater. 

Table No. II. gives the proper sizes of the Indiana 
pump heads and the proper sizes of water and air 
pipes for any giyen condition. Following up the 
previous problem of 50% submergence, if it be wished, 
to deli\'er 125 gallons of water per minute the 50% 
colnlllll should be followed down to 125 gallons, then 
on the 8econd COIUlllll will be found the 8ize of the 
Indiana pump head, namely, 3~ in., which is also the 
size of the discharge pipe. On the first colullln will 
he found the size of the air pipe, 1 in., and on the 
extreme right hand column will be found the smallest· 
size well that will contain the ontfit; namely, 6 in. 

It will be noted that no mention is Iwtde of the 
lift, hecanse the table being intended for ordinary 
conditions of 1~5 ft, or less, it has I een assumed 
that it takes the S'Hne number of cubic feet of free 
air to lift 10 gallons with 60 ft. submergence as 10 
gallons lifted SO ft. with 120 ft. submergence, the 
working pressure only changing, in the former case 
being 20 lb. and the latter 40 lb. Now this assump
tion is not exuetly trne, but within the practical, 
limits of these lifts it is near enough to be a good 
convenient rule. \Vhen more accuracy is required 
for greater depths Table No. Ill., calculated by 
George H. ReiclHud, is valnable, as it takes into· 
consideration the expansion of the air bubbles on 
their way frolll the lower depths to the surface. 

The reason these, expansions must be taken into
consideration is evi.len t from the very nature of the 
action of the air lift .. Inasmuch as the action of the 
air lift depends upon an emulsion of air and water,. 
which mixtnre is lighter than water, it is evident' 
that a perfect condition would be where the bubbles, 
when introduced at the bottom of the well would 
maintain the same 8ize in their passage to the 
discharge, It will readily be seel,l, howe\'er, that 
inasmuch as the pressure is relieved from the air 
bubbles as they rise toward the snrface, the bubhles 
get larger and larger, the proportion of air to water 

TABLE IV.-Brake Horse Power to Compress 
10 cuh, ft. :r'ree Air per Minute. 

Gauo'e 
Press~re. 

5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
60 
711 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 

Brake 
h,p, 

'235 
'4;35 
'606 
'756 
'9 

1'02 
1'25 
1'45 
1'60 
1 '77 
1'92 
2'05 
2'IS 
1'9S 
2'07 

Gauo'c 
Presst~re. 

130 
140 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
4511 
500 
600 
700 
SOO 
900 

1,000 

Bmke 
It. 1', 

2'14 
2'2:3 
2'31 
2'60 
2'85 
3'07 
326 

. :,'40 
:{'ii4 
:l'68 
400 
3'S5 
4'00 
4'16 
4':,2 

1 Two rg

, 

I Three J Stage •. 
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T ABLE III. -A pproximate Cubic Feet of Frt'e Air and ·Working Pioessure Required to Raise One Gallon 

- of Water by Air Lifto 

F I J H + ::l4 234 H = Su bmergenre in feet 
ortnu a= ,0g0-----;J4 x L=Lift in feet 

R:;,tio of Suhmergence to Lifto 

----~----------------------------------------------.--------~----------~-------------------

25% 
Lift k to I 

30% 
-!J to 1 

43% 
~ to I 

50% 
I to 1 

55% 
It to 1 

60%, 
I~ to 1 

66% 
2 to I 

70% 75% 
2~ to 1 3 to 1 

III 
fee~. 

ree 'York· Free air ¥lotk- Free air 'YOl'kJFl'ee aiI'I 'Vork~ Free airl'Vork- Free ail' "\Ilork- Free airi WorkolFree air 
~ 
Worko Free Work air ing cubic iug- cubic iug cubic ing cubic ing cubic ing 

b.ft. press. feet. presso feeto press. feeto presso feeto press. feeto presso 
cubic ing- cubic mg air inr • . eu feet. presso feeto press. cub. ft. pres, 

-------_. - ------ --- ----- - - ----- --- ----- --- ----- --- ----- --- -----
21 
:11) 
"0 
{)O 

liO 
SO 

°8 30 1'436 45 

°850, 34 
'915 40~ 
°982 47 

1°047 54 
1°107 61 
1'167 6a 

°428 9 °365 
°470 13~ °400 
°508 18 °435 
°546 2~~ °470 
°582 27 '510 
°653 36 0575 
°7:W 45 °640 
°785 54 °703 
°847 63 °763 
0907 72 °820 
°965 81 °875 

1°(122 90 °930 

11 °310 13! 
17 °350 20 
22~ °:387 27 
28 °422 34 
34 °4~7 40~ 
45 °522 54 
56 °585 6n 
6H °642 81 
79 °697 !!4~ 
90 °755 1(18 

101 °810 1211, 
112~ °862 135 

°252 
290 
°325 

° °360 
°392 
°455 
°512 
°567 
°622 
°675 
"i25 
'~75 

18 
9" -I 

36 
45 
54' 
72 
90 

108 
126 
144 
162 
180 

°217 
°255 
°287 
'320 
°350 
°410 
°465 
°520 
°572 
'624 
672 
°720 

22~ °195 27 
34 °230 4{J 
45263 54l 
56 °285 67! 
67~ °323 Sf 
90 °380 lOS 

1O0 
1:!0 
140 
WO 
180 
200 
250 
300 2 
:3,,0 2 
4t.J0 2 
4iiO 2 
51 I) 2 
551) : 2 
61 I) , ;, 

°96 38 1°592 56 1°312 84 1°156 lJ2~ 1°069 141 '988 168 '896 225 °830 

112! °433 135 
135 °483 162 
I5n °533 189 
180 °583 216 
202 °630 243 
225 °675 270 

'282 
°12 45 1°750 6H 1°507 100 1'292 135 1°206 169 10110 200 1'010 270 942 338 

394 
450 
506 
562 

'°28 53 1°897 79 1'635 118 1'449 157! '1°317 197 1°232 236 l'llO 315 1'050 
°45 60 2'045 90 1°725 135 1'542 180 1'429 225 1°345 270 1°232 360 1°155 
°60 68 2°182 100 1'850 152 1'669 205 1°542 253 1'457 304 1':~37 410 1°280 
°74 75 2'328 ll2! 1'952 169 1°790 225 1°657 281 1°570 338 1'442 450 1'356 
°88 83 2'455 1:28 ~0105 Ib5~ 1'907 ~4n 1°772 309 10(i78 2iL 1°564 495 
°02 90 2'564 135 2'225 205 2°018 270 1'884 :~3n 1°784 410 1'642 540 

6W :~ 
7( I) :-l 
7f0 3 
8(,<1 :3 
850 ;{ 
91 n :3 
95,' 3 

°16 98 2°730 146 2'345 219 2°175 2921, 2°012 H65~ 1°908 +38 1°742 585 
o:-n 1('5 2°845 15n 2'460 236 2°258 315 2°100 394 2'000 472 1'842 630 
'45 113 2°970 16!! 2'576 256 2'353 33n 2'225 424 2'080 512 1°935 675 
60' 120 3°095 180 2'690 270 2'465 360 2'320 450 2'190 54() 2063 720 

°72 128 3'215 191 2'800- 287 2'570 :382~ 2'410 478 

2 "1'7< 2°125 765 
°85 135 3':~38 202-!, 2'915 :,04 2°675 405 2'50 1506 2'325 608 2'220 810 
'98 143 3°455 214 2'0 322 2°780 42H 2°610 535 2°485 644 2°310 854 
°11 150 3'575 225 3'465 337~ 2°885 450 2°710 I 562~ ~580 675 2°407 900 10('0 4 

increases exactly in proportion to the expansion and 
tli is decreases I he efficiency of the lifto _ 

The quantity of air given in this table, No. 111., 
i, 4 times the theoretical quantity required to. ,It) 
tl'e work. Two and one-half has been selected as a 
co-efficient in this matter as a resJ.lt of experienceo 
:-; Ille engineers have advocated the use of 3-and even 
:~1, ;t~ a co-efficien t, bu t I believe that the table as 
I-'i I'en to be approximately correct. In the fi.rst line 
.of the table the percentage of submergence is given; 
.a' "0 the I atio of the submergence to the lifto After 
luning del ermilled the amouut of free air necessary 
to do the pumping and the pressure required, then 
Ly reference to TaLle Noo IVo the brake horse-power 
to compress the air may be determinedo This table 
shows the a<;tual horse-power necessary to compress 
10 cubo ft. of free air per minute to the pressure 
llientionedo An allo,mnce is made in this taLle for 

. fli~tion and other losses of power, and is generons 
-enough to allow an ample amount of power to do the 
work."-E. Ao Rlxo-ilfining and Scientific Press, 
Octo 15, 1910, po 505o (Wo RD.) 

CElIIENT CONCRETE VATS AND TANKSo-" Im
pen'ious, odourless, tasteless, ami sanitary vats -and 
tanks can be constructed of reinforced concrete, the 
reinforcing to be designed by a competent engineer, 

_provided the in terior surfaces are treated as follows: 

After the forms are removed, grind off with a 
carhorundum ~tolle any projections due to the con
crete seeping through the joints between the board So 
Keep the surface damp for two weeks from the 
placing of the concreteo 'V ash the surface rJlOroughly 
and allow to dly. Mix np a solution ° of one part 

. water-glass (sodium silicate) 40° B., with four to six 
parts water, total fh'e to seven parts, according to 
the density of the concrete surface treated. The 
denser the surface the weaker should be the solutiono 

Apply the water-glass solution with a brusho 
After four hours and within 24 hour~, wash off the 
surface with clear "·ater. Again allow the -urface 
to dryo '''hen dry 'apply another coat of the watero 
gla~s solutiono After four hours and within 24 
hours, again wash off the surface with clear water 
and allow to dryo Repeat this process for three or 
four coats, which should be sufficient to close np all 
the poreso 

The water-glaos (sodiJilll silicate) which has pe~e
trated the pores has come in contact with the alkalies 
in the cement and concrete' and formed into aD 
insoluble hard material, causing the surface ° to 
become very harf! to a depth of k to ~ ino, accor~lllg 
to the density of the concreteo The excess sodlUJD 
silicate which has remained on the surface, Dot 
having come in contact with the alkalies, is soluble, 
therefore, easily washed off with watero The reason 
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Reviews and New Booles: 40110 
feu. 191~1 ____ -----------1--~--------------

'" If the surface bet.ween· eacl~ coat and 
for ",aslnn", 0 rface to dry, IS to obtam a more -
allowing the ~~lI.tion of t'he sodium silicate."
thorollgh pen~Jines and Minm'als, Jan:, 1911, p. 364. 
J\' :\IOY~~R.-

(W. ,\. C_._) _-----------

ReviewS and New Books. 
. S' to'+; 1'-ch· 'hall be pleased to reVlew any Cleli lJ'C 01' 0 

(JVe s , I Work sent to us fOI' that purpose.) luca __ _ 

Y OF COAL .. BY MYLES BROWN, M.E· 
C!IlmI\~.TR . The Science and Al·t of Mining,) 

(' wan. k .. u t 80 'I' °rttle hand·boo , compnsing a ou pp., 
"'l.ns I lot of useful information for students, 

rontaUIS ana ers and purchasers of coal. The use 
Iliery lila g , h . I eo I alysis and fuel tests as come prom men t y 

of .~Otl f~ont of late, and is a clear indicatiou that 
to tlile ~s of coal are becollling dissatisfied with ·the 
I'nr" I~se of eon tract uote and are adopting specifica
o.lt! fOI'.,1 ich "i\'e the contract note a reliuble scientific 
tIlJl~" \\ ~'he °lllformation which the aUlhor of this 

I
IJIlHlk"· I'eoents should be of considerable help to those 
100' po' . k -tl I who are endea.vourmg to ee~ paee \~,l 1 ~ le more 

Illh'lluced reqlUrements of pill chasers. -11 011; and 
CUll/Trades Review, Dec. 16, 1910. (A. R.) 

I'ItH;TICAL DATA FOR THE CYANIDE PLANT. By 
, HEItBERT E. MEGRA W. pp. 93. IIlnstrated. 

Soft cover. Price $2 net. (New York, 1910: 
:\!e"raw-Hill Book Company, 239 West 39th St.) 

"1'01Ielp the' Man on 8hift' thi.s yolume was 
written. Although it is confessedly a compilation, 
it iH "ot without original matter. The author, Mr. 
Jlel'hert A. MegTaw, while claiming little originality, 
lillI'''" that the- book will accomplish its object in 
Hol\'in" the everyday difticul ties of the worker in 
('Yllni,'i'e. \\' e ate sure that, in lIIany cases,.it will. 

The "roUlIII surveyed is a" follows: Crushing and 
IoI'l'illlliI;g, the cy:lllide plant, slillles, precipitation, 
/ol'lIIl1lm in mensnration, tables of geueral weights 
uIIII ",e:,sures, general reference tables. The section 
'1'I'Puipitation' is thus di\'ided: Solutions, stoichio
Ill· try, prelillli"ary experiments on ores, trouble, 
dal n: U noer these heads .. the sequence of step" i" 
\\'ull presented. Necessary chemical equations ale 
ilH'llId",1 and explained. (J "der the heading' trollule' 
" lo\, "f very helpful and practical hints are gi\,en."
U"I//f(lian lYlining Journal, Dec. 1, 1910. (A. R.) 

l'RACTICAL SHA~"r SINKING. By FRANCIS DONALD-
SON, Chief Engineer of the Dravo Contracting 
('0. 8vo, PI" 139. 6:3 lllllstration~. Price $2. 
(:'oIew York City: McGraw-Hill Book Co.) 

. "'l'lri.i uo~k is written by a practical lUan engaged 
In tilt, bUSiness of shaft sinking, and covers the 
grl!1111.1 of modern shaft sinking from A to Z. Chapter 
I. 1"",".I.es contract agreement for excavation; the 
extra [ll'lces to , e paid for excess of water pumped 
allO.vl) I()(j gallons per minute; and timbering specifi
cat",,," where shafts require to be lin'ed. Chapter II, 
C{)\'~r" tIle power plant required for sinking shafts to 
VIlTJII" .dept,Ils; the disposal of excavated material; 
111111 flLn ItemIzed cOot of an entire sinking plant for a 
~ III t fJ( 0() ft dee Cl t III I h' h h lIutl I' p. lap er . ntIs c apter t e 

flOr i lOWS how to sink and support earth from the 
our 11I'1l to rock· tl . k- d f '1' d irwlu I' ,Ie varIOUS m s 0 pIIng use , 
ILnd • :'llg steel; the use and construction of circular 
of t1~el °lg conrrete caissons, with the construction 
I,r{)(~e"" ~?e~. k~hapter IV. covers the pneumatic 

SIn mg through soft ground; also the 

shield method practiced ill IIIinois_ Chapter V .. -
covers rock excavations; the tools for drilling·
placing holes for blasting; progress and probaul~" 
cost per foot. Chapter VI. Th~ processes followed 
abroad nnd the Poetsch-Sooysmith freezing proce>s· 
are described. Chapter VII. The Kind-Chaudron 
process, and the cementation of water-bearing fis
sures. Chaptpr VIII. is devoted entirely to lifting 
water during the progress of shaft sinking. Chapter 
IX. deals with various kinds of shaft linings Ui'ed 
abroad and in this country, Chapter X. gives the 
cost per linear foot for rectangular, angular, elliptical; 
and quadrilateral cement-lined shafts. "-Mines and
Minemls, Dec., 1910. (A. R.) 

MODERN ASSAYING, By J. REGINALD SMITH. , 
(J. B. Lippincott.) 

A text book on "Modern Assaying," which ollly 
boasts 150 pages or so, can scarcely be expected to
be an exhaustive treatise on so wide a subject. In 
so far as sampling and crushing go, the matter of 
the hook is excellent, but beyond a description of the 
various 1'1:0('esses emvloyed in assaying gold and 
sih-_er ores, together witll brief notes on lead and 
copper, and merclll'Y as~ays-all of which can be 
obtained in greater detail in any of the ordinary 
text books on assaying-we see little object in the 
pnblication of this book, unless it be as an advertise
ment for a certain make of ore-crusher. (M. T. M.) 

TESTING FOR METALLURGICAL PROCESSES. By 
JAMES A. BARR, San Francisco: Mining and 
Scientific Press), p. p. 216, $2. 

As a text hook for advanced students, this publi
cation is oue of the most successful that we have 
seen. Dealing a" it does with chlorination tests, 
with amalgamation and cyanidation of gold ores
with furnace work and calculations of furnac-e 
charges, pyrometry, calorimetry, &c_ ,-it covers the 
work which a mining or metallurgical student 
would be required to perform in his final year of 
study. . 

Such a book has long bet'n required, and Mr. Barr 
has certainly made the metallurgical profepsion 
illdebted to him for putting into a convenient form 
his laboratory noteo • 1\,Iore than that, a large 
number of the experiments can be performed in 
ordillary mine assay offices-whether attached to 
gold, silver, or base-metal mines, so that the book is 
useful to the practical assayer, as well as to, the 
student. For assayers on the Reef (and cyanide 
managel'~, too, for that matter) we can cordially 
recommend the chaptHs on "Amalgamating," 
"Cyanidation," and" Retorting." 

AIt0 f1ether, we have little or no fault to find with 
the boo!;:, which will be of great use in the labora
tory. 'Ve hope that the author will, at some future
date, expand and amplify his hook into a com pre
hensiye volullle, \\'hich will00ver all laboratory work 
for'mining and metallurgical students. (1\'1. T, M.) 

PRACTICAL STAMP MILLING AND AMALGAlIIATION. 
By H. 'V. MACFARREN_ (San Francisco: Min-' 
ing and Scientific Press), p.p. 166. $2. 

This little book should be of invaluable assistance 
to the battery-manager, the amalgamator, and, more 
especially to tire tribute miner and proprietor of the 
small proposition, who has had little 01' no experi
ence of metallurgy. Every detail of the routine of 
stamp-battery practice is dealt with-concisely, 
clearly, yet fully. 

The book is written from the American stand
poin t, of course, and one notices a few inaccuracies 
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in the references to work- on foreign fields, while 
here and there the author might have gone into the 
reasons for certain dilficnltie· which crop up, and for 
the methods employed in overcoming them, a' little 
more flllly. However, the book is ostensibly a 
pmct.cal one, awl the introduction of theoretical. 

-detail might have defeated the end which the author 
chad in "iew, viz., to give in It concise, brief manner, 
informat.ion by which millmen may be guided, and 

,the methods found to be most satisfactory in treat· 
ing various tvpps of ores.' 

Mr. MacFarren is evidently 'a practical man 
himself, so that his ideas and suggestions are based 

.. on his own experience and observations. 
One could only wish that some battery-manager 

_on the W'itwatel sran d would come' forward with a 
. similar treatise on the procedure followed on the 
Rand. Such a book wouhlbe·of inestimable value 
to our' mill men, '. amalga'ma:tor's' aud" s'Ludents. 

.(M.T.M.) 

:RoCK DRILLS-DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND USE. 
By ,EUSTACE M. V/EST9N,. Reef .Lecturer on 
Mining,' Transvaal Unh-ersity College. pp.367. 
Profusely Illustrated. PI'ice $4 net. (N ew 
York, 1910: McGraw-Hili Book Company, 239 
West 39th "treet.) 

"The gaps in professional handbook~ are being 
. gradually and well filled. Thi~ latest addition to 
the list of .practical books will.be welcomed by many. 

Until now, there has been no attempt to cover the 
whole subject of rock drills. 'Ve have needed, 
particularly, II. comparison of English, Australian 
and American drills. Sugh a comparison is necessary 
to aid the engineer in his choice of machine for his 

,spe(Jial needs. 
The successive subjects treated are: standard 

piston drills; hammer drills; electric drills; operat
-ing on surface and underground; piston drills using 
air exclusively; philosophy of drilling rock; repair 
and maintenance of rock drills; drill steel and drill 
bits; explosives and their 'lise; theory of blRsting 
with high explosives; examples of drill practice in 
Africa, Australia and America; drill tests and con
tests; dust and its pl'even tion ; not.es on the use of 

.. compressed air. It will be seen that the scope of the 
book is large and that the sequence is logical. 

As probably the evolution of the hammer drill is 
the most important of modern developments, it is 
worth while digressing here to notice Mr. 'Weston's 
estimate of the compHrative merits of the piston and 

-the hammer typps. Mr Weston points out tlutt, 
?nless one k~eps in llJ~nd the fact. that the rock drill 

-IS a commerCIal machme, one nllght be ·tempted to 
-believe the modern hammer drill to he by far the 
superior machine. The wei~ht of the hammer of the 
largest type of hammer drill is 15 Ibs. The weiaht 
of piston, steel, etc, of a p~ston drill ranges fr~m 

·60Ibs. to 125 Ibs. Thus, whIlst the velocity of the 
hammer drill should be 16. times that of the piston 
drill t? get equivalent effect, in practice it is only 

.. fonr, tImes as great In other. word~, a very high ail' 
pressure must be used to permIt the hammer·drill to 
compete at all with the piston drill. Mr. Weston 

_ expounds the suhject capably and well. 
Most instr·uctive are two chapters entitled, 

'Exampl~s of Rock Drill Practice,' and one entitled, 
'Rock Dflll Tests and Contests.' The former takes 

-up 90 pages. They cover practice in South Africa 
.a!ld in· America respectively. Many cost items' are 
gIven. The chapter on 'Rock Drill Tests and Con-

-tests' takes up South African tests largely. 

Whilst M~. Weston's book will 'call' for additio 
and revisions perhaps more rapidly than books ns 
other subj~('~s, yet !s is disti~ctl~ a ?o?k that w?il 
help the nllnmg engmeer. In Its field It IS' unique 
Canadian lIfining Jo1t1'nal, Dec. I; 1910. (A. R.)'-

Allen's Commercial Organic Analysis. Vol. IV 
4th Edi.tion, pntirely Re-written_ Roy Svo, pp. 474' 
ChUJ·clnll. Net 2Is. ' 

AOrber, E. A.~. The ~atural .History of Coal, 
Roy .16mo, pp. 1/4. Cambndge Unw. Pres'>. Net Is 

B"lley, G. R., and Bausor, H. W. Chemistry fo' 
Matriculation (The Univel'sity Tutorial Series). C

r 

8vo, pp. viii. -54S. Clive. 5s. 6d. r 
. Barr, J: H. Kinelllati"s of Machinery. 2nd Ed 

Revised by E- H. Wood. Svo. Chapman & Hall' 
Net lOs. 6d. . . . 
: ·Baskerville, C", and Cnrtma-n,L. J. A.Course in 
QualitaLive Chemical Analysis. Svo. Macmillan 
Net 68. . 

Bayliss, W. M. The Nature of Enzyme Action 
2nd Edition. Roy Svo. Longmans. Net 3s. 6d. . 

Biltz, H. IntroduCtion to Experimeutal Inorganic 
Chemistry. Translated by W. T. Hall and J W 
Phelan, i909. Cr Svo. Chapman and Hall . . Net 
5s.6d. 

Butler, G. M. Pocket Handbook of Blowpipe 
Analysis. 12mo. Chapman and Hall. Net 3s 

Collins, H. F. The Metallurgy of Lead. '2nd 
Edition. Thoroughly Revised and Enlarged Svo 
pp.55S. C. Grijfin. Net 2Is. ' 

Cubitt, James A Short Specification of. MateJ'ials 
Labour and Goods for 'Yorks connected with Build: 
ing. Oblong 4to, pp. 114 C .. Lockwliod. Net 5s. 

Cruickshanks, A., and McKar, R. F. Machine 
Sketches and Designs for Engmeering Students. 
4to sd. E. Arnold. Is. 6d. 

Qon, John and Chisholm, John. Modern Methods 
of Water Purification. 8vo, pp. 3S4. E. Arnold
Net 15s, 

Desch, C. H. The Chemistry and Testin" of 
Cement. Svo, pp, 280. E. Arnold. Net. lOs. 6d. 
, Groth, P. The Optical Properties of Crystals. 
Being Selected Parts of the "Physical Crystallo
graphy." Translated by B. H. Jackson. Svo. 
Chapman and Hall. Net 15s . 

Harder, E. C. Manganese Deposits of the United 
States. with Sections on Foreign Deposits Chemistry 
and Uses (U.S. Geological SUrl'ey, Ruiletin 427). 
Two Plates and Engravings. Svo sd, pp. 29S. W. 
Wesley. Net 5s 

Harrison, H H. Engineering Mathematics Simply 
Explained. 3rd Edition. Cr SI'O, pp. 17:l. P. 
Mal·shall. Net Is. 6.1. 

.Hickling, George. Geology, 'Chapters of I<;f1l'th 
HIstory. 1I1ustratetl. Cr 8vo, pp. vii.-I36. Milner. 
Net Is. 

Hinds, J. I. D. Qualitative Chemical Analysis 
from the Standpoint of Solubilities, Ionisation and 
Mass AcLion. Demy Svo. Williams and Norgate. 
Net Ss. 6d. 

Jamieson, A. A Textbook of Applied Mechanics 
and Mechanical :Engineering. Vol. I., Applied 
Mechanics. Sth Edition. Revised. Cr Svo, pp. 418. 
C. Griffin. 6s. ; 
,Jamie~on. Andr'ew. ·A' Text\:>ookof Steam and 

Steam Engines, including Turbines and Boilers. 
Vol. 1.-. 17th Edition. Revised. Cr Svo, pp. S52. 
C. Griffin. lOs. 6d. 

Julian, H. Forbes.and Smart, Edgar. Cyaniding 
Go'd and Silver Ores. 2nd Edition. Reprinted. 
Svo, pp. 4S4. C. Griffin. Net 2Is; 
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Selected Transvaal Pateut Al'pl'ieatous. 411 

. F Stanlev and Perkin, W. H. Inor-
Kippmg,' P~rt II. Cr 81'0, pp. 448 .. . Chellli5try. 

~lllllC 4-
£'lutmbel's'd H R. Public Health Laboratory Work. 

]{e,n'.v~o . rilustrltted. 81'0, pp 460. ·R. K. Lewis. 
5th E(htlOn. 
~et 10;. G L I 200 Mining Exami'uation Questions. 

Ke.rr, . . 140. C. Lockwoud. Net 2s. 6d. 
8ro hm~, 'f!t Light, alld the Behaviour of Organisms. 
J\IastC~~l)}nan.& He,ll. Net lOs. 6d. 

81'0. 'dale 'V. H,. and Westcott, W. W. 
MartIn ,,' 01' " 606" (Dioxydiaminoarseno

" S~llrI~~ Chemistry, Pharmacy and Therapeutics. 
henzo '94 R. K. Lewis. Net 12s. 6d. 
SI'°M' .pp .. Is' Arran"ed by W. F. Kirby (Treherne's 

, lIIera . " III d 18 2 N,;tu ral Series, No.4). ustrate. mo, pp. 4. 
l' ~el'ne Net 8d. 
I'Mittel~taent, O. Technical Calculations for Sugar 

Work~. Cr 81'0. Chapman and 'Hall. Ne.t 6s.' 6d. 
Parkes, L. n., and Ken\~o.od, H. R. HygIene and 

l'ublic Health. 4t~ Ed}tlOn. Illustrated. 81'0, 
~04 H J(. Lew?s. Net lOs. 

JIIl]~~ss: H. E. A Dairy Laboratory Guide. Cr 81'0. 
1\ Paul. Net 2s. 6.1. , , 

·Richards. 'V. 'A. ,A 1 extbo~k of Elementary' 
Foundry Praetice. 8,'0. l!f.acl)~tllan. Net 5s. 6d. 

Schmeitzner. I. R. ClarificatIOn of Sewage. Cr 
SI'O Constable. Net 6· . 
. s~ott Alexander. An Introduction to Chemical 
Theory: 2nd Edition. 81'0, PI" 280. Black. Net 

!iR. f H . SOl'Rhire. A. F. Geolo)!y or egmners. Cr 81'0, 
I'p. 452. C. Griifin. Net lOs. 6d. 

Stitt E. R f'ractical Bacteriology, Blood Work, 
!lnd A;Iimal Parasitologv. 2nd Edition. Cr 81'0. 
II. J(. Lewis. N eL 6s. 6(]. 

Strong, E'. F. E8sellt,ialR of Modern Electro
thernpeu tics. 81'0. Rebman. Net 4s. 
Turn~r, Dawson. Radium; ItR Phy,ics and 

'I'hempeuties. Cr 81'0, pp. 96. Bailliel'e. Net 5s. 
Turner, Thomas. Lectures on Iron-Founding. 

!lilt! E,lition, Revised. Cr 8\'0, pp. 152. C. Griifin. 
Net 38. 6d. 

Tayler, A .. J. Wallis. 
their Construction and 
1'1'. 254. C Lockwood. 

Aerial or Wire Rope-ways; 
Mltnagement. 1l1ust. 8vo, 
Net 78. 6d. 

Abstracts of Patent Applications. 

{C.} 21/10. E.~. Way (I), A. J, Arbuckle (2). Im
prol ements III vats or vessels for the treatment 
of crushed ore prod ucts. 22.1.10. 

This claim is for a vat, fitted with a number of. 
~lIIall con~s, and containing both in these cones, and 
III convement positions between them. circulating 
«olullIns in whit-h pulp is made to circulate by the 
I~Jlplication of air jets, after I he manner of the Pohle 
hft. .The claim is for f1 plurality of such devices 
(">IItalned in one vat. 

,{C.) !;96/1O. Otto Stehang Tonnesen. Improved 
It "paratus for sampling slimes and other liquids. 
~1~IQ ' 

Thi J appl.ication b for a de~ign of apparatu's for 
.'I.'lJl'hllg shme and the like. It consists of a tube 
":111.' end shaped as a cutting edge, provided with an 
'JtIl'Llght plunger to retain' the 'sanlple therein by 
ntlllo"pheric pressure. 

~C.) 603/10, l.<'rederick Stubbs. Improvements in 
1't:,fety 3;malgam receptacles. 8.12.10. 

-or It" applIcation is to cover a specified receptacle 
ve~Hel for holding the Itmalgam"orblack sand that 

is taken from the amalgamating plates, and the 
novelty claimed i~ in connection with a, valve at the 
bottom of the tuhe or inlet of the vessel, which will 
prevent 'any material that has once ,been put in 
from heing taken out again, excepting by unlocking 
the lid. 
(C.) 628/10. Mltx Weidtman. Method'of sepltrat

illg diamonds and other stones hal'illg somewhat 
the same specific gravity from the matrix. 
23.12.10. 

This is a device for separating diamonds and other 
stones. having somewhat the same specific gravity, 
from the matrix ,in which they are embedded -by 
treating with a liquid, the specific gravity of which 
is greater than that of the matter, but less than that 
of the diamonds'. 

(C) 638/10. Alfred Arthur Lockwood. Improve
·ments .. in·the·1 reatJllent,of 'auriferous and argen-
tiferous ores. 29.12.10. ' 

This application refers to the use of an alkaline 
silicate in treating gold or silver ores with cyanide 
Of potassium, with the object of rpducing the con
sumption "f cyanide by such base metal compounds 
as ·coppei·,pyrite. It is believed that the base metal 
compound becomes covered with a thin coating of 
silicate. 

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications. 

HK1.A'I'ING TO CHEMISTRY, METALLURGY AND 
MINING. 

Compiled hy C. H. M .. KISCH, F.M.Chart.lnst.P.A_ 
(Loudon), Johannesburg (Member). 

(N.B.-ln this list (P) means provisional specifica
tWit, and (C) complete specification. The nU'rnber 
given is that of the specifir-ation, the name that of the 
applir-ant, and the da,te that oj filing.) 

(C.) 615/10' Peter Nerman Nissen. Improve
ments in stamp mills. 13.12.10. 

(P.) 617/10. Charles Brownlow Strutt (I), Harold 
Reginald Gilbert (2). Improvement in anti,corrosive 
and anti-fouling compositions. 14.12.10. 

(C) 618/10. George Hobert Gregory (I), William 
Brown (2). Improvements in' and connected with 
liquid fuel burning devices for steam boiler furnaees 
and the like. '15.12.10. 

(C.) 619/10. John Kiug Bulger. Improvements 
in lock-joint couplings. 15. U.IO. 

(C.) 620/10. William Prellwitz. Improvements 
in fluid pressure operated tools. 15 12.10 

(C.) 621/10. Htlrbert Arthur Grimsdick. Im
provements' in stoppering bottles and the like. 
1~1~1~ . 

(C.) 622/10. Herbert Edward Montagu Call. 
Hollow cone spray. 15,12.10. , 

(C.) 623/10. Jackson Andrew Pearce (I), Walter 
Taylor (2). A process for the better extraction of 
metals from their ores. 17.12.10. 

(P.) 625/10. Johannes Jacobus van Zyl. An 
Improved automatic couplingfor railway carriages, 
trucks and like vehicles. 19.12.10_ 

(P.) 626/10. Richard Bennet Thomas' (I), 
Frederick George Fell (2), William Dellbridge 
Thomas (3) Improvements in chucks of rock drills 
and means of holding dIill steel. 21. l2.1O. 

(C.) 627/10. William Lindsay Hamilton., Im
provements in or connected with aerial or suspended 
railways. 23.12.10. 
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(C.) 628/10. Max Weidtman; Method of· sepanit. 
in" dialllond and olher stones I.laving somewhat the 
sa~le ~pecific gravily from the matter. 23.12.10 .. 

(P.) 631/10. Xavier dn Homme ~e iSt .. CrOIx. 
Improve,1 ltleiLllS fuT' aULOmatICally md'catmg. 01' 
signallillg the approach of trallls, cars and other 
vehicles. 2'1.12.10. 

.(C:) 632/10. Bertie Gray Moorcroft Edwalds. An 
improve(1 tappet: 24 12 10. .' 

(P.) 63:3/10. Frank Hayes Friel. Improvements 
in wal er admission means for· acety lene generators'. 
24.12.10. . . 

(P.) 6:34/10. Frank Hayes Fri.el. . ~ll1prOVelllents 
in clo~illg devices for' acetylene generatol'~. 24.12.10. 

(P.) 6:~5/1O. Ed ward . Harr.i~oll. 1m pro\'emell ts 
in dlIllIP forming apparatus. 24.12.1(1, '. 

(I'.) 6:36/10. \\ illiiLlll George. IlIIprO\'emellt m 
sh"t hole ganges. 28.12.10. . ' 

.( P.) 6:H/IIl. ·IlllproVPlllPnt In I,,/.!" 01' chocks for 
SIII'P"l'tillg' ),001' ill Illill"". '28.12;1.0 .. 

. C.) G;{S/lO. A Ifred Arthur L?ckwoo(\: Illlprov~ .. 
llIe"ts ill tl,o t.reatment of aUrIferous and argentl· 
fei'olls ores. 29.12.10. . 

(C.) ,6:39/10. Allen Steward C~lllbridge. ~m. 
pl'O\'elllents in apparatus for ge!leratlllg or prodl~cmg 
ores. 29. i 2.10. . 

(C.) 641/10. WilliiLm BiLyner. InterchallgeiLble 
device for antomatic rail way coupling.. 3U. 12. 10. 

(C.) 642/10. Bra-mah Joseph Diplock. Improve· 
ments in road vehicles. 30.12.10. 

(C.) 643/10. John Collins Clancy. The treat· 
ment of ores bearing precious metals. 30.12.10. 

(C.) 644/10. Walter Skelton Hudson (I), Edward 
Hndson (2). Improvements in or relating to trncks 
or wa"ons. 30.12.10. 

(C.t 645/10. Walter Skelton Hudson (1), Edward· 
Hudson (2). Improvements in or relating to trucks 
or Wa"OtlR. 30.12.10. 

(P, t 646/]1). Peretz Manoim (1), Bernard Carto<?n 
(2), BenjiLmin Harry Chein (3) .. Improvements III 

means fO.I checking runaway skips amI the like. 
31.12.10. 

(C.) 1/11. ,r nlius Schiller. Improvel~lent ~ in 
acetylene gas lam p8 ~nd generators for use In mines 
and the like. 3.1.11. 

(p.) 2/11. William Hunter. Improvements ill 
dust collectors for rock drilling machines. 4.1.11. 

(P.) 3/11. Frank Baldwyn Parkin~on. Improved 
autoIlliLtic roasting and, cla,sifyin!! furnace. 4.1.11. 

(C.) 4/U. John Little. Improvements in 
machines for dressing rail~. 5.1.11. 

(C.) 5/11. Fritz Hu~o Elkan .. Improvements in 
coupling for hose and other flexible pipes. c.1.11. 

(C.) 6/11. Joseph Alexanller Panton,. Improve: 
ments in or relating to !;>rake ohoes. 6.1.11. 

(C.) 7/li. Harold TheodOle Granville van der 
Linde. Method of extracting particles of rubber 
from substance_ in which it is associated. 6.1.11. 

(C.) 8/11.' Ebenezer ·HaJl'·Bnnvn (1), Reginald 
Vander~ee FiLrnham (2) .. Improvements in gas pro· 
ducci·s. 6.1.11. . , 

(C.) 9/11. Blanton Patents Syndicate" Ltd. (I), 
Daniel Richards (2). Improvements i~ nut locks. 
6.1.11. ' 

(C.) 10/11. Harry Naftali Cohen. Improvements 
in means for attaching bows, buckles and the like 
to shoes. 6.1.11. 

(P.) 11/11. D. Bernhard Jacques Flur~cheim. 
1m pl'ovements relating ,to explosives. 6.1.11. 

(.P.) 12/11. . Hans Charles' Behr. Improvp.ments 
relating to. the conveyance of, ~and and like filling 
matelial into mines. 7.1.11. 

(C.)· 13/11'. Charles '1'ol,tell. Illlpro~cd cont~iv. 
·ance to.provide for the fne exit, (If flies from build. 
ings and to prevent their le·tlltnu,ee. P.l.II. 

·(C.) 14.11. Francis El'llest DumlPtL. Improve. 
:.ment in composition fur treating metiLl piping and 
the like. 11.1.11. 

,(C.) 16/11. Henry Bell. Improvements in mine 
electl ical signalling apparatus .. 12.1.11. 

(p.) 17/11. George Henry Frederick Brazier. An 
improvement in .sll,mple grading machi)les. 13.1.11. 

Changes of Address. 

Me'lllbe1's and Associates a1'e 1'equested to notij" the 
::iec1'etm'y immediately '0/ allY ckan.qe in a",11'_ss 
othenvise it is impossible to gum'antee the delivI'1':/J oj 
JO'll1'1tals or Notices. 1'he'Sec1'eta1'Y-should be notified' 
of 11nn"'PNil,t 0/ J ""nInIH a1ld N otir.es at "nN. 

ADAM, H. R., I/o Johannesburg; c/o F. T. Mum. 
ford; P. O. Box 244, Salisbnry, Rhodesia. 

ALSTON, H: A., I/o Scotland; 16 St. Helen's Place, 
Bisho)iJsgate Streei-, London; E. C. . 

ARGALL, PHILIP; I/o 732, Majestic Blliltlings; The 
FirRt National Hallk Building, DelIver, Colorado, 
U.S.A. ' 

ALLAN, J. R., to P. O. Box 66, Maraisburg. 
BEATTY, G. H., l/o Boksburg; c/o'Park antI Jumper 

Streets, Belgravia. . 
BEAVER, \Y., l/o East Rand; Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd., 

West Section. Cleveland. 
DUNN,\CHIE, W .. J. N., I/o Langlaagte; Geldellhuis 

peep, Ltd., \Vest Section, P. O. Cleveland. 
DODD, M., to p, O. Box 2486, Johannesburg; 
FILMEH, junr., H. J., to "Altona," Marshall 

Street, Bel~Tavia. 
HAHN, Prof. P. D., to . York Honse, The Gardens" 

l·apetown. 
KRAUSE, H. L., l/o Klerksdorp'; New Kleinfontein 

, Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 2, Benoni. 
LEACH, G. \V., I/o Cleveland, Johannesburg; Bree 

Street, Parys, O.F.S. .' . 
MCGUIRE, J. E., I/o Johannesburg; P.O. Box 539,. 

Bllla\\ ayo. 
McLEAN, C. S., 110 Germislon'; Lonely Reef G.M: 

privale bag, Inyati, Rhodesia. . 
MEYER, C. E., I/o Balberton ; Ray ton, Transvan.1. 
MORISON, S, to P. O. Box 1447, ,Johannesburg. 
MATTHEWS, E. L., I/o Klerksdorp; c/o R. SaneI', 

P. O. Box 3394, Johannesburg. 
PINKVOS, .. E., I/o Hamburg; Kirchberg i. Sachsen,. 

Germany. , .. 
PACKARD, G, A., lio Wakefield'; Haven Copper 

Company" Butte, MOlltana, U.S.A. 
STACPOOLE,A. R., I/o Louws Creek.; Cumberland 

House, Johannesburg. . 
STOUT, W. H., to P. O. Box 1392, Johannesburg. 
SOLLY, B. C. T.; I/o Germiston; P; O. 'Box 114, 

Roodepoort. . 
SOUTHWELL, B., llo Germiston; P. 0, Box pO, Johan· 

nesburg.: '.. : 
TAYLOR, M., to P:. O. Box 46, Roodepoort. , 
TAYLOR, \VILFRII?, I/o Ventersdorp ; ,P. O. Box 68, 

Gwelo, Rhode~ia. 
TOM, I., tlo Australia; c/o Lewis & 'Marks, P. O. 

Box 1030, Johiuinesbnrg. '. . 
TOWNSEND, C. T.) I/o Brilliant Extended Cyalll.d~ 

Works; Cyanide Works, .One, Mile, GympIf', 
. 'Queensland, Australia. 

\VAYNE, T. H. B., ~/o Bulawayo; c/o Standard 
Bank of South Africa, Limited, 10 St. Clements· 
Lane, London, E.C. 
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